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ABSTRACT
For years bluefin tuna has been the poster child for overfishing and poor
management. However, recent improvements in data collection, catch monitoring and
international cooperation are providing an opportunity to reverse the perception of a
fishery that is doomed to collapse. Stock assessments are conducted routinely to
monitor the abundance and productivity of exploited fish stocks so managers can
determine how many fish can be sustainably harvested each year. Should a stock be
declared overfished or under-going overfishing, the science behind stock assessments
also equip managers with the knowledge necessary to make decisions about what shortterm and long-term management measures should be taken to help reverse these trends.
In that light, the goal of my research has been to use newly available age data to improve
the quality and reliability of assessments for Atlantic bluefin tuna by reducing uncertainty
about the data and methods used to infer growth and age composition. A secondary goal
has been to provide managers with the knowledge necessary to implement effective stock
rebuilding programs for Pacific bluefin tuna. Chapter 2 is focused on cohort slicing, a
method routinely used in the Atlantic bluefin tuna assessment to estimate catch-at-age
from catch-at-size information. This chapter explores how errors in cohort sliced catchat-age data can bias estimates of total mortality rate derived from catch curve analysis.
Recommendations are provided concerning the appropriate mortality estimator and plus
group to use depending on the parameters characterizing the stock. Chapter 3 provides
updated growth estimates for western Atlantic bluefin tuna, which were adopted in 2017
as the basis for defining growth in the assessment. Chapter 4 provides an overview of the
theory behind age-length keys with particular emphasis on the assumptions that govern

each method and provides notes of caution concerning their applications to real data.
Chapter 5 evaluates through simulation the relative performance of different methods for
estimating age composition of western Atlantic bluefin tuna catches and applies the best
performing technique, the combined forward-inverse age-length key, to actual western
Atlantic bluefin tuna data. Chapter 6 moves over to the Pacific and focuses on evaluating
the potential impacts of different minimum size regulations on the stock of Pacific
bluefin tuna and explores ways in which to minimize short-term pain to the industry
while still achieving long-term yield and conservation goals. Overall, this work has
contributed major improvements to the stock assessment process of Atlantic bluefin tuna
and implications of this work resonate beyond the bluefin tuna world to other highly
migratory species faced with similar problems.
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IMPROVING STOCK ASSESSMENTS AND MANAGEMENT ADVICE FOR
BLUEFIN TUNAS AND OTHER HIGHLY MIGRATORY SPECIES.

Chapter 1. Introduction
Highly migratory species offer unique challenges to stock assessment scientists
and managers. Due to their extensive distribution in the high seas, they are difficult and
costly to study, leading to difficulties in the estimation of life history parameters,
abundance and population trends. Their common association with high-value fisheries
also means that efforts intended to ensure sustainable production over time are often
hindered by short-term economic interests taking precedence over long-term conservation
goals (Colette et al. 2011). Conservation and management is further complicated by the
transnational nature of their range (Cullis-Suzuki and Pauly 2010); successful
management requires cooperation between all fishing nations, which often proves to be
difficult (Allen et al. 2010). Despite recent efforts to reduce overfishing and rebuild
depleted stocks, managers still face difficulties setting and achieving rebuilding goals.
To understand the current status of bluefin tunas worldwide – and why
sustainable management of these fish remains such a challenge – requires an
understanding of the biology of the fish, as well as the history and characteristics of the
fisheries that target them. There are three species of bluefin tuna: Atlantic (Thunnus
thynnus), Pacific (Thunnus orientalis) and Southern (Thunnus maccoyii). Collectively,
these highly migratory, pelagic fishes are found in all of the world’s oceans. Though they
spend most of their lives in the temperate high seas, they carry out extensive, seasonal
migrations between warmer spawning grounds and cooler feeding grounds, routinely
crossing entire ocean basins (Fromentin and Powers 2005, Kitagawa and Kimura 2016).
Bluefin tunas are built for speed and endurance. A complex system of vascular counter2

current heat exchangers allows them to maintain internal body temperatures well above
ambient water temperature, allowing them to function in water temperatures as low as
3°C and as high as 30°C (Carey and Lawson 1973, Block et al. 2001). While the extent
and location of their feedings grounds are not fully known, many authors have
hypothesized that bluefin tunas optimize their energy intake by traveling to areas
characterized by high productivity and water temperatures within the range of their
physiological thermal tolerance and performance (Whitlock et al. 2015, Block et al.
2011). On these feeding grounds, they prey on a wide spectrum of organisms including
forage fish, cephalopods and crustaceans (Chase 2002).
My work is centered on two of the three species of bluefin tunas: Thunnus
thynnus and Thunnus orientalis. The Pacific bluefin tuna is managed as a single stock
(ISC 2016), with spawning grounds stretching from south of Okinawa to east of Taiwan
(Tanaka and Suzuki 2016). For Atlantic bluefin tuna, two stocks are currently recognized
(ICCAT 2017): the western stock with spawning grounds in and around the Gulf of
Mexico, and the eastern stock with spawning grounds throughout the Mediterranean Sea
(Block et al. 2005; Boustany et al. 2006, 2009; Carlsson et al. 2006). Recent evidence
suggests there may also be a third spawning region in the North-West Atlantic
(Richardson et al. 2016), though the abundance and stock origin of these recruits remains
unclear (Walter et al. 2016). The eastern and western stocks mix over most of their range
and exhibit variable age- and year-specific rates of trans-Atlantic migrations (Siskey et
al. 2016). The appearance and disappearance of past fisheries furthermore suggest
important changes in spatial dynamics of bluefin tunas over time (Fromentin and Powers
2005). Uncertainty surrounding mixing rates reduces the reliability of stock status
3

estimates (Cadrin 2018, Morse 2018) and complicates rebuilding efforts, since having
one stock be poorly managed hampers the other stock’s prospects for recovery
(Fromentin and Powers 2005).
While longevity is fairly well established for the species (approximately 26 years
for Pacific bluefin tuna (Shimose et al. 2009) and 34 years for Atlantic bluefin tuna
(Ailloud et al. 2017)), considerable uncertainty and controversy remains in characterizing
maturity and the spawner-recruit relationship (Schirripa 2011, Shimose and Farley 2015).
For Atlantic bluefin tuna, two opposing hypotheses about the trajectory of future
recruitment prevail: the high recruitment and the low recruitment hypotheses (Porch
2005, Rosenberg et al. 2013). The former assumes that restoring the stock to a higher
level of spawning stock biomass (SSB) could produce higher levels of recruitment,
similar to those observed prior to 1970. The latter hypothesizes that the low levels of
recruitment observed since 1970 are a direct result of a shift to a less favorable regime
that prevails to this day. As such, it is assumed that rebuilding SSB will not bring any
increase in recruitment (though it should be noted that no independent evidence of regime
shift has been brought forth; Porch 2005, Rosenberg et al. 2013).
Estimates of maturity for the stocks have also been put into question due to the
inherent difficulty in estimating fecundity schedules in highly migratory fish (Shirripa
2011). Estimates of the age at which 50% of the population is mature range from 4 to 16
in the western Atlantic (Baglin 1982, Diaz 2011, Goldstein et al. 2007, Heinish 2008,
Mather et al. 1995), 2 to 4 in the eastern Atlantic (Corriero et al. 2005), and 4 to 11 in the
Pacific Ocean (Huff 2017, Okochi et al. 2016, Tanaka 2006). The reliability of maturityat-age estimates are also tightly linked to the quality of growth estimates because these
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are used to translate maturity-at-size into maturity-at-age. Changes in growth estimates
can lead to considerable changes in the perception of the ages at which spawning and
maturity occur (ICCAT 2009). Having a good understanding of growth is also essential
for estimating the productivity and rebuilding capacity of a stock. A lower mean
asymptotic length (𝐿∞ ) entails more fish being observed near 𝐿∞ , which would imply
that the current status of the stock is better than previously thought (Porch 2009). So
improving the precision and accuracy of estimates of growth is a priority for bluefin tuna.
Historical records indicate bluefin tunas have been hunted in the eastern Atlantic
Ocean and Mediterranean Sea for at least 6,000 years (Ravier and Fromentin 2001), and
over 5,000 years in the Pacific Ocean (Crockford 1997). In the western Atlantic, the
earliest records of landings date back to the early 1900s. Back then, bluefin tuna were
sought out by sport fishers in the US for their large size, incredible speed and power, but
rarely was their meat consumed. The fish often ended up in landfills or destined to the pet
food industry. It was not until the early 1970s, with the development of the sushi and
sashimi market, that bluefin tuna began popular (Porch 2005, Ravier and Fromentin
2001). With the advent of onboard freezing, tuna could be preserved and the quality of
the flesh maintained until they were brought back to port. Japanese cargo planes
delivering electronics to the United States started filling their empty cargo with
inexpensive bluefin tuna carcasses bought off US fishing docks to sell back in Japan.
This turned bluefin tuna into a lucrative fishery and demand for toro meat (the fatty part
of the fish's belly) soared. By the end of the 20th century, a number of countries around
the world developed a taste for bluefin tuna and, by then, all three species of bluefin tuna
had reached dangerously low sizes (Fromentin and Powers 2005, Matsuda et al. 1998).
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Because bluefin tuna are highly migratory they do not fall under the jurisdiction
of any one country. Instead, they are managed by regional fisheries management
organizations (RFMOs), intergovernmental organizations that have the authority to
establish conservation and management measures in a particular area of the high seas or
over a particular stock of highly migratory fish. These RFMOs are formed by countries
with fishing interests in that particular area or stock. Their management is complicated by
the fact that the fisheries comprise a wide range of vessel types and sizes, a variety of
fishing gears, and a large number of countries. Atlantic bluefin tuna is managed by the
International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT), a
commission created in 1966 following concerns about the rapid decline of large bluefin
tuna across the Atlantic. After years of debate and inaction, measures aimed at curbing
fishing mortality were finally adopted in 1974. During the following decade, a suite of
increasingly restrictive measures were put in place, but the stocks continued to decline. In
1998, a rebuilding plan was adopted for the western stock, followed by a rebuilding plan
for the eastern stock in 2008. Both stocks have recently started showing signs of
rebuilding and are on the road to recovery, assuming precautionary catch limits and other
management actions are maintained.
The situation in the Pacific is not as encouraging. According to the 2016 stock
assessment, SSB has dropped to 2.6% of unfished levels (ISC 2016). After years of
resisting proposed rebuilding plans, Japan has recently shown willingness to adopt
measures to curb overfishing. In 2015, the first management measures were adopted to
control effort and reduce catches of small bluefin tunas (<30kg). A year later, an
agreement was reached between the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission
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(WCPFC) and the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC) – the two
RFMOs that co-manage Pacific bluefin tuna. The agreement sets a goal of rebuilding
SSB to at least 20% of what it would be without fishing by 2034 (WCPFC 2017), but
management actions are limited. It therefore remains to be seen whether these regulations
will be enforced successfully and whether they will be sufficient to end overfishing and
reverse population declines.
Uncertainty in basic life history parameters, coupled with the complex nature of
population structure, and the long and largely poorly documented history of fishing
hinder our ability to estimate bluefin tuna stock status and predict how a stock will
respond to different management measures. For my research, I hone in on specific parts
of the Atlantic bluefin tuna assessment to try to reduce uncertainty in parameters and
models used to estimate growth and age composition. As a second theme, I explore,
through simulation, potential solutions to the challenges of rebuilding the Pacific bluefin
tuna stock. Chapter 2 focuses on furthering our understanding of the uncertainty that lies
in cohort slicing – a procedure routinely used in stock assessment to translate catch-atsize into catch-at-age. I explore the biases associated with using cohort-sliced catch-atage data as a basis for estimating total mortality rate through catch curve analysis, a
technique often used with stocks for which direct ageing data are unavailable. With
Atlantic bluefin tuna, cohort sliced catch-at-age data are the primary input to the virtual
population analysis (VPA) stock assessment model, and since cohort slicing relies on the
use of a growth curve, age composition estimates are highly dependent on the choice of
growth curve used. Different attempts to model growth of western Atlantic bluefin tuna
in the 1990s and 2000s have yielded very different conclusions on the rate of growth and
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asymptotic size characterizing the stock. As such, Chapter 3 aims to reduce uncertainty
surrounding estimates of growth for the western stock by using an integrated analysis of
tag-recapture data and direct ageing from hard parts (spines and otoliths). In this chapter,
I also explore good practices in quality control as they relate to modeling tag-recapture
data, and shed light on the mathematical reason for the differences observed in historical
estimates of growth for the stock. Chapter 4 summarizes the theory and applications of
age-length keys (ALK), an alternative class of methods for estimating catch-at-age data
from catch-at-size and aged samples. Chapter 5 evaluates, through simulation, the
performance of cohort slicing against two ALK alternatives – the combined forwardinverse ALK and the hybrid ALK – and applies the best performing method to real data
from the western Atlantic bluefin tuna stock, exploring the impacts of the switch on stock
assessment results. Chapter 6 crosses over to the Pacific where the threat to the stock is
two-fold: 1) SSB appears to be mainly comprised of a single cohort approaching the end
of its life, and 2) high exploitation rates targeting small and medium-sized tuna may
reduce new cohorts entering the spawning biomass (Maunder et al. 2014). This chapter
demonstrates, through simulation, the potential benefits a minimum size regulation will
have on the stock and the fishery, and explores ways in which to reduce short-term losses
in yield to the industry.
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Chapter 2. Properties of age compositions and mortality estimates derived
from cohort slicing of length data.
2.1 Abstract
Cohort slicing can be used to obtain catch-at-age data from length frequency
distributions when directly measured age data are unavailable. The procedure
systematically underestimates the relative abundance of the youngest age groups and
overestimates abundance at older ages. Cohort-sliced catch-at-age data can be used to
estimate total mortality rate (Z) using a regression estimator or the Chapman-Robson
estimator for right truncated data. However, the effect of cohort slicing on accuracy and
precision of resulting Z estimates remains to be determined. We used Monte Carlo
simulation to estimate the percent bias and percent root mean square error of the
unweighted regression, weighted regression and Chapman-Robson mortality estimators
applied to cohort-sliced data. Incompletely recruited age groups were truncated from the
cohort-sliced catch-at-age data using previously established recommendations and a
variety of plus groups was used to combine older age groups. Sensitivity of the results to
a range of plausible biological combinations of Z, growth parameters, recruitment
variability and length-at-age error was tested. Our simulation shows that cohort slicing
can work well in some cases and poorly in others. Overall, plus group selection was more
important in high K scenarios than it was in low K scenarios. Surprisingly, defining the
plus group to start at a high age worked well in some cases, even though length and age
are poorly correlated for old ages. No one estimator was uniformly superior; we therefore
provide recommendations concerning the appropriate estimator and plus group to use
depending on the parameters characterizing the stock. We further recommend that
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simulations be performed to determine exactly which plus group would be most
appropriate given the scenario at hand.
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2.2 Introduction
While there has been a recent shift in stock assessment methods towards using
catch-at-length based models, much of modern stock assessment remains based on catchat-age models, which estimate population sizes and derive exploitation history by
summing catches over time on a cohort-by-cohort basis. Size-structured models like
MULTIFAN-CL (Fournier et al., 1998) and Stock Synthesis (Methot, 2005) are often
more informative than the simpler catch-at-age models, but these highly complex
integrated assessment methods also tend to require more data, leaving simpler models
like virtual population analysis (VPA) still used for data poor species.
The catch-at-age approach is predicated on having reliable data on the age
composition of the catch in each year. Age data can often be obtained from hard parts
(e.g. otoliths, vertebrae, spines), but such techniques are labour-intensive and timeconsuming, and not applicable to many invertebrates. This information is therefore not
always available to stock assessment scientists who have to extract age composition from
the available fisheries catch-at-length data. The most common approaches used when no
age estimates are available are Pauly and David’s (1981) ELEFAN, and Fournier et al.’s
(1990) MULTIFAN. When limited direct observations on age are available, an inverse
age-length key (Hoenig and Heisey, 1987; Kimura and Chikuni, 1987) or a combined
forward and inverse key (Hoenig et al., 1994) might be used. While these tools reduce the
need for direct aging studies, they still require some age-length data to be collected,
which is not always practical.
An alternative is to estimate the age composition from the length frequency
distribution of the catch using cohort slicing (also known as age slicing). This requires a
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growth equation to be available but does not require information on variability in size at
age. With this method, a length interval or “bin” is specified for each age group and the
number at each age is estimated as the number of observations in the corresponding
length bin. The bin definitions are determined from a von Bertalanffy (or other) growth
equation, following the assumption that ages are clearly separated by length bounds. The
oldest age groups are lumped together in a catch-all “plus” group because, as fish grow,
the relationship between body size and age weakens to the point that the oldest nominal
ages are largely mixtures of ages (Figure 2.1). This method is currently being used in the
assessment of many highly migratory species, including swordfish, Xiphias gladius,
yellowfin tuna, Thunnus albacares, bigeye tuna, Thunnus obesus, Atlantic bluefin tuna,
Thunnus thynnus, and North Atlantic albacore, Thunnus alalunga (International
Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas, 2010, 2011, 2012a, 2012b, 2013) as
well as a number of demersal fisheries, including the witch flounder, Glyptocephalus
cynoglossus (International Council for the Exploration of the Sea, 2012), European hake,
Merluccius merluccius, red mullet, Mullus barbatus, red shrimp, Aristeus antennatus, and
deep-water pink shrimp, Parapenaeus longirostris (General Fisheries Commission for the
Mediterranean, 2012).
Cohort slicing is predicated on the assumption that there is no overlap in length
among cohorts. Strictly speaking, this assumption is never met – size distributions for the
oldest age groups always overlap. While the properties of cohort slicing have not yet
been evaluated comprehensively, a few studies have explored the implications of its
assumptions for the estimation of age composition. Mohn (1994) and Restrepo (1995)
were the first to point out that cohort slicing tends to underestimate recruitment
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variability. When the cohorts are of equal abundance, the younger cohort contributes as
much to the estimate of the older cohort as the older cohort contributes to the estimate of
the younger cohort. Hence, the errors of misclassification cancel out. But, when the
cohorts are of unequal size the more abundant cohort contributes more to perceived size
of the weaker cohort than the weaker cohort contributes to the more abundant one.
Consequently, the abundance of weaker year classes tends to be overestimated and the
abundance of stronger year classes tends to be underestimated. Furthermore, Kell and
Kell (2011) compared cohort slicing to a more sophisticated statistical method, mixture
analysis, and suggested that cohort slicing underestimated the contribution of younger
fish in an analysis of data on swordfish. Similar observations were made by Goodyear
(1987) in the assessments of red drum, Sciaenops ocellatus, where he noted that young
fish, being fast-growing in nature, were consistently misclassified as being older, while
older fish, which are typically slow growing, were consistently misclassified to younger
age classes, leading to underestimates of the first couple of age groups and overestimates
of the remaining age groups (Figure 2.2).
In a study by Rodriguez-Marin et al. (2001), cohort slicing, length-frequency
analysis by MULTIFAN and age-length key (from dorsal spine readings) were compared
to determine the relative performance of each method in estimating catch-at-age for
juvenile Atlantic bluefin tuna. They found no significant difference in the catch-at-age
estimated using the three methods, but noticed that both cohort slicing and MULTIFAN
underestimated the abundance of the strong 1994 cohort compared with estimates made
using the age-length key. Similar observations were made by Turner and Terceiro (1994)
who compared catch-at-age estimated by MULTIFAN with cohort slicing in juvenile
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western bluefin tuna. In addition, they found that differences between the two methods
widened in older age groups.
Cohort-sliced catch-at-age models have been criticized for being markedly
inferior to catch-at-length models (Butterworth and Rademeyer, 2013; Polacheck and
Preece, 2001). While it is true that, in data rich situations, catch-at-length models can
resolve problems associated with cohort slicing, under more difficult assessment
conditions (i.e., when less data are available for the stock) it is not always evident that
catch-at-length models perform better than cohort-sliced catch-at-age models (Kolody et
al., 2004; Kurota et al., 2001). With increasing demand for more stock assessments to be
carried out, but limited resources available to obtain the necessary data and perform
sophisticated statistical analyses, cohort slicing may be a valuable tool for obtaining
preliminary results. Furthermore, there is value in having a simpler model with which to
compare other, more sophisticated models; those simpler models allow stock assessment
scientists to explore what individual components of the dataset may indicate and may be
very helpful when transitioning to more sophisticated models. Cohort slicing is still being
used for a number of species and as such it is important that practitioners know its
properties and limitations, so they may take these into account when interpreting the
stock assessment model results. For example, VPA is still being used for some stocks
assessed by the International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas
(ICCAT) and will continue to be used for a number of years as transitions are made to
statistical catch-at-age models; cohort slicing is used to obtain the required catches-atage. There is a need to determine if perceived changes in stock dynamics are due to
changes in abundance or to changes in methodology.
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Having recognised the qualitative properties of the derived age composition, we
chose to summarize the implications of age misclassification in subsequent use of the
catch-at-age data. We used a Monte Carlo simulation to examine how aging errors
induced by cohort slicing affect estimates of total mortality rate derived from catch curve
analysis, in part because catch curve analysis is used as one component of the assessment
of Mediterranean Sea swordfish. Of interest to our study was to: 1) determine which
conditions produce large errors (i.e. evaluate the implications of having different
definitions of the plus group, different magnitudes of recruitment variability and growth
variability, etc.), and 2) provide recommendation as to which method of mortality
estimation is most suited for age sliced data (i.e., given the existing biases, which
estimation technique produces estimates with the smallest root mean square error).

2.3 Methods
We quantified errors in estimating age composition by repeatedly generating
datasets with known properties and then analysing each dataset using cohort slicing. We
used a factorial design to examine the effects of recruitment variability, individual growth
variability, the von Bertalanffy growth coefficient, K, the total mortality rate, Z, and the
first age in the plus group on catch curve estimates of total mortality rate. We simulated
knife-edge selectivity by age (not length); we assumed that below a certain age fish suffer
no fishing mortality at all. The parameters used to generate the datasets were loosely
patterned after the biology and population dynamics of X. gladius in the Mediterranean
Sea, a species assessed by cohort slicing. We also bracketed these parameter values to see
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how robust the conclusions are under a variety of conditions (parameter values are listed
in Table 2.1).
For each combination of factors, 10000 populations were simulated and analysed
according to the following procedure.
1) Generate an age composition with 41 ages (arbitrary number made sufficiently
large to ensure the complete elimination of the population after 41 years) by generating
41 initial cohort sizes as lognormal random variables and projecting the abundance of
each cohort forward to a specified age in the range 0 to 40 according to a constant
mortality rate, Z. Thus, at one point in time, the age composition is given by,
𝑁𝑡 = 𝑁0𝑡 𝑒 −𝑍𝑡 , t = 0, 1, ..., 40

(1)

where Nt is the number of animals in cohort t at age t, N0t is the initial size of the cohort
that is age t in the sample, N0t ~ LN(𝜇, 𝜎𝑟2 ), and 𝜇 = ln(10000). Thus, the expected initial
size of a cohort t is E(N0t) = exp(𝜇 +

𝜎𝑟2
2

) > 10000.

2) Assign a length to each animal in the population by adding a normally distributed
random error to the expected length of the animal as specified by the von Bertalanffy
growth equation. Thus,
𝐿𝑖 = 𝐿∞ (1 − 𝑒 (−𝐾(𝑡𝑖 −𝑡0 )) ) + 𝜀𝑖
where 𝐿𝑖 is the length of the ith animal, 𝑡𝑖 is the age of the ith animal, the parameters K,
𝐿∞ and 𝑡0 are from the von Bertalanffy equation, an d 𝜀𝑖 ~ N(0, 𝜎𝑙2 ).
3) Establish length bins for cohort slicing and count the number of occurrences in
each bin. The number of animals of age t, Nt, is estimated to be the number of animals
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(2)

where LBt ≤ L < UBt where the lower bound LBt is the predicted length from the von
Bertalanffy equation at age t – ½ and UBt is the predicted length-at-age t + ½.
4) Estimate the total mortality rate from the estimated age composition using the
Chapman-Robson estimator for truncated age distributions (Robson and Chapman, 1961),
the unweighted regression estimator (see Ricker, 1975) and the weighted regression
estimator (Maceina and Bettoli, 1998; Smith et al., 2012).
The Chapman-Robson estimator (Chapman and Robson, 1960) was used in the
form published by Robson and Chapman (1961) for truncated age distributions,
𝑇
𝑍̂ = −log(𝑛−𝑚+𝑇),

(3)

where 𝑍̂ is the estimated total mortality rate, 𝑛 the sample size, 𝑚 the frequency of fish in
the plus group (fish of age > k) and 𝑇 is defined as,
𝑇 = 𝑁1 + 2𝑁2 + 3𝑁3 + ⋯ + 𝑘𝑁𝑘 + 𝑚(𝑘 + 1),

(4)

where 𝑁𝑖 corresponds to the number of fish at age i, starting with the age of maximum
catch plus one year (following recommendations by Smith et al. (2012)) and ending with
the last age group before the plus group, 𝑁𝑘 .
The unweighted regression estimator as defined in Ricker (1975) was used to
estimate Z by fitting a linear regression to the log-transformed catch-at-age data and
calculating the negative of the slope obtained by ordinary least squares. The first age
group used was the age of maximum catch, following recommendations of Smith et al.
(2012), and the oldest ages were truncated following different plus group definitions. The
weighted regression estimator (Maceina and Bettoli, 1998; Smith et al., 2012) was used
as an alternative to simple truncation for dealing with the low and often sporadic catches
of older age groups. Weights were calculated following the method of Maceina and
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Bettoli (1998) who recommend using the predicted log catch-at-age values from an
unweighted regression model as weights in a subsequently fitted model. This weighting
scheme, although ad-hoc, successfully shifts weight away from the older age groups
which could otherwise be highly influential in determining model fit.
The ability of each technique to recover the true value of Z was assessed by
calculating percent bias (%BIAS) and percent root mean square error (%RMSE) for each
scenario according to the equations
%𝐵𝐼𝐴𝑆(𝑍̂) = 100[𝐸(𝑍̂) − 𝑍]/𝑍

(5)

and
̂

2

100√𝐸(𝑍−𝑍)
%RMSE(𝑍̂) =
,
𝑍

where 𝐸() denotes expectation, which is approximated by averaging over simulation
results.

2.4 Results
Cohort slicing was found to systematically underestimate the abundance of the
youngest age groups, while overestimating the contribution of the oldest age groups
(Figure 2.2). Estimates of total mortality rate were negatively biased in the majority of
scenarios (Figure 2.3). The weighted regression yielded nearly identical results to the
unweighted regression but, in rare instances, performed slightly better than the
unweighted regression. We therefore focus on the weighted regression for simplicity.
2.4.1 Simulations with low K (K = 0.185)
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(6)

For the Chapman-Robson estimator, biases were mostly negative, ranging from 38% to +5%, with most biases occurring between 0 and -15% (Figure 2.3). Small positive
percent bias was observed at young plus groups for scenarios combining low Z, low to
moderate length-at-age error and medium to high recruitment variability (Figure 2.4).
When length-at-age error was low, percent biases were near zero throughout the range of
plus groups, recruitment error and Z. As length-at-age error increased, the first age in the
plus group became more important, with percent bias becoming increasingly negative
with decreasing first age in the plus group. The largest negative percent bias occurred at
high Z and high length-at-age error, where bias reached -38%.
For the Chapman-Robson estimator, recruitment variability was an important
factor in determining percent RMSE, which was not the case for percent bias (Figure
2.4). As a general rule, when percent bias was low, percent RMSE was very dependent
on the level of recruitment variability and when percent bias was high, percent RMSE
was fairly insensitive to the level of recruitment variability (Figure 2.4). Overall, percent
RMSE could be controlled by selecting for an older plus group.
For the weighted regression estimator, bias reached 97% at high recruitment error,
low Z, and low length-at-age error when the youngest plus group (age 5+) was being used
(Figure 2.4), but, overall, most biases were around -30% to +5% (Figure 2.3). At low Z,
percent bias remained close to zero in the older plus groups, regardless of recruitment
error and length-at-age error (Figure 2.4). At high Z and low length-at-age error, percent
bias was close to zero regardless of recruitment error and plus group selection. Overall,
selecting an older plus group helped keep percent bias low, which is the opposite of what
was observed in almost all cases for the Chapman-Robson estimator (Figure 2.4).
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Percent RMSE resulting from the weighted regression estimator followed the
same patterns as percent bias in that selecting for a higher plus group consistently brought
percent RMSE closer to zero. Like percent bias, percent RMSE reached a peak (of 152%)
when Z was low, length-at-age error was low, recruitment error was high and the
youngest plus group was being used (Figure 2.4). Higher Z and higher length-at-age error
caused an increase in percent RMSE and employing older plus groups helped keep
percent RMSE low. As was seen in the Chapman-Robson results, when either Z or
length-at-age error was low, percent RMSE from the weighted regression was very
sensitive to recruitment error and plus group selection; as recruitment variability
increased, so did percent RMSE. The differences were most notable for younger plus
groups.
The Chapman-Robson and regression estimators both yielded largely negative
biases (Figure 2.3). Smallest biases (≈0%) were observed when all variables were low,
and highest biases (≈-40%) were reached when Z and length-at-age error were high, with
the exception of the 97% bias observed at high recruitment error, low Z, young plus
groups and low length-at-age error when the regression estimator was used (Figure 2.4).
Under both methods, increasing recruitment error increased percent RMSE drastically at
lower plus groups, but percent bias was only affected when the regression estimator was
used (Figure 2.4). The main difference between the two methods was the influence of
plus group selection on percent bias and percent RMSE (Figure 2.4). With the weighted
regression, selecting for a younger plus group inflated the percent bias and percent
RMSE, whereas, the Chapman-Robson estimator was much less sensitive to plus group
selection and performed better, or almost as well, for young plus groups as for old plus
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groups. Overall, the range of percent bias and percent RMSE observed was narrower
when the Chapman-Robson estimator was used compared with the regression estimator
(Figure 2.3).
2.4.2 Simulations with high K (K = 0.4)
Increasing K from 0.185 to 0.4 increased the spread of percent bias and percent
RMSE observed throughout the range of scenarios (Figure 2.3). Under the Chapman
Robson estimator, biases ranged from -64% to +4%, with RMSE reaching up to 65%.
Under the regression estimator, biases ranged from -45% to +61% with RMSE reaching
117% (Figures 3, 5). Aside from the exceptional case where the recruitment variability
was highest and Z and length-at-age error lowest, all scenarios displayed low percent bias
at a low plus group (5+ to 9+), regardless of which mortality estimator was used. The
same pattern was observed for percent RMSE when the Chapman Robson estimator was
used but patterns in percent RMSE were not as clear when the weighted regression was
being used (Figure 2.5).
As was the case in the low K scenario, the Chapman-Robson estimator performed
better in terms of percent bias with younger plus groups than with older plus groups, but
under the higher K scenarios (K = 0.4), the Chapman-Robson estimates were much more
sensitive to plus group selection, performing worse with increasingly older plus groups
(Figure 2.5). Percent RMSE for the Chapman-Robson estimates was generally lowest, or
close to lowest, when the first age in the plus group was young, the exceptions being
when high recruitment variability was paired with low Z and length-at-age error (Figure
2.5).
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When weighted regression was used, high positive biases around 40% appeared
for all low Z scenarios when the youngest age in the plus group was high (9+ and up).
High positive percent bias also occurred for some low Z scenarios when the youngest age
in the plus group was less than 9 (Figure 2.5). Percent bias was generally lowest when
young plus groups were used (5+ to 9+) and highly negative for cases with high Z and
medium to high length-at-age error (Figure 2.5). Percent RMSE was lowest at medium Z,
when length-at-age error and recruitment variability were low. In all scenarios where
length-at-age error was low, percent RMSE was highly sensitive to plus group definition,
with the youngest plus group (5+) almost consistently performing worse than the other
plus groups. On the contrary, when Z was low and length-at-age error was high, weighted
regression performed better when the youngest plus group was being used. The highest
percent RMSE was caused by high recruitment error, when both Z and age-at-length error
were low (Figure 2.5).
The bias of the Chapman-Robson estimator always becomes increasingly negative
with increase in the first age of the plus group. In contrast, the weighted regression
estimator displays a more complex behaviour (Figure 2.5). In general, choosing a young
plus group minimized percent bias for both estimators (Figure 6.9); however, there are
some exceptions for the regression estimator (Figure 2.5, high recruitment variability
with low length-at-age error and low to medium Z). For both estimators, proper plus
group selection was key to reducing both percent bias and percent RMSE. In a high K
situation, the preferred estimator, in terms of both minimum percent bias and minimum
percent RMSE, varied across scenarios (Figure 2.5).
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2.5 Discussion
Our simulations show that cohort slicing can work well in some cases and poorly
in others. The impact of certain parameters on the percent bias and percent RMSE of the
mortality estimate are more predictable than others. Length-at-age error, recruitment
variability and mortality rate influenced the percent bias and percent RMSE in a similar
way across estimators; as a general rule, an increase in these variables resulted in an
increase in percent bias and percent RMSE. The influence of K on percent bias and
percent RMSE was not always straightforward, but, overall, plus group selection was
more important in high K scenarios than it was in low K scenarios. A surprising result
that came out of the study was that sometimes a high plus group provides good results for
mortality estimation (even though length and age are poorly correlated for old ages).
No one estimator was uniformly superior. With high K, the weighted regression
performed as well or better than the Chapman-Robson estimator for medium and high Z
scenarios, while the Chapman-Robson estimator performed better for low Z scenarios.
The opposite was true with low K: the Chapman-Robson estimator performed better than
the weighted regression for medium and high Z scenarios, while weighted regression
performed better for low Z scenarios. Our recommendations concerning the appropriate
estimator and plus group to use are outlined in Table 2.2. These points are important
guidelines for reducing bias induced by cohort slicing; however, the variables taken into
consideration in this study do not account for all possible sources of uncertainty likely to
affect the resulting Z estimate. As with any other assessment tool, additional sources of
uncertainty, such as the quality of the length data and variations in the population
dynamics of the stock, are important factors to consider when providing
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recommendations in the stock assessment process as these are likely to exacerbate the
biases observed in this simulation. That being said, the parameters included in our
simulation can act as proxies for understanding the effect additional sources of
uncertainty would have on the results. If the concern is measurement or recording error of
body lengths, and if this error is assumed to be random with mean 0, then this source of
error would be expected to act like the length-at-age error included in our simulations.
Similarly, if the concern is that cohort-specific schooling behavior causes cohorts to be
missed at random, then variation in recruitment strength would have the same effect (i.e.
strong and weak cohorts in the catch at age sample).
We consider swordfish in the Mediterranean Sea as a case study. Appropriate plus
group selection was discussed in the latest stock assessment (International Commission
for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas, 2011). In 2007, a plus group of 10 was used for
cohort slicing but, in the following assessment, the plus group was reduced to five, with
the working group stating that there was not enough information available on the length
distribution of older ages to justify splitting the catch-at-size data into ages greater than
five (International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas, 2011). From
Figure 2.1, patterned after swordfish, it likewise seems unlikely that we would be able to
estimate age composition accurately for ages higher than five. However, if our goal is to
perform a catch curve analysis, our results show that the derived age composition
provides information on the mortality rate even if the first age in the plus group is high
(see last line in Figure 2.4). In fact, if we look at our results in the context of swordfish,
which is characterized by the parameters outined in Table 2.1, we notice that plus group
selection can matter. If the weighted regression method is being used to estimate Z, then
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switching from a plus group starting at 10 to a plus group starting at five would inflate
the RMSE from 7% to 40%, or even higher if recruitment variability for the species is
higher than the case simulated here (Figure 2.4, last three lines pertaining to weighted
regression estimator). However, if the Chapman-Robson method is being used, the
practitioner has more flexibility in defining the plus group since the estimator, under this
set of parameter values, shows little sensitivity to plus group selection (Figure 2.4).
Overall, the best estimate of Z is obtained by using the weighted regression method with
a plus group starting at 15 (Figure 2.4). Thus, proper care should be given in selecting an
appropriate estimator and plus group given the variables at hand. The ICCAT working
group performed both catch curve analysis and catch-at-age analysis (extended survivors
analysis) (International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas, 2011). Our
results are pertinent to the former. In a larger context, the choice of plus group is also
influenced by the need to be able to estimate spawning biomass; this is made more
difficult if the plus group contains immature fish. Also, it is advantageous to define a plus
group that is homogeneous with respect to exploitation rate. It is thus fortunate that the
simulations indicate there is some flexibility in the choice of plus group definition.
Though it is clear that cohort slicing will give biased estimates of age
composition, it is not known how these biases will propagate through the stock
assessment process. There is a need to explore the implications of such bias for
management recommendations. Kell and Kell (2011) pointed out that negatively biased
estimates of Z at younger ages from catch-at-age obtained from cohort slicing resulted in
an over-estimation of biological reference points. As our simulation results suggest, when
Z is high, it is likely to be underestimated regardless of the estimation technique used.
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This is of particular concern for stocks with mortality rates approaching the target
identified by management bodies, because if the bias causes Z to be below the identified
target, it could give a false indication that the stock is healthy and could lead to total
allowable catches being set too high. If mortality is consistently being underestimated
year after year, this could lead to long-term detrimental effects for the stock in question,
as was experienced with North Atlantic groundfish stocks (Steele et al., 1992). Of less
concern for conservation would be if the opposite situation were to happen: Z is low so
using the weighted regression estimator leads to high positive biases in Z estimates. This
situation is less likely to be detrimental to the stock as it would lead scientists to take a
more precautionary approach than is necessary; but the result may be detrimental to the
fishery. It may cause confusion in the stock assessment process as other variables may
indicate that the stock is in fact stable or rebuilding. The confusion could also create
conflict among stakeholders as inappropriate management decisions would be reached for
the stock and for neighbouring stocks if the stock was part of a large-scale mixed stocks
management complex (Tuckey et al., 2007). Porch (2000) furthermore called attention to
the fact that since signs of changes in year class strength or mortality rates are made
harder to discern through cohort slicing, it may lead scientists into thinking a population
is in fact stable, which is likely to result in inappropriate management recommendations
for the stock (International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas, 2010;
Kell and Kell, 2011).
Several important pelagic species, among them swordfish, are managed based on
the results from an age-structured model conducted on age compositions derived from
cohort slicing. It becomes important to examine how errors propagate from cohort slicing
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to catch-at-age analysis to revision of biological reference points and quota setting, and
how these errors are affected by the choice of plus group. Such an evaluation can be
accomplished by simulating an “actual” population, drawing a set of samples to
determine “perceived” stock status, calculating catch quotas based on the assessment
results and the harvest control rule, then feeding the harvest, recruitment and other
parameters back into the simulation of the actual population to arrive at the next
population state. This process could, additionally, involve updating the biological
reference points and harvest control rule based on the latest information. The process is
alternated between population updates and population assessment to determine long-term
behaviour of the assessment and management procedure; the whole simulation is
repeated many times to characterize the variability arising from random events
(recruitment, sampling, etc.). Especially when the perception of the stock dynamics does
not match the actual stock dynamics closely, it becomes necessary to simulate many
possible states of nature to insure that the conclusions are generally applicable rather than
dependent on the particular stock dynamics chosen for the simulation. It may also be
necessary to evaluate alternative harvest control rules if the status quo does not appear to
perform well, e.g., simulate control rules that reduce the target exploitation rate.
Cohort slicing is a crude method for estimating age composition and its
performance can be good or bad, depending on circumstances. It remains useful in
specific areas, especially stock assessments in data-limited fisheries. It can also provide a
test of the reasonableness of results from other methods. However, because its
performance varies considerably from one situation to the next, care must be taken in the
use and interpretation of the results from cohort slicing.
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2.8 Tables
Table 2.1 Parameter values used in the simulation and case study of Mediterranean
Swordfish.

Parameter
K
L∞
to
𝝈𝒍
𝝈𝒓
Z
Plus group

Simulation
0.185 or 0.4 yr-1
238 cm LJF
-1.404 yr
4, 8 or 12% L
0.3, 0.7 or 1.1
0.3, 0.6, 1.0
5, 7, 9, 11, 13 or 15 yrs

Case Study
0.185
238 cm LJF
-1.404 yr
4% L
0.3
0.38
5, 7, 9, 11, 13 or 15 yrs

Recruitment variability parameter (𝝈𝒓 ) values were chosen from Myers et al. (1995) to cover
the range that might be expected for X. gladius. LJF = lower jaw – fork length. Entries for Plus
group refer to the youngest age in the plus group. For the case study, parameter values were
patterned after the latest stock assessment for Mediterranean swordfish (International
Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas, 2011), which uses the von Bertalanffy
parameters estimated by Tserpes and Tsimenides (1995).
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Table 2.2 Summary table of recommendations on which estimator (CR, WR) and plus
group (PG) to use for estimating Z depending on the magnitude of K, Z, and σl assumed
for the population under study.

Low K
High Z
Medium Z
Low Z

High σl
CRa
CR low PG
WR highest PG

Medium σl
CRa
CRa
WR highest PG

Low σl
CRa
CR high PG
WR highest PG

High K
High Z
Medium Z
Low Z

High σl
WR intermediate to low PG
WR intermediate PG
CR lowest PG

Medium σl
WR intermediate to low PG
WR intermediate plus group
CR intermediate to low PG

Low σl
WR intermediate to low PG
WR intermediate PG
CR intermediate to low PG

Symbols: CR = Chapman–Robson, WR = weighted regression methods, PG= plus group.
Results are not sensitive to the choice of plus group. Recruitment variability, σr, was not included in this
summary table because increasing σr was either not influential or exacerbated per cent bias and per cent
RMSE in nearly all scenarios but did not change conclusions concerning the best method and plus group to
use in the estimation of Z.
a
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2.9 Figures
Figure 2.1 Simulated swordfish lengths plotted against age. The lengths were generated
by adding a random error to the predicted lengths from the von Bertalanffy growth curve
currently used in stock assessment (shown as the solid line). The dashed lines indicate the
length bin separations used in cohort slicing. The parameters used in the simulation are:
𝐾 = 0.185 year-1, 𝐿∞ = 238 cm LJF, 𝑡0 = −1.404 year, Z = 0.38 , 𝜎𝑟 = 0.3 and 𝜎𝑙 =
4% 𝐿∞ .
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Figure 2.2 Differences between the actual sample composition and the cohort-sliced
composition in three realizations of a simulation scenario. The parameter values used
here are: 𝐾 = 0.185 year-1, 𝐿∞ = 238 cm LJF, 𝑡0 = −1.404 year, Z = 0.6, 𝜎𝑟 = 0.7 and
𝜎𝑙 = 12% 𝐿∞ .
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Figure 2.3 Histograms showing the range and distribution of percent bias and percent
RMSE results across scenarios resulting from (a) the Chapman-Robson estimator and (b)
the weighted regression estimator. Note the different scales used in the bias panels.
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Figure 2.4 Simulation results from the low growth rate scenario (K=0.185 year-1). The
left panel indicates per cent bias in the estimate of Z, the right panel indicates per cent
RMSE in the estimate of Z. The black vertical lines present in the left and right panels
indicate 0% bias and 0% RMSE, respectively. The numbers and letters represent the first
age in the plus group: 5, 5 years; 7, 7 years; 9, 9 years; A, 11 years; B, 13 years; and C,
15 years. The grey numbers and letters are results from the Chapman–Robson estimator
and the black numbers and letters are results from the weighted regression estimator.
Solid horizontal grey lines divide results from scenarios with high, medium, and low
length-at-age error. Dotted horizontal grey lines divide results from scenarios with high,
medium, and low recruitment error. The parameters used for the last line of results (low
Z, low 𝜎𝑙 and low 𝜎𝑟 ) are patterned after Mediterranean swordfish.
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Figure 2.5 Simulation results from the high growth rate scenario (K=0.4 year-1). The left
panel indicates percent bias in the estimate of Z, the right panel indicates percent RMSE
in the estimate of Z. The black vertical lines present in the left and right panels indicate
0% bias and 0% RMSE, respectively. The numbers and letters represent the first age in
the plus group: 5, 5 years; 7, 7 years; 9, 9 years; A, 11 years; B, 13 years; and C, 15
years. The grey numbers and letters are results from the Chapman–Robson estimator and
the black numbers and letters are results from the weighted regression estimator. Solid
horizontal grey lines divide results from scenarios with high, medium, and low length-atage error. Dotted horizontal grey lines divide results from scenarios with high, medium,
and low recruitment error.
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Chapter 3. Improving growth estimates for western Atlantic bluefin tuna using an
integrated modeling approach

3.1. Abstract
Advances in modeling growth using tag-recapture data and progress in otolith
ageing procedures allowed improved fitting of the western Atlantic bluefin tuna growth
curve. Growth parameters were derived from an integrated analysis of tag-recapture data
and otolith age-length data using the “Aires-da-Silva-Maunder-Schaefer-Fuller with
correlation” (AMSFc) framework, which models growth such that parameter estimates
from each data source are directly comparable. The otolith data consisted of a sample of
4,045 otoliths for which ages were estimated using tested and consistent protocols and
conventions designed to avoid bias. Strict data quality control measures were applied to
the tagging data for quality assurance and a subsample of 1,118 records were retained for
use in the analysis. Two forms of the Schnute (1981) growth model were considered: the
Richards model and the von Bertalanffy model. The Richards curve appears to provide a
better fit. Both curves follow a similar trajectory until age 16, after which they diverge
considerably. The Richards model supports a lower mean asymptotic length (𝐿∞ = 271.0
cm FL) than the model currently used in the stock assessment (𝐿∞ = 314.9 cm FL).
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3.2. Introduction

Migratory pelagic fish present both opportunities and challenges in developing
predictive growth models. Species such as Atlantic bluefin tuna Thunnus thynnus (ABT)
attract substantial fishing effort, affording opportunities to access fish for tagging and
collection of otoliths, which support parameterization of growth. Principal challenges
include sufficient sampling, implementing quality control procedures to curtail biased
observations throughout the stock’s range, and making best use of combined age-length
and tag-recapture data. Otolith data are used to estimate absolute ages and allow size-atage functions to be modeled. For western ABT, these data are largely centered on the
larger/older fish targeted by the recreational and commercial fisheries. Tagging data often
have the opposite problem of lacking large fish and fish with long times at liberty. Each
data source is also prone to various sources of observation error – mainly variability in age
assignment across readers and measurement error in recorded fish lengths. It is therefore
advantageous to estimate growth from both sources of data simultaneously to increase the
size and representativeness of the sample and test the influence of each dataset on resulting
parameter estimates (Maunder and Punt, 2013). We apply a new maximum likelihood
approach to fit jointly direct age estimates, for a large sample of otoliths, with release and
recapture lengths of conventionally-marked fish.
ABT is the largest member of the Scombridae family. It can reach weights
exceeding 600 kg (Collette and Nauen, 1983) and live over 34 years (present study). The
species is assessed and managed as two distinct stocks by the International Commission
for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) under the assumption of no net mixing
(ICCAT, 2014): the eastern stock (eastern Atlantic/Mediterranean) and the western stock
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(western Atlantic/Gulf of Mexico), with spawning grounds on opposite sides of the North
Atlantic Ocean basin (Boustany et al., 2008; Carlsson et al., 2007; Riccioni et al., 2010;
Richardson et al., 2016). Although these two stocks are conventionally separated by the
45°W meridian, tagging data indicate a high degree of transoceanic migration for animals
of all ages, with significant mixing occurring on foraging grounds (Block et al., 2001, 2005;
Sibert et al., 2006).
Following years of overfishing, ICCAT adopted rebuilding plans for the western
and eastern stocks in 1998 and 2006, respectively, gradually tightening control measures
over time, as the Commission strived to meet its objectives. According to the latest stock
assessments, both stocks are showing signs of recovery. Still, considerable uncertainties
remain in the assessments, particularly regarding maturity, growth dynamics and the level
of mixing between the two stocks, making it difficult to draw definite conclusions about
the current and future status of the stock (ICCAT, 2014).
Information on age and growth is needed to assess properly a depleted stock and
define its rebuilding target. This holds especially true for bluefin tuna for which a growth
curve is used to translate catch-at-size to catch-at-age through cohort slicing in the stock
assessment process. Being a moderately long-lived, iteroparous species, bluefin tuna relies
on the periodic production of strong year classes to persist through time (Secor, 2007). In
this case, it becomes particularly important to characterize precisely the age structure of
the stock, since having a truncated age structure (Siskey et al., 2016) and being the target
of a highly age/size selective fishery (ICCAT, 2014) can severely compromise the
sustainability of the fishery.
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The growth parameters currently used in the assessment of western ABT (Restrepo
et al., 2010) were derived from a combination of otolith-based age readings for large fish
(n=146; Neilson and Campana, 2008; Secor et al., 2009) and modal analysis of length
frequency data for small fish (1-3 years of age, 1970’s US purse seine data). In their
analysis, Restrepo et al. (2010) did not include information available in the ICCAT tagging
database used to construct the former growth curve (Turner and Restrepo, 1994) due to
data quality concerns and biases in the estimation process. Although the Restrepo et al.
(2010) analysis was a significant improvement over the former growth curve, recent
advances in integrative modeling and otolith age reading techniques highlights the need for
an updated assessment of the current growth curve.
During a workshop aimed at standardizing otolith-based ageing protocols for ABT,
Busawon et al. (2015) determined that the otoliths used by Restrepo et al. (2010) were
significantly over-aged (average 3 years) due to errors in assignment of the first annulus.
The problem was resolved using a standardized reference scale for the first annulus adopted
by the laboratories involved in ageing studies (Secor et al., 2014a).
Improvements in both data quality control (Ailloud et al., 2014) and modeling
techniques (Aires-da-Silva et al., 2015; Francis et al., 2016) now allow for the ICCAT
tagging data to be incorporated in the growth analysis. Francis (1988) showed that growth
parameters estimated from age-length data and tagging data have different interpretations
when tagging data are analyzed by modeling growth increments through time (e.g., as done
by Fabens, 1965). Comparing these estimates assumes that the expected annual growth of
fish of age A (estimated from age-length data) is equivalent to the expected annual growth
of fish whose length is equal to the mean length of fish of age A (estimated from tagging
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data), which is seldom the case (Francis, 1988). In recent years, maximum likelihood
approaches have been developed that model the joint density of the release and recapture
lengths as a function of age, making growth estimates age-based and thus avoiding the
comparability problem (Laslett et al., 2002; Palmer et al., 1991; Wang et al., 1995). At the
forefront of integrated methods is the so-called “Laslett-Eveson-Polacheck” (LEP)
approach (Eveson et al., 2004), which models the release and recapture lengths as functions
of age by treating age at tagging and asymptotic length, 𝐿∞ , as random variables. Though
statistically attractive, this method can be difficult to implement due to its high
computational demands and complicated error structures. A simpler alternative was
developed by Aires-da-Silva et al. (2015) and later improved upon by Francis et al. (2016)
by allowing correlation among deviates in tagging length: the AMSFc approach (Francis
et al., 2016), named after Aires-da-Silva, Maunder, Schaefer and Fuller, where ‘c’ stands
for correlation. Like the LEP approach, this method also treats pairs of observed lengths as
a function of age, but treats 𝐿∞ as a fixed parameter, greatly reducing the computational
demands of the model (Aires-da-Silva et al., 2015). The AMSFc approach is applied here
to fit and compare alternative growth models for the western stock of ABT.

3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Tagging data
The ICCAT conventional tagging database combines tag release and return
information from several tagging studies conducted in various regions of the North Atlantic
Ocean over the past 75 years. Of more than 85,000 releases, ICCAT recovered information
for nearly 6,000 recaptures, of which 2,434 had complete and plausible data (e.g., non47

negative times at liberty) on the date and length at release and recapture. Ailloud et al.
(2014) demonstrated that the database contains valuable information for estimating growth
of bluefin tuna (such as records of fish that were at liberty for many years and of old fish
which appear to have reached their maximum sizes), but that extraction of the data must
be done with care. Quality control measures employed in our analysis are detailed below
(applied to data from the 06/30/2016 database update).
1) Animals at liberty for less than 105 days (~3.5 months) were excluded from the
analysis (1,068 records) since, a) for fish with short times at liberty, the observed growth
increments largely represent measurement error rather than somatic growth (Ailloud et al.,
2014), and b) stress related to the tagging event could potentially have an adverse effect on
growth in the short run.
2) Records showing the fastest and slowest 2% absolute growth per day were removed
in an attempt to eliminate outliers (i.e., data entry misrecordings and large measurement
errors) and improve growth parameter estimates (116 records dropped). To test the
sensitivity of the results to these outliers, a separate run that included the outliers was
performed.
3) Fish both captured and recaptured in the eastern Atlantic, as well as fish either
captured or recaptured in the Mediterranean, were excluded from the analysis (132
records). This rule does not guarantee that fish of eastern origin are removed from the
sample since considerable mixing is known to occur (Siskey et al., 2016), but it instead
attempts to keep the tagging data sample focused on fish present in the western Atlantic,
since growth is presumably linked to local conditions (e.g., prey abundance, water
temperature and fish density).
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The resulting dataset consisted of 1,118 records with lengths at tagging ranging
from 36 cm FL to 259 cm FL, lengths at recapture ranging from 53 cm FL to 292 cm FL
(Supplementary Figure A.1) and times at liberty ranging from 4.5 months to 16 years
(median= 1 year). 53% of the records corresponded to fish tagged in the 1960s, another
43% corresponded to fish tagged in the 1970s and the remaining 4% were released between
1980 and 2011.
3.3.2 Otolith data
The otolith data consisted of samples collected from the Gulf of Mexico (n=305),
the southeastern USA (n=55), the USA Mid-Atlantic Bight (n=1,141) and the northeastern
USA/Canada (n=2,512) (Supplementary Figure A.2). The large majority of otoliths (85%)
was collected between 2009 and 2015. Snout lengths and curved fork lengths (CFL) were
converted to straight fork lengths (FL) using conversion factors from Secor et al. (2014b)
and Rodriguez-Marin et al. (2015), respectively. In the few cases where no length
measurements were taken (3.5% of records), round weights were converted to FL using
monthly conversion factors from Rodriguez-Marin et al. (2015). Sizes ranged from 48 cm
FL to 300 cm FL (Supplementary Figure A.1) and age estimates from 1 to 34 years.
Neilson and Campana (2008) validated absolute age in large/old bluefin tuna using
bomb radiocarbon dating and Siskey et al. (2016) confirmed the annual periodicity of
growth increments, validating otolith ageing for the species. Otolith samples were prepared
and read by experts following the standardized protocol outlined in Secor et al. (2014a)
and Busawon et al. (2015) which, among other things, prescribes using a reference scale to
identify the first annulus and performing multiple reads per otolith to detect any
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inconsistencies and reduce ageing error. Using a reference set of otoliths (n=100), Busawon
et al. (2015) estimated that ageing error was low among readers and detected no systematic
bias. Each sample was assigned an integer age based on annuli counts of either opaque or
translucent bands, which was then adjusted (𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑗 ) to account for the timing of band
formation (i.e. when counting opaque bands, one year was added to the age if the fish was
caught between January and June; when counting translucent bands, one year was deducted
from the age if the fish was caught between July and December. The estimated age was
then assigned a decimal age (𝑎𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 ) that accounted for the time elapsed between birth
month (b) and month of capture (c) using the following equation:
𝑎𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑗 + (𝑐 − 𝑏)⁄12

(1)

To test the influence of outliers on the resulting parameter estimates, a sensitivity
run analysis was performed by excluding otolith records of fish whose length observations
fell beyond 3 standard deviations from the mean for each age (33 records). Additionally,
because of the possibility that the size composition of the first few age groups was
positively biased by a combination of size selectivity of the fishery (only the largest
individuals at age 1 and 2 are caught owing to a minimum size limit of 6.4 kg established
in 1975) and timing of capture (all fish ages 1 and 2 were captured in the summer months
when growth is thought to be fastest; Supplementary Figure A.2) the growth models were
refitted without age groups 1 and 2.
3.3.3 The AMSFc approach
We used the AMSFc approach of Francis et al. (2016) to analyze the otolith and
tagging data simultaneously. This maximum likelihood method has two likelihood
components, one for each data source, both of which model length as a function of age.
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For the tagging data, this entails modeling the joint distribution of the lengths-at-release
and –at-recapture (with correlation 𝜌) as a function of age at tagging (𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑔 ) and time at
liberty (∆𝑡). Since 𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑔 is unknown, it is treated as a random effect with an assumed
probability distribution whose parameters are estimated in the maximum likelihood
framework. For each component, a common growth function is specified to describe the
relationship between mean length and age, and variability in length-at-age is defined.
3.3.4 The growth function
Two growth models were considered to describe the functional relationship
between fish length (L) and age (a): the Richards (1959) model and the von Bertalanffy
(1938) model. The von Bertalanffy model was chosen to allow for a direct comparison of
the results to the growth curve currently used in the stock assessment (i.e., Restrepo et al.,
2010) and the Richards model was chosen for its increased flexibility in fitting data. The
Richards function has an additional shape parameter (p) that allows it to take on a sigmoidal
form. Let 𝐴1 and 𝐴2 be two reference ages (pre-specified by the modeler) with
corresponding mean lengths 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 , respectively, and p be a shape parameter (p≤1).
Then, both models can be expressed as special cases of the Schnute (1981) model, as
follows:
𝐿𝑎 = 𝑓(𝑎; 𝜃 = {𝑝, 𝐾, 𝐴1 , 𝐴2 , 𝐿1 , 𝐿2 })

(2)

where,
1−𝑒 −𝐾(𝑎−𝐴1 ) 1⁄𝑝

𝑓(𝑎; 𝜃) = [𝐿1 𝑝 + (𝐿2 𝑝 − 𝐿1 𝑝 ) 1−𝑒 −𝐾(𝐴2−𝐴1 )]

(3)

While growth models are typically parameterized in terms of 𝐿∞ and 𝑡0 (the
theoretical age at size 0), the Schnute model is parameterized in terms of two reference
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ages, 𝐴1 and 𝐴2 , representing the youngest and oldest fish in the sample, respectively. This
parameterization reduces the correlation between the estimates of parameters, unlike
models parameterized in terms of 𝐿∞ and 𝐾, which are otherwise highly correlated. The
shape parameter, 𝑝, is related to the ratio of the length at the inflection point to the mean
asymptotic length (𝐿∞ ). When 𝑝 = 1, there is no inflection point and the model reverts to
a von Bertalanffy curve. When 𝑝 < 1 it takes on the shape of a Richards curve, with the
inflection point moving up along the age-length curve as 𝑝 decreases. 𝐾 has units time-1,
when an inflection point exists, its inverse, 1⁄𝐾 , is related to the age associated with the
inflection point on the curve. For the von Bertalanffy model, K relates to the rate of
approach to the asymptote. Schnute (1981) provides the following equations to obtain 𝐿∞
and 𝑡0 from the parameters of the Schnute model:
𝑒 𝐾𝐴2 𝐿2 𝑝 −𝑒 𝐾𝐴1 𝐿1 𝑝 1⁄𝑝
]
𝑒 𝐾𝐴2 −𝑒 𝐾𝐴1

𝐿∞ = [

1

𝑒 𝐾𝐴2 𝐿2 𝑝 −𝑒 𝐾𝐴1 𝐿1 𝑝

𝑡0 = 𝐴1 + 𝐴2 − 𝐾 ln[

𝐿2 𝑝 −𝐿1 𝑝

(4)
]

(5)

Variability about the mean length-at-age was modelled as the sum of process error
(i.e. true variability around the mean curve resulting from individual variability in growth)
and observation error (i.e. resulting from estimated or converted length measurements). As
in Aires-da-Silva et al. (2015), true variability around the mean curve (hereafter referred to
as “variability in length at age”) was defined as a linear function of length with intercept
𝑎∗ and slope b,
𝜎𝐿𝑎 = 𝑎∗ + 𝑏𝐿𝑎

(6)

while observation error, 𝜎𝑜𝑏𝑠 , was defined as,
𝜎𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝜎𝑜𝑏𝑠 𝐼𝑖
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(7)

where 𝐼𝑖 is an indicator variable that takes on the value 1 if a length record was either
estimated or converted from another length/weight measurement and 0 if it was directly
measured as straight FL.
3.3.5 Otolith likelihood
The log-likelihood for the otolith data, ln(𝜆𝑜𝑡𝑜 ), was expressed as the sum of the
log-likelihood contributions from each fish. Length-at-age was assumed to be normally
distributed with expected length given by (1). To avoid computational problems, the linear
relationship of the variability in length-at-age with length (eq. 7) was parameterized in
terms of the reference lengths 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 (estimated by the model), as follows (Schnute and
Fournier, 1980):
𝜎𝐿𝑎 = 𝜎𝐿1 + (𝜎𝐿2 − 𝜎𝐿1 )

𝐸[𝐿𝑎 ]−𝐿1
𝐿2 −𝐿1

+ 𝜎𝑜𝑏𝑠 𝐼𝑖

(8)

3.3.6 Tag-recapture likelihood
Lengths-at-tagging and –at-recapture were modeled following a bivariate normal
distribution with correlation, 𝜌. The expected length at age of individual fish was defined
by the expected lengths at tagging (𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔 ) and recapture (𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐 ), given the unknown age at
tagging (𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑔 ) and time spent at liberty between each capture event (∆𝑡) (i.e., 𝑓() given in
eq.2):
𝐸[𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔 |𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑔 = 𝑎] = 𝑓(𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑔 = 𝑎; 𝜃)

(9.1)

𝐸[𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐 |𝑎 + ∆𝑡] = 𝑓(𝑎 + ∆𝑡; 𝜃)

(9.2)

The random effects for the age-at-tagging (𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑔 ) were assumed to follow a lognormal
distribution with mean (𝜇𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑔 ) and standard deviation (𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑔 ) of 𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑔 estimated on
the log scale. The lognormal distribution was chosen because it seemed to provide a
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reasonable approximation to the distribution of lengths-at-release. Given the small sizes
and narrow size range observed in the length-at-release, we expected a relatively linear
relationship between length-at-age and length-at-release. As with the otolith data, the
standard deviations associated with each length were defined as:
𝜎𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔 = 𝜎𝐿1 + (𝜎𝐿2 − 𝜎𝐿1 )
𝜎𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐 = 𝜎𝐿1 + (𝜎𝐿2 − 𝜎𝐿1 )

𝐸[𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔 |𝑎]−𝐿1
𝐿2 −𝐿1

+ 𝜎𝑜𝑏𝑠 𝐼𝑖

𝐸[𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐 |𝑎+∆𝑡]−𝐿1
𝐿2 −𝐿1

+ 𝜎𝑜𝑏𝑠 𝐼𝑖

(10.1)
(10.2)

As Francis et al. (2016) demonstrated, lengths-at-tagging and –at-recapture are
likely to be more highly correlated when time-at-liberty is short (cor(𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔 ,𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐 ) close to
1), with correlation decreasing with increasing time at liberty. Thus, the correlation
coefficient, 𝜌, was modeled as a simple decreasing function of ∆𝑡 (Francis et al., 2016):
𝜌=1−

1−𝜌0

1−𝜌0 +𝜌0 𝑒 (−𝑘𝜌 ∆𝑡)

(11)

where 𝜌0 (0<𝜌0 <1) is the correlation between 𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔 and 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐 when ∆𝑡=0, and 𝑘𝜌 (𝑘𝜌 > 0)
is related to the steepness of the slope defining the relationship between 𝜌 and ∆𝑡 (the
higher the value of 𝑘𝜌 , the faster the correlation coefficient will decline to zero).
The overall tagging log-likelihood, ln(𝜆𝑡𝑎𝑔 ), was the sum of the bivariate normal
log-likelihood of 𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔 and 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐 and the lognormal log-likelihood of the random effects.
3.3.7 Objective function
The log-likelihoods of the tagging data and otolith data were added together into
one objective function to be optimized:
Λ = ln(𝜆𝑜𝑡𝑜 ) + ln(𝜆𝑡𝑎𝑔 )
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(12)

The optimization was carried out in ADMB-RE (Fournier et al., 2012) using the
separable functions feature to reduce memory requirements and computational demand of
the random effects (Skaug and Fournier, 2015). The program’s default convergence
criterion (maximum gradient component < 10-4) was used to evaluate convergence at the
optimal solution. Due to differences in sample sizes between the two datasets, the otolith
data carried more weight than the tagging data on the overall analysis. A sensitivity run
was therefore conducted to test whether down-weighting the influence of the otolith data
caused any noticeable changes to the results. The otolith log-likelihood was multiplied by
a factor of 0.27, the inverse of the 3.7 times as many otolith records as tagging records.
3.3.8 Model diagnostics
Goodness of fit was first determined by visual inspection of the data plotted against
the fitted curve. For the otolith data, a scatterplot of the standardized residuals was
produced to look for any indication of poor model fit. Interpreting the residuals of the
tagging component was complicated by the correlation between the lengths-at-tagging and
–at-recapture. Instead a comparison was made between the observed lengths-at-recapture
and their expected distributions given the parameters estimated in the model. This was done
by calculating the conditional cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) of 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐 given
𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔 and ∆𝑡 using the following approximation (see Appendix in Francis et al. (2016) for
a detailed derivation):
𝐹𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐,𝑖 (𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐 |𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔 = 𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔,𝑖 , ∆𝑡 = ∆𝑡𝑖 ) ≈
∑𝑗[𝐹𝐿

𝑟𝑒𝑐,𝑖

(𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐 |𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔

= 𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔,𝑖 , ∆𝑡 = ∆𝑡𝑖 , 𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑔 = 𝐴𝑗 )𝑓𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔,𝑖 (𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔 |𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑔 = 𝐴𝑗 )𝑓𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑔 (𝐴𝑗 )]
∑𝑗[𝑓𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔 (𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔 |𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑔 = 𝐴𝑗 )𝑓𝐴
(𝐴 )]
𝑡𝑎𝑔,𝑖 𝑗
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(13)

where 𝐹𝑋 denotes the c.d.f. of X, 𝑓𝑋 denotes the probability density function (p.d.f.) of X, i
refers to individual fish in the dataset, and {𝐴𝑗 } is a large set of equally spaced numbers
covering the expected range of ages at tagging. If the model fits the tagging data, we would
expect the quantiles of the conditional distribution to be evenly distributed over the interval
(0,1). A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was also carried out to formally compare the quantiles
with that of a uniform distribution.
Finally, a log likelihood ratio test (with 1 degree of freedom and a significance level
of α=0.05) was used to determine whether the addition of the shape parameter in the
Richards model provided a significant improvement in fit over the simpler von Bertalanffy
model.

3.4 Results
The two models generally follow similar growth trajectories until age 16 (~250cm
FL), with the Richards model predicting slightly larger lengths for fish of ages 7 to 16
compared to the von Bertalanffy model (Table 3.1; Supplementary Figure A.3). Beyond
age 16, the two curves begin to diverge considerably, with the von Bertalanffy model
predicting a higher mean asymptotic length (𝐿∞ = 318.9 cm FL) than the Richards model
(𝐿∞ = 271.0 cm FL) (Supplementary Figure A.3). There were also notable differences in
the estimates of variability in length-at-age between the two models: the von Bertalanffy
model predicted smaller variability in length-at-age for younger fish (𝜎𝐿1 = 5.0 < 7.7 cm
FL) and higher variability in length-at-age for older fish (𝜎𝐿2 = 29.1 > 21.0 cm FL),
compared with the Richards model. The von Bertalanffy growth curve currently used in
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the western ABT stock assessment (Restrepo et al., 2010) was very similar to that estimated
here (Supplementary Figure A.3).
Visual inspection of the fitted curve against the otolith data (Figure 3.1) indicated
that the Richards model was a better fit than the von Bertalanffy model. Although the data
show evidence of an asymptote, the von Bertalanffy model is not able to adequately capture
the bend in the curve (Figure 3.1). The scatterplot of residuals (Figure 3.2) confirms this.
The von Bertalanffy model displays a strong negative pattern in the residuals beyond age
18 (Figure 3.2) that is only weakly apparent in the residual plot of the Richards model
(beyond age 22; Figure 3.2). There is a noticeable lack of very young fish in the otolith
data (Figure 3.1), and both model fits show a positive trend in the residuals of fish aged 13, that is slightly more pronounced in the Richards model (Figure 3.2). In the von
Bertalanffy fit, there is a negative pattern to the residuals for fish of ages 4-6 followed by
a positive pattern in the residuals of fish ages 7-16.
The fit to the tagging data seemed adequate and similar between the two models
(Figure 3.3). Trajectories of fish with long times at liberty were in agreement with the
general trajectory of the growth curve (Figure 3.3) and both models estimated similar
values for the parameters of the lognormal distribution of the unknown ages at tagging
(Table 3.1, Figure 3.4). The few records of fish that were relatively large at the time of
release may have been under-aged (Figure 3.3) but their influence on the results was
negligible since they represented just 1% of the total tagging data sample. The histograms
of quantiles of the conditional distribution of (𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑐 |𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑔 , ∆𝑡) (Figure 3.5) indicated that the
von Bertalanffy model provided a slightly better fit to the tagging data than the Richards
model. The differences in fit were a result of fish being assigned slightly younger ages at
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tagging under the von Bertalanffy model compared to the Richards model. Nonetheless,
results from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests indicated that both models had some level of
misfit since the quantile distributions associated with each model were both significantly
different from a uniform distribution (p-value<0.01). These differences in fit between the
two models are relatively unimportant when compared to the differences in fits observed
in the otolith data. Trends in the otolith residuals resulting from the von Bertalanffy model
were indicative of a much greater problem. Results from the likelihood ratio test likewise
indicated that the Richards parameterization was a better fit to the data than the simpler
von Bertanffy parameterization (p-value<0.001). Therefore, the Richards curve appears to
be superior to the von Bertalanffy curve for modelling the growth of western ABT.
Down-weighting the otolith component of the likelihood did not make an
appreciable difference in the resulting curve for either model (Supplementary Figure A.4,
Table A.1). This indicates that the otolith and tagging data are complementary and in
agreement with one another. What did change as a result of shifting the weight away from
the otolith data were changes in the estimates of variability in length-at-age estimates. The
Richards model with down-weighted otolith component estimated smaller variability in
length at young ages (𝜎𝐿1 = 2.03 + 0.5 < 7.7 + 0.6) and larger variability at older ages (𝜎𝐿2 =
27.9 + 1.2 > 𝜎𝐿2 = 21.0 + 0.7) compared to the Richards model without weights
(Supplementary Table A.1).
The decision to exclude tagging records of fish showing the slowest and fastest 2%
growth did not make any appreciable difference to the results (Supplementary Table A.1).
For the otolith data, the results were not sensitive to the impact of potential outliers, nor
were they sensitive to biased samples of fish ages 1 and 2. In both cases, excluding these
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records changed estimates of 𝐾 and 𝐿∞ by less than half a percentage point compared with
their original values (Supplementary Table A.1).

3.5 Discussion
Growth parameterization for the western stock of Atlantic bluefin tuna was
substantially improved by (1) adopting ageing protocols and data filtering criteria that
reduced bias in both length increment data and otolith-based ageing, (2) a large and more
representative sample of age estimates than existed historically, and (3) application of the
AMSFc maximum likelihood approach, which allowed robust weighting of tagging and
otolith data (i.e., the results were not sensitive to the relative weights placed on the tagging
and otolith likelihoods) in their combined use in parameterization of the growth models.
Further, applying the more general Schnute model-fitting approach allowed us to identify
past process error associated with adopting the traditional von Bertalanffy model. Because
the observation and process errors identified in our study are general to other migratory
stocks, we suggest the complement of approaches taken here for the western stock of ABT
may serve to improve growth parameterization across a range of exploited species.
Our new assessment of the ICCAT tag recapture data set and improvements to the
growth curve indicate that western ABT attain lower mean asymptotic sizes than
previously thought. The Richards parameterization of the Schnute model led to a better fit
to the data. The shape parameter allowed it more flexibility in fitting to the older ages,
resulting in a lower estimate of 𝐿∞ (271.0 cm FL) compared to the von Bertalanffy
parameterization (318.9 cm FL). This new estimate of the average size of fish in the oldest
age group appears to be in agreement with the range of maximum sizes reported in the
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literature. In a recent meta-analysis of historical size data, Cort et al. (2013) uncovered a
collection of maximum sizes recorded during recreational fisheries competitions that took
place between 1870 and 1979, and found record sizes of landed fish ranging from 210 to
320 cm FL (mean=269 cm FL; where the 320 cm measurement was estimated from
weight). Cort et al. (2013) also showed that records of fish with lengths greater than 330
cm FL in the ICCAT tagging database did not agree with the accepted length-weight
relationship, and were most likely the result of estimation errors or data misrecordings.
Looking exclusively at measured lengths, the 20 largest fish present in the database ranged
from 246 to 295 cm FL. According to the Richards model fit, an estimated variability in
size-at-age of 21 cm near the maximum age means we should expect 95% of old fish to
reach sizes between 229 and 313 cm FL. This result appears to be a more reasonable finding
than that suggested by the von Bertalanffy fit which implies that the oldest fish commonly
reach maximum sizes between 261 and 377 cm FL.
Because otolith samples used in our analysis were largely obtained during fishery
dependent surveys, they are expected to reflect the selectivity of the fishery from which
they were obtained (Kolody et al. 2016; Schueller et al. 2014). Some of this sampling bias
may have been lessened by large sample size, particularly in comparison to Restrepo et al.
(2010). Still, there was a noticeable lack of very young fish in the otolith data (Figure 3.1)
that was likely due, in part, to the presence of a minimum weight regulation of 30kg
(~115cm FL) in the commercial fishery (in place since 1991) and, in part, to difficulties
associated with sampling the recreational fishery. Similarly, the positive trend in the
residuals of fish aged 1-3 apparent in both model fits (Figure 3.2) could be a reflection of
regulations placed on the recreational fishery, which prohibits landing fish <27” curved
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fork length ( ~70cm FL). It is also likely to be a reflection of seasonal growth. All samples
for fish ages 1-3 were obtained in the summer months (July-October for ages 1 and 2, and
May-October for age 3) compared with other ages where, depending on the age, 1-50% of
samples were obtained during the winter months (Supplementary Figure A.2). Faster
growth in the summer has been recorded in the closely related species of southern bluefin
tuna (Eveson et al., 2004) for which seasonality in growth has been modeled, and is thus
likely to occur in ABT as well. Since seasonal changes in growth are most prominent in
younger ages when fish undergo rapid growth, it is likely that the positive trend in residuals
is linked to the clustering of samples age 1 and 2 around months of fastest growth.
Growth parameter estimates play a central role in the stock assessment of western
Atlantic bluefin tuna. They are needed to convert historical catch-at-size data into catchat-age data, using cohort slicing, and to estimate weight at age (ICCAT, 2014). Moreover,
estimates of variability in size-at-age could be used to improve the cohort slicing procedure
by adjusting the length bounds used to assign ages to individual fish. Preliminary analyses
comparing cohort slicing results using growth parameters from the two different models
showed that the use of the Richards growth parameter estimates resulted in higher
contributions of very young and very old fish in the catch-at-age estimates compared with
estimates obtained using von Bertalanffy growth parameters. The extent to which this will
have an impact on the evaluation of the stock status is of prime interest and will need to be
investigated. Growth parameter estimates are also used to calculate spawning potential
ratio and biological reference points.
Though a recent study by Siskey et al. (2016) suggests western ABT may have
experienced subtle differences in growth rates during the past four decades, it is unclear
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how much of the observed changes might be due to fisheries selection or differences in
sample coverage between decades (i.e., the relative number of small vs. large fish in the
sample). Further investigation into that issue is warranted as using time-varying growth
curves may help decrease uncertainty in the catch-at-age estimates used in the assessment,
particularly with retrospective approaches such as catch-at-age-analysis. However, until
balanced samples for each time period become available (perhaps through data mining of
length frequency data), it is best to continue the use of a single growth curve in the stock
assessment of western ABT that is representative of the time period covered by the
assessment as a whole.
Finally, there have been discussions in ICCAT about possibly moving towards a
length-based integrated assessment (ICCAT, 2014). If and when that happens, having good
estimates of the average length of the oldest age-class in the model (𝐿2 ) and variability in
size at age will become crucial since these parameters can play an important role in
determining management outcomes (Aires-da-Silva et al., 2015; Zhu et al. 2016). The
observed differences in mean asymptotic length estimates are also likely to affect
assessment results. Having reliable estimates of 𝐿∞ is particularly important for
determining stock productivity and associated reference points used for management
advice (Aires-da-Silva et al., 2015; Aires-da-Silva and Maunder, 2011) so further
investigation should be carried out to determine the importance of such a change.
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3.8 Tables
Table 3.1 Maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters of the Richards and von
Bertalanffy growth models. Note: the K parameters of the Schnute parameterization of
the Richards and von Bertalanffy models have different interpretations (see methods
section 2.4).

Richards
(Schnute with 𝑝 <1)
Value
S.E.
Fixed parameters
𝐴1
𝐴2
𝑝
Estimated parameters
𝐿1
𝐿2
𝐾
𝑝
𝑘𝜌
𝜌0
𝜎𝑜𝑏𝑠
𝜎𝐿1
𝜎𝐿2
𝜇𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑔
𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴𝑡𝑎𝑔
Derived parameters
𝐿∞
𝑡0
𝑎∗
b
Negative log-likelihood

Von Bertalanffy
(Schnute with 𝑝 =1)
Value
S.E.

0
34
-

-

0
34
1

-

33.0
270.6
0.22
-0.12
1.5
0.97
3.6
7.7
21.0
0.74
-1.3

0.74
1.3
0.01
0.05
0.18
0.01
0.46
0.60
0.69
0.02
0.04

18.5
305.9
0.09
0.97
0.94
2.8
5.0
29.1
0.66
-1.4

1.1
1.8
0.002
0.15
0.01
0.44
0.66
0.91
0.02
0.05

271.0
0
5.84
0.06

1.39
0.69
0.004

318.9
2.56
-0.65
0.05
3.5
0.75
0.08
0.004
19884.7

19597.1
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3.9 Figures

Figure 3.1 Otolith data plotted against the fitted Richards and von Bertalanffy curves
(grey solid lines). In each panel, the shaded area represents the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of
the distribution of the fitted length at age.
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Figure 3.2 Scatterplot of otolith standardized residuals resulting from the Richards and
von Bertalanffy model fits. A loess line (grey solid line) was fitted to the residuals in
each panel to investigate trends. For reference, horizontal dotted lines are drawn at 0 and
±2 standardized residuals.
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Figure 3.3 Tagging data plotted against the fitted Richards and von Bertalanffy curves
(grey solid lines). Each vector represents the growth trajectory of a fish given its known
length at release, length at recapture, time spent at liberty and estimated age at tagging
(estimated using empirical Bayes methods). In each panel, the shaded area represents the
2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the distribution of the fitted length at age.
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Figure 3.4 Estimated frequency (histogram) and probability density function (grey solid
line) of the lognormal distribution of the random effects for the Richards and the von
Bertalanffy models.
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Figure 3.5 Quantiles in distribution of (Lrec|Ltag,Δt) for the Richards and von Bertalanffy
models. If the data were well fitted, the histogram of quantiles would follow an
approximately uniform distribution and lie close to the horizontal dotted line
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3.10 Appendix A
Table A.1 Results from the sensitivity runs using A. the Richards model and B. the von Bertalanffy model. Run 1= no
observation error term, run 2 = no tagging data outliers removed, run 3 = otolith outliers removed, run 4 = ages 1 and 2 in
otolith data removed, run 5 = weight of otolith likelihood (𝝎𝒐𝒕𝒐 ) down-weighted to 0.27. The base run is bordered with a
double line. The “%change” column shows the difference between the sensitivity run estimates and the base run estimates as a
percent of the base run values. Any percent change greater than 1% is highlighted in orange.
A.
MODEL

Richards

Richards

Richards

Richards

Richards

Richards

RUN

BASE

1

2

3

4

5

𝝎𝒐𝒕𝒐

1

1

1

1

1

0.27

Parameter

Est

SE

Est

SE

%change

Est

SE

%change

Est

SE

%change

Est

SE

%change

Est

SE

%change

𝑳𝟏

33.04

0.74

33.75

0.75

0.02

34.90

0.85

0.06

32.88

0.74

-0.01

30.39

0.78

-0.08

32.59

0.82

-0.01

𝑳𝟐

270.58

1.33

270.80

1.35

0.00

270.19

1.36

0.00

271.16

1.25

0.00

269.78

1.28

0.00

271.07

2.98

0.00

𝑲

0.22

0.01

0.22

0.01

0.00

0.22

0.01

0.02

0.22

0.01

0.01

0.22

0.01

0.03

0.20

0.01

-0.09

𝒑

-0.12

0.05

-0.14

0.05

0.10

-0.20

0.06

0.60

-0.16

0.05

0.25

-0.13

0.05

0.01

0.08

0.07

-1.62

𝒌𝝆

1.51

0.18

1.25

0.15

-0.17

0.93

0.18

-0.38

1.58

0.19

0.05

1.39

0.16

-0.08

1.55

0.27

0.03

𝝆𝟎

0.97

0.01

0.96

0.01

0.00

0.88

0.02

-0.09

0.97

0.01

0.00

0.96

0.01

0.00

0.93

0.02

-0.04

𝝈𝒐𝒃𝒔

3.62

0.46

-

-

-

3.25

0.46

-0.10

3.48

0.45

-0.04

3.99

0.47

0.10

2.55

0.36

-0.30

𝝈𝑳𝟏

7.69

0.60

11.04

0.47

0.44

7.32

0.65

-0.05

7.82

0.60

0.02

7.94

0.63

0.03

2.03

0.53

-0.74

𝝈𝑳𝟐

20.99

0.69

24.68

0.48

0.18

21.92

0.68

0.04

19.55

0.67

-0.07

20.14

0.69

-0.04

27.95

1.20

0.33

𝝁𝒍𝒐𝒈𝑨𝒕𝒂𝒈

0.74

0.02

0.73

0.02

-0.02

0.73

0.02

-0.02

0.76

0.02

0.02

0.81

0.02

0.09

0.66

0.03

-0.12

𝝈𝒍𝒐𝒈𝑨𝒕𝒂𝒈

-1.33

0.04

-1.39

0.05

0.05

-1.24

0.04

-0.07

-1.33

0.04

0.00

-1.41

0.04

0.06

-1.18

0.04

-0.11

𝑳∞

270.97

1.39

271.21

1.41

0.00

270.55

1.41

0.00

271.53

1.30

0.00

270.11

1.33

0.00

271.68

3.14

0.00

𝒂∗

5.84

0.69

9.10

0.59

0.56

5.16

0.75

-0.12

6.20

0.68

0.06

6.39

0.71

0.09

-1.51

0.70

-1.26

𝒃

0.06

0.00

0.06

0.00

0.04

0.06

0.00

0.11

0.05

0.00

-0.12

0.05

0.00

-0.09

0.11

0.01

0.95
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B.
MODEL

Von
Bertalanffy

Von Bertalanffy

Von Bertalanffy

Von Bertalanffy

Von Bertalanffy

Von Bertalanffy

RUN

BASE

1

2

3

4

5

𝝎𝒐𝒕𝒐

1

1

1

1

1

0.27

Parameter

Est

SE

Est

SE

%change

Est

SE

%change

Est

SE

%change

Est

SE

%change

Est

SE

%change

𝑳𝟏

18.49

1.12

18.86

1.11

0.02

17.74

1.18

-0.04

17.02

1.11

-0.08

11.66

1.48

-0.37

27.48

1.30

0.49

𝑳𝟐

305.94

1.83

306.12

1.83

0.00

304.67

1.86

0.00

306.90

1.79

0.00

303.74

1.77

-0.01

316.22

3.92

0.03

0.09

0.00

0.09

0.00

0.00

0.09

0.00

0.02

0.09

0.00

0.00

0.10

0.00

0.05

0.08

0.00

-0.12

𝒌𝝆

0.97

0.15

0.84

0.13

-0.13

0.41

0.12

-0.58

0.97

0.15

0.01

0.83

0.13

-0.14

1.32

0.25

0.37

𝝆𝟎

0.94

0.01

0.94

0.01

0.00

0.80

0.03

-0.15

0.93

0.01

-0.01

0.93

0.01

-0.01

0.92

0.02

-0.02

𝝈𝒐𝒃𝒔

2.76

0.44

-

-

-

2.97

0.43

0.08

2.57

0.43

-0.07

2.86

0.45

0.04

1.65

0.37

-0.40

𝝈𝑳𝟏

5.01

0.66

7.50

0.56

0.50

4.29

0.66

-0.14

4.89

0.66

-0.02

5.29

0.72

0.06

0.51

0.48

-0.90

𝝈𝑳𝟐

29.12

0.91

32.00

0.78

0.10

29.15

0.92

0.00

27.97

0.91

-0.04

27.89

0.90

-0.04

39.96

1.34

0.37

𝝁𝒍𝒐𝒈𝑨𝒕𝒂𝒈

0.66

0.02

0.66

0.02

-0.01

0.66

0.02

0.00

0.68

0.02

0.03

0.75

0.02

0.14

0.53

0.03

-0.20

𝝈𝒍𝒐𝒈𝑨𝒕𝒂𝒈

-1.40

0.05

-1.45

0.05

0.03

-1.33

0.04

-0.05

-1.41

0.05

0.01

-1.54

0.05

0.10

-1.14

0.04

-0.19

𝒕𝟎

-0.65

0.05

-0.66

0.05

0.02

-0.61

0.05

-0.05

-0.59

0.04

-0.09

-0.39

0.05

-0.40

-1.06

0.06

0.63

𝑳∞

318.95

2.56

319.32

2.58

0.00

316.99

2.59

-0.01

319.97

2.52

0.00

314.99

2.42

-0.01

335.95

5.71

0.05

3.46

0.75

5.89

0.67

0.70

2.75

0.75

-0.20

3.53

0.75

0.02

4.39

0.78

0.27

-3.25

0.60

-1.94

0.08

0.00

0.09

0.00

0.01

0.09

0.00

0.04

0.08

0.00

-0.05

0.08

0.00

-0.08

0.14

0.01

0.63

𝑲

𝒂

∗

𝒃
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Figure A.1 Length frequency distribution of fish present in the tag-recapture and otolith
samples (grouped in 15cm bins).
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Figure A.2 Otolith collection by A) decade, B) region, C) measurement type, and D)
season. Clusters were plotted in decreasing order of frequency with the cluster containing
the most fish plotted on the bottom and the cluster containing the least fish plotted on top.
The estimated Richards curve is overlaid on each plot (red line) for reference.
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Figure A.3 The Richards curve and von Bertalanffy (VB) curve from this study plotted
against the growth curve currently used in the assessment of western Atlantic bluefin tuna
(Restrepo et al. (2010) VB curve).
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Figure A.4 Results from the sensitivity run where the otolith component of the overall
likelihood was down-weighted (𝜔𝑜𝑡𝑜 =0.27).
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Chapter 4. A general theory of age-length keys: combining the forward and
inverse keys to estimate age composition from incomplete datasets.

4.1 Abstract
There are two approaches to estimating age composition from a large number of
length observations and a limited number of age determinations: the forward and the
inverse age-length keys. The forward key looks at the distribution of age within each
length bin while the inverse key looks at the distribution of length at each age. The
former is more precise but has stringent requirements for the way data are collected. The
latter approach is more widely applicable. We review the theory of the two keys with
particular attention to necessary assumptions and the restrictions on when the methods
are applicable. We show it is possible to combine the two approaches into a combined
forward-inverse age-length key. This approach can be used to estimate age composition
in several years simultaneously. It takes advantage of the efficiency of the forward key in
years when that is appropriate, applies the inverse key to years with no age data, and uses
a blending of the two approaches for years with moderate amounts of age data.
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4.2 Introduction
Age-structured stock assessment models rely on estimates of the age composition
of the catch as their primary input. Age composition, simply put, describes the proportion
of a population belonging to each age class. Estimates of age composition can be
obtained from fisheries-dependent or fisheries-independent data. They are key to
understanding demographic variations in recruitment, growth, mortality and the
reproductive potential of a stock. Observed changes in age composition through time can
also provide insight on how a stock is responding to exploitation and what capacity it has
to withstand and recover from external perturbations (Jennings et al. 1998, Greenstreet et
al. 1999, Rouyer et al. 2011, Durant 2013). Having a good understanding of spawner age
composition can also help managers gauge how a stock may be responding to
management actions and rebuilding programs (Merteinsdottir and Thorarinsson 1998,
Hixon et al. 2013).
Age composition can be estimated by aging a simple random sample of the
population and taking the resulting proportions-at-age of the sample as estimates of age
composition for the sampled population. Ages are commonly estimated by counting
growth rings deposited on an annual basis in the otoliths, scales, fin rays or spines of
bony fishes (Quist et al. 2012) or the vertebrae or spines of cartilaginous fishes (Cailliet
and Goldman 2005). Obtaining a reliable sample of ages from which to estimate age
composition requires all age groups to be well represented in the sample. This involves
sampling a very large number of fish because older animals tend to be much less
abundant in the catch than younger ones. Yet, determining ages is costly and time
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consuming, so obtaining a simple random sample of the population is not a realistic goal
for most stocks.
A more cost-efficient way of sampling the fishery to obtain estimates of age
composition is through double sampling (Fridriksson 1934, Tanaka 1953). With double
sampling, an estimate of the true classifier is obtained by utilizing its relationship with a
covariate that is less reliable but easily obtained (Tenenbein 1972). For fish, the reading
of ages is labor intensive, but lengths are easy to measure and correlated with ages, so the
double sampling technique proves useful. In the first stage, length information is
collected on a large random sample obtained from the population of interest. In a second
stage, ages are recorded on a much smaller subsample of fish randomly selected through
length-stratified sampling. This is the concept on which the theory of age-length keys
(ALK) was first developed (Fridriksson 1934).
In the literature, the term “age-length key” has come to refer to one specific type
of ALK: the forward or “classic” ALK. However, there are three main types of agelength keys that can be used to estimate age composition:
1.

Forward keys – which describe the probability of age given size
(Fridriksson 1934),

2.

Inverse keys – which describe the probability of size given age (Bartoo
and Parker 1983, Clark 1981, Hoenig and Heisey 1987, Kimura and
Chikuni 1987), and

3.

Combined forward-inverse keys – which couple both concepts of forward
and inverse keys into one using a maximum likelihood framework
(Hoenig et al. 2002).
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While applications of the forward key are common in the peer-reviewed literature, the
inverse key has only occasionally been applied. Haeseker et al. (2003) use Hoenig and
Heisey’s (1987) inverse key approach to estimate age composition in sea lampreys, and
Murta and Vendrell (2009) use the Kimura and Chikuni (1987) inverse key approach to
age fish eggs. The combined forward-inverse key has been used tangentially to estimate
disease prevalence (Pestal et al. 2003) from error-prone tests but its application to
estimating age composition has, to our knowledge, never been documented in the peer
reviewed literature. An application of the combined forward-inverse key to western
Atlantic bluefin tuna is presented in Chapter 5. In a grey literature document, Murta et al.
(2016 ) test the relative performance of the forward key, inverse keys and the combined
forward-inverse key to demonstrate the use of the ALKr package in R. While this
package contains useful functions for implementing the forward key (Fridriksson 1934)
and different versions of the inverse key (Clark 1981, Bartoo and Parker 1983, Hoenig
and Heisey 1987, Kimura and Chikuni 1987, Gascuel 1994), the implementation of the
combined forward-inverse key is restrictive as it does not allow for large gaps in the agelength samples available for each year. Computer code in ADMB, able to accommodate
sparse data (i.e. when length samples are representative but age samples are small or
missing in many years, and some length groups do not have any age observations), can be
found in the supplementary materials section of this paper.
Technical reports and grey literature indicate that the use of the forward and
inverse keys is widespread in stock assessment. Unfortunately, those reports also show
that the assumptions behind each method are poorly understood. Practitioners are
commonly found violating the basic assumption of forward keys when they borrow keys
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from adjacent years to estimate age composition in years for which age data is
unavailable or pool data over multiple years to increase sample sizes. Though some
authors admit their lack of rigor in doing so, they often improperly justify the procedure
by stating that growth is not likely to have changed significantly between the years (or
areas) of collection. Yet, since forward keys describe the distribution of age-at-size,
changes in growth are not the primary concern in this case; what is of concern are
differences in age-structure between years (or areas) due to changes in survival and
recruitment (Kimura 1977). Similarly, reports often develop or express the desire to
develop separate keys by gear due to differences in size selectivity (e.g., ASMFC 2010,
Wyanski et al. 2000); yet, size selectivity does not, in fact, preclude a forward key
developed from one gear being applied to a different gear as long as, within a length
category, the fish available to each gear are from the same population (Westerheim and
Ricker 1978).
When the forward and inverse key methods are tried, and neither method is found
to be satisfactory, the combined forward-inverse key is seldom sought out as a potential
solution. In Carpi et al. (2015), the authors elect to borrow a forward key built in one year
to estimate age composition in adjacent years after discovering that the Kimura and
Chikuni (1987) inverse key approach did not perform well on their dataset. This is a clear
indication that a more fisheries-oriented description of the combined forward-inverse key
is needed.
Any errors present in the estimates of age composition are bound to propagate
through an assessment, ultimately affecting the evaluation of stock status and
management advice. It is therefore important that practitioners understand the advantages
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and limitations of each method, and any restrictions to their use. Our objective is
therefore to describe how each method is derived and what are the underlying
assumptions. We will clarify the strengths and weaknesses of each method in estimating
age composition, with particular emphasis on the utility of the combined forward-inverse
key, which can prove useful when age data are incomplete and the inverse key is
producing dubious results.

4.3 Data requirements for constructing age-length keys
To construct age-length keys, at least two samples must be obtained from the
population of interest. The population may be all fish that are landed, or all fish in the
water depending on what are the research questions. A large sample of 𝑁 fish is obtained
for which the lengths have been measured (we will term this a length frequency sample)
and a smaller sample of 𝑛 fish is also obtained for which lengths j (j = 1, 2, 3, …,J) and
ages i (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, … , 𝐼) have been determined (we will term this the age-length sample).
The age-length sample is generally collected through a length-stratified random sampling
design (using pre-specified length bins), which can be done in one of two ways:
1.

using “fixed” subsampling, where a fixed number of fish is selected to be
aged for each length bin (Ketchen 1950), or

2.

using “proportional” subsampling, where the number of fish selected for
ageing for each length bin is proportional to the sample size of fish
belonging to that length bin.

Fixed subsampling is often done by quota sampling where fish skeletal parts are collected
until, say, 10 fish have been sampled from each length bin. (This has obvious problems if
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age composition varies over time or space and sampling ends when the last quota is met.)
Proportional subsampling is often accomplished by using systematic sampling, i.e., every
mth fish is sampled for skeletal parts. The number and width of length bins are typically
determined by the number of fish that can reasonably be aged given time and cost
limitations. The notation used in this paper is summarized in Table 4.1.
For any one year, the age-length sample can be summarized in a two-way
contingency table where the age categories form the rows, and the length categories form
the columns (Table 4.2a). The cell counts, 𝑛𝑖𝑗 , correspond to the number of fish in the
sample that fall within age class 𝑖 and length bin 𝑗. The expressions 𝑛𝑖. and 𝑛.𝑗 correspond
to the total sample sizes of fish by age class (collapsed over all length bins) and length
bin (collapsed over all ages), respectively. Here, the 𝑛𝑖. are random while the 𝑛.𝑗 are
fixed. The total sample size of the age-length sample is denoted by 𝑛.
For any one year, the length frequency sample can be summarized in a vector Y of
length 𝐽 (Table 4.2b). The vector entries, 𝑦𝑗 , correspond to the sample sizes of fish
belonging to each length bin 𝑗 for that year. The total sample size of the length frequency
sample is denoted by 𝑁.
A third type of sample can be used with the combined inverse-forward key. This
sample, which is primarily of theoretical interest, is a random subsample of the
population for which only age information is available. We will term this sample the age
only sample and represent it using a vector X of length 𝐼 (Table 4.2c). The vector entries,
𝑥𝑖 , correspond to the sample sizes of fish belonging to each age class 𝑖. The total sample
size of the age only sample is denoted by 𝑀.
The above defined notations are used throughout.
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4.4 The Forward Age-Length Key
4.4.1

Methodology
The forward ALK was first developed by Fridriksson (1934). The method works

on the premise that given a random sample of 𝑁 fish for which only lengths have been
measured and a smaller subsample 𝑛 fish whose lengths and ages have been measured,
the probability 𝑃(𝑖|𝑗) that a fish is age 𝑖 given that it belongs to length bin 𝑗 is the same
for both samples. This probability can be estimated from the age-length sample as:
𝑛
𝑃̂(𝑖|𝑗) = 𝑞̂𝑖𝑗 = 𝑖𝑗⁄𝑛.𝑗

(1)

where 𝑞̂𝑖𝑗 are the estimated probabilities of age given length that populate the cells of the
forward age-length key. All other notation is defined in Table 4.1.
The probabilities of age given length from the forward age-length key are then
simply multiplied by the marginal probabilities 𝑃̂(𝑗) =

𝑦𝑗
⁄𝑁 to obtain an estimate of age

composition from the forward key, 𝐴̂. This can be expressed using matrix algebra as
follows:
𝐴̂ = 𝑄 𝑌⁄𝑁

(3)

where 𝑄 is the 𝐼 by 𝐽 matrix with elements 𝑞̂𝑖𝑗 . In the equations above, the sample 𝑛 may
be obtained using simple random sampling or length-stratified random sampling.
4.4.2

Assumptions, Applications & Limitations
Forward keys require that representative age-length and length frequency samples

be collected on a yearly basis (or seasonally if resources allow). A key constructed from
one year of data cannot be applied to a different year’s catch because the population
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composition changes from year to year. The probability of age given size, 𝑃(𝑖|𝑗), is
affected by the relative proportion of each age class in the population as a whole, which
fluctuates from year to year with changes in recruitment, age-specific mortality rates and
growth. As Kimura (1977) and Westrheim and Ricker (1978) pointed, the forward ALK
tends to preserve the age composition of the population from which it was derived.
Ignoring these guidelines and applying a single forward ALK to multiple years of length
frequency data, or pooling several years of age-length data to construct a single forward
ALK, can seriously underestimate the variance in estimated proportions-at-age and result
in severe bias (Aans & Vølstad 2015).
While small changes in growth or survival are not likely to significantly affect the
construction of the age-length key, variable year class strength is of major concern
(Westrheim and Ricker 1978). Consider a simple example. Say the first year of a study
coincides with a very good recruitment year such that 75% of the fish found in the first
length bin are of age 0, 𝑃(𝑖 = 0|𝑗 = 1) = 0.75, and 25% are age 1, 𝑃(𝑖 = 1|𝑗 = 1) =
0.25. Now imagine that in the next year, the population experiences a complete failure in
recruitment and no fish of age zero are observed in length bin 1. In that case, 𝑃(𝑖 =
0|𝑗 = 1) will now equal 0. So, 𝑃(𝑖|𝑗) can drastically vary from year to year with
recruitment. Note that in the second year, 75% of the fish in the first length class will be
assigned to age 0 if the age-length key from the first year is applied to the length sample
from the second year even though 0% of the fish are age 0.
While one should not apply a key from one year to a different year, one can apply
a key that was developed from one gear to a different gear so long as the gears are fishing
the same population. The two gears could have different size-based selectivities but if,
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within a length bin, the fish available to each gear are from the same population, then the
age composition within that length bin should be the same in the catch from both gears
(Westerheim and Ricker 1978, Kimura 1977). Reed and Wilson (1978), as a response to
the Westerheim and Ricker (1978) paper, noted that if the probability of capture within a
length bin is age-dependent then the age composition of the catch within that length bin
could differ between the two gears. This point was also illustrated by Aanes and Vølstad
(2015) who compared ALKs developed from a longline and gillnet survey both targeting
the same population of eastern North Atlantic cod. While this observation is valid in
theory, it is rarely of practical interest since the bias can be largely avoided by using
narrow length bins (see Reed and Wilson (1978) for a demonstration of how the bias
becomes negligible as the bin width is gradually reduced). Therefore, for all intents and
purposes, it is deemed acceptable to borrow a key that was developed from one gear and
apply it to a different gear, even if the two gears have different selectivity patterns, so
long as the two selectivity curves within a length bin are parallel. With narrow length
bins, selectivity is almost constant, hence, the requirement of parallel selectivity curves is
met.
We have seen that if age-length data are missing in certain years, the forward key
method will not allow age composition to be estimated for those years. But an additional
issue arises when samples are not being collected following a thorough sampling protocol
because gaps in data within a year can still preclude the forward key from being used.
Thus, if a length bin has not been sampled, one will not be able to assign ages to the
portion of the catch corresponding to that length bin. For example, with Atlantic Bluefin
tuna, length composition data are collected routinely but spines and otoliths are collected
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opportunistically so there are gaps in the size coverage. More generally, in multi-fleet
fisheries, some fleets may be hard to sample resulting in gaps in coverage. This is where
the inverse key and the combined forward-inverse key are advantageous.
The question of ‘what is the optimal number of age and length samples needed to
construct a reliable forward key?’ has been explored by several authors. Tanaka (1953)
looked at the sample sizes needed to reach a given level of precision in the estimates of
proportions-at-age. Lai (1987) developed a cost function to estimate the optimal sample
sizes needed to develop forward keys from both the fixed and proportional sampling
schemes, given a total allowable cost or desired level of precision. Oeberst (2000)
developed a universal cost function to determine the size and structure of the sample
required to reach a certain level of precision using the cost ratio of age determinations to
length measurements. Coggins et al. (2013) simulated stocks with varying life history
traits and exploitation histories to evaluate the sample sizes needed to estimate von
Bertalanffy growth parameters and the instantaneous rate of total mortality from age
composition estimated using forward ALKs. However, these studies have all assumed
random sampling when, in reality, one almost always obtains samples through cluster
sampling (Chih 2010). With cluster sampling, sampling efficiency is low because the
non-independence of fish sampled from the same cluster lowers the effective sample size.
As such, sample size calculations based on random sampling are probably too optimistic
for most real world applications, with bigger samples needed than indicated.
4.4.3

Key points
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i.

The age-length and the length frequency samples must originate from the
same statistical population, i.e., within a length class, the underlying age
composition must be the same for the two samples. This implies that:
a.

A forward key developed from one year cannot be applied to

another year.
b.

A forward key developed from one area cannot be applied to

another area if the two areas are characterized by differences in age
composition (e.g. age-dependent migration patterns, area-dependent
survivorship).
ii.

A forward key developed from one gear can be used to age catch from a
different gear even if the two gears have different size selectivities, so
long as the two selectivity curves within a length bin are parallel. With
narrow length bins, selectivity is almost constant, hence, the requirement
of parallel selectivity curves is met.

4.5 The Inverse Age-Length Key
4.5.1

Methodology
Length information is usually collected on an annual basis but, not uncommonly,

there are some years with missing age data or age data based on inadequate sample sizes.
This is where the inverse key becomes useful. The inverse key describes the probability
𝑃(𝑗|𝑖) that a fish is length 𝑗 given that it belongs to age class 𝑖. Contrary to the
probability of age given size, the probability of size given age is not affected by
variability in recruitment and survivorship. What does, however, affect the distribution of
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size about age is growth. So the inverse key can be applied to samples from populations
with differing age compositions than the population from which it was derived, so long as
growth does not vary considerably among sampling events.
The inverse age-length key approach was first conceived by Clark (1981). The
probability of size given age can be estimated from an age-length sample taken in year k
(or pooled over multiple years) as:
𝑛
𝑃̂(𝑗|𝑖) = 𝑟̂𝑖𝑗 = 𝑖𝑗⁄𝑛𝑖.

(4)

where the 𝑟̂𝑖𝑗 are the probabilities of length given age that populate the cells of the inverse
age-length key matrix, 𝑅. All other notation is defined in Table 4.1. Let 𝐸 ∗ denote the
vector containing estimates of the marginal probabilities 𝑃̂(𝑗) obtained from the length
frequency sample taken in year 𝑘 ′ (𝑘 ′ ≠ 𝑘):
𝑦

𝑦

𝑦

𝐸 ∗ = [ 𝑁1 , 𝑁2 , … , 𝑁𝐽 ]

𝑇

(5)

Then the elements of the estimated length composition (𝑒𝑗∗ ) can be expressed as:
𝑒𝑗∗ = ∑𝐼𝑖=1 𝑃̂(𝑗|𝑖)𝑃̂(𝑖)

(6)

𝐸 ∗ = 𝑅 𝑇 𝐴̃

(7)

which in matrix notation, yields:

where 𝐴̃ is the estimated age composition from the inverse key. This system can be
solved by taking the generalized inverse of RT:
𝐴̃ = (𝑅𝑅𝑇 )−1 𝑅𝐸 ∗

(8)

which is the least squares solution of equation (7) provided that the number of length bins
in the age-length sample is greater than or equal to the number of age classes and that
𝑅 𝑇 is of full column rank (i.e., each of the columns of the matrix is linearly independent
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of the others). The above demonstrates the logic of the inverse key. However, there are
more efficient ways to estimate the parameters in the inverse key approach than equation
(8).
Noticing that the ordinary least squares estimator could yield infeasible (i.e.,
negative) estimates, Clark (1981) solved the system by restricted least squares, restricting
proportions to be nonnegative. Though the inverse key approach was groundbreaking at
the time, there were two issues hindering its wider use. The first was that calculating the
generalized inverse is prone to numerical instability. The second was that an assumption
implicit to the least-squares approaches is that the independent variable (in this case, the
age-length sample) is known without error and that all the error is in the dependent
variable (in this case, the length frequency sample). In reality, the length frequency
sample is the larger sample and thus thought to be known fairly precisely, whereas the
age-length sample is typically small and therefore more likely to be subject to
uncertainty.
Kimura and Chikuni (1987) and Hoenig and Heisey (1987) concurrently sought to
address these issues by finding maximum likelihood estimates using the ExpectationMaximization algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977). Kimura and Chikuni (1987) kept the
inverse key fixed during the iterative process, still only allocating uncertainty in the
likelihood to the length frequency sample; whereas. Hoenig and Heisey (1987) allowed
for the inverse key, together with the probabilities at age 𝑃̂ (𝑖), to be updated at each
iteration of the algorithm, modeling uncertainty in the likelihood in both the length
frequency sample and the age-length sample.
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4.5.2

Assumptions, Applications & Limitations
Hoenig and Heisey (1987) originally thought that their estimator was invalid if

length stratification was used. However, Hoenig et al. (2002) showed that this was an
example of “ignorable non-response bias” and that therefore the estimator was in fact
valid if length stratification was used.
Thus, of the various approaches to inverse age-length keys, only the ones
proposed by Hoenig and Heisey (1987) and Hoenig et al. (2002) allow for sampling error
in both the length frequency and the age-length samples.
4.5.3

Key points
i.

The number of length bins (𝐽) must be greater than or equal to the number
of age classes (𝐼) in order to obtain a unique solution.

ii.

The age-length and the length frequency samples do not need to have been
collected in the same year. They can be collected from two populations
with different age compositions as long as growth does not differ between
the two populations.

iii.

The Hoenig and Heisey (1987) method is the superior method for applying
inverse keys (when there is a single length frequency and a single agelength sample) as it allows for uncertainty in both the length frequency
sample and the age-length sample.

4.6 The Combined Forward-Inverse Age-Length (FI) Key
4.6.1 Methodology
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The combined forward-inverse age-length (FI) key links the concepts of forward
and inverse keys using a maximum likelihood framework. In years without age data, it
uses the distribution of length-at age whereas in years with age data it essentially uses the
information on age-given-length but penalizes the estimates if they deviate from the
distribution of length-at-age. This is possible because 𝑃(𝑗|𝑖) and 𝑃(𝑖|𝑗) are related by
Bayes Rule (𝑃(𝑖|𝑗)𝑘 =

𝑃(𝑗|𝑖)𝑃(𝑖)𝑘
⁄∑ 𝑃(𝑗|𝑖)𝑃(𝑖) ) such that the likelihoods for both the
𝑖
𝑘

forward and inverse keys can be written in terms of 𝑃(𝑗|𝑖). The forward key approach
and the inverse key approach can both be expressed as the product of independent
multinomials, so the FI key is also a product multinomial.
Let us illustrate this using an example described in Hoenig et al. (2002). Imagine
a population, sampled over 2 years, for which 3 datasets are available. In the first year
(denoted by the subscript “1” in the equations to follow), a random sample (𝑛1 ) of fish is
measured and aged. In the second year (denoted by the subscript “2”), length frequency is
recorded on a large random sample (M2), and age-length information is obtained from a
much smaller random sample (𝑛2 ), possibly stratified by length.
The forward key method cannot be used to estimate age composition in the first
year, since no length frequency data are available for that year (but the age composition
can be estimated from the aged random sample). The age composition in year 2 can be
estimated from the aged sample from year 1 (using the inverse key) or from year 2 (using
the forward key) or from both aged samples using the combined FI key. The likelihood
for year 2 using the forward key approach (Λ1 ) is proportional to:
𝑦

Λ1 ∝ ∏𝐼𝑖=1 ∏𝐽𝑗=1[𝑃(𝑖|𝑗)2 𝑃(𝑗)2 ]𝑛𝑖𝑗2 ∏𝐽𝑗=1 𝑃(𝑗)2 𝑗2
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(9)

where the first part of the likelihood matches the model estimate of the joint probability
of ages and lengths with observations from the age-length sample (𝑛𝑖𝑗2 ), and the second
part of the likelihood matches the model estimate of the marginal probability of lengths
with observations from the length frequency sample (𝑦𝑗2 ). Estimates of age composition
for that year (i.e., probabilities 𝑃̂(𝑖)2) can then be obtained using the invariance principle
of maximum likelihood estimation:
𝐽
𝑃̂(𝑖)2 = ∑𝑗=1 𝑃̂ (𝑖|𝑗)2 𝑃̂(𝑗)2

(10)

With the inverse key, we do not need the age-length sample and length frequency
samples to have been collected in the same year. So we can use the age-length sample
from year 1 to analyze the length frequency from year 2. Let 𝑃(𝑗|𝑖)12 be the probability
of size given age that is common to both years. The likelihood for the data using the
inverse key approach (Λ2 ) can be written as:
𝐽
𝐽
Λ2 ∝ ∏𝐼𝑖=1 ∏𝑗=1[𝑃(𝑗|𝑖)12 𝑃(𝑖)1 ]𝑛𝑖𝑗1 ∏𝑗=1[∑𝐼𝑖=1 𝑃(𝑗|𝑖)12 𝑃(𝑖)2 ]𝑦𝑗2

(11)

where the first part of the likelihood matches the model estimate of the joint probability
of ages and lengths with observations from the age-length sample from year 1 (𝑛𝑖𝑗1 ), and
the second part of the likelihood matches the model estimate of the marginal probability
of lengths with observations from the length frequency sample from year 2 (𝑦𝑗2 ). The
number of length bins (𝐽) must be greater than or equal to the number of age classes (𝐼).
The FI key allows for all 3 datasets to be analyzed simultaneously, thus the
likelihood for all the data (Λ3 ) would simply be:
Λ3 ∝ ∏𝐼𝑖=1 ∏𝐽𝑗=1[𝑃(𝑗|𝑖)12 𝑃(𝑖)1 ]𝑛𝑖𝑗1 ∏𝐼𝑖=1 ∏𝐽𝑗=1[𝑃(𝑗|𝑖)12 𝑃(𝑖)2 ]𝑛𝑖𝑗2
𝑥 ∏𝐽𝑗=1[∑𝐼𝑖=1 𝑃(𝑗|𝑖)12 𝑃(𝑖)2 ]𝑦𝑗2
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(12)

where the first part of the likelihood matches the model estimate of the joint probability
of ages and lengths with observations from the age-length sample from year 1 (𝑛𝑖𝑗1 ), the
second part of the likelihood matches the model estimate of the joint probability of ages
and lengths with observations from the age-length sample from year 2 (𝑛𝑖𝑗2 ), and the
third part of the likelihood matches the model estimate of the marginal probability of
lengths with observations from the length frequency sample from year 2 (𝑦𝑗2 ). There are
𝐼𝐽 + 2𝐼 parameters in the model described in equation (12). But, since each row of the
𝑃(𝑗|𝑖)12 matrix and each of the 𝑃(𝑖) vectors must, by definition, add up to 1, only 𝐼𝐽 +
𝐼 − 2 parameters need to be estimated.
This likelihood can be generalized to the case where k years are surveyed and
where, in addition to the age-length and length frequency samples, age-only samples
(𝑥𝑖𝑘 ) are collected in certain years:

𝑛𝑖𝑗𝑘 𝐽
𝐼
𝑦𝑗𝑘
∏𝑗=1 ∏𝐾
Λ𝑔 ∝ ∏𝐼𝑖=1 ∏𝐽𝑗=1 ∏𝐾
𝑘=1[𝑃(𝑗|𝑖)𝑃(𝑖)𝑘 ]
𝑘=1[∑𝑖=1 𝑃(𝑗|𝑖)𝑃(𝑖)𝑘 ]
𝑥

𝑖𝑘
𝑥 ∏𝐼𝑖=1 ∏𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑃(𝑖)𝑘

(13)

where 𝑃(𝑖)𝑘 pertains to the age composition in the 𝑘th year, 𝑛𝑖𝑗𝑘 corresponds to the
number of fish cross-classified as 𝑖𝑗 in the 𝑘th year, and 𝑃(𝑗|𝑖) is assumed constant
throughout the years. Hoenig et al. (2002) show how the general model applies even
when fixed subsampling by length (i.e., length stratification) is employed.
4.6.2

Assumptions, Applications & Limitations
The FI key can be very useful for situations where, in certain years, only part of

the total length frequency was sampled for ages. It can also be very useful for estimating
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historical age composition for fisheries in which age data has only recently been
collected. However, like the inverse key, the FI key makes the strong assumption that
growth has not varied through time and space. Violating this assumption can lead to
biases in the estimates of age composition, ultimately affecting the appraisal of stock
status.
Therefore, if working with a fishery for which certain years contain little to no
age-length data, while other years contain reliable and representative age-length samples,
the best approach would be to use both the forward key and the FI key approaches. That
would be achieved by applying the FI age-length key over all available samples, such that
the superior age-length samples inform estimates of the overall probability of size given
age, but then replace the estimates of age composition for years in which there are good
age data with those obtained from a forward age-length key analysis. This would relax
the assumption of constant growth at least for the most informed years. One could also
use this strategy to test whether or not growth has changed with time by comparing
estimates of age composition from the FI key with age composition estimates from the
forward key in years for which good age-length data are available.
In Chapter 5, the FI key is evaluated by simulation and applied to the complicated
case of western Atlantic bluefin tuna. Although the method performs well even with
error-prone simulated data, it has much greater difficulty converging to the global
minimum when using the real dataset for western Atlantic bluefin tuna, where most agelength samples were obtained from opportunistic data collection programs. This exercise
emphasizes the importance of striving to follow a statistically robust sampling protocol
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when collecting age-length samples. For any method, if the data are flawed, the results
may be misleading.
4.6.3

Key points
i.

Number of length bins (J) must be greater or equal to the number of age
classes (I) in order to obtain a unique solution.

ii.

Growth rates are assumed constant among samples.

iii.

The estimator is valid even if length stratification is used.

iv.

If complete and representative samples are available for only certain years,
it is best to use results from the combined forward inverse key for all years
to obtain estimates for years with inadequate age-length data, and use the
results from the forward key in years for which complete and
representative age-length samples are available.

4.7 Conclusions
The forward ALK is the preferred method for estimating age composition if
populations are adequately sampled and age-length data are available for each year. It is
the method that makes the fewest assumptions and is therefore expected to result in the
most robust estimates of age composition. However, more often than not, age data are
missing for at least part of the time series for which age composition estimates are
needed. In that situation, the FI key can allow scientists to bridge the gap between years
with little to no age data and years with good age data to derive estimates of age
composition.
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4.10 Tables
Table 4.1 Summary of notation used.

Age class
Length bin
Year
Number of fish of age i and length bin j in the age-length
sample
Number of fish of length j in the length only sample
Number of fish of age i in the age only sample
Total size of the age-length sample
Total size of the length only sample
Total size of the age only sample
Total number of fish belonging to the ith age class of the agelength sample
Total number of fish belonging to the jth length bin of the agelength sample
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Symbol
𝑖
𝑗
𝑘
𝑛𝑖𝑗
𝑦𝑗
𝑥𝑖
𝑛
𝑁
𝑀
𝑛𝑖.
𝑛.𝑗

Value
1,2,…𝐼
1,2,…𝐽
1,2,…𝐾

Table 4.2a An illustration of the age-length sample for any one year. Each cell contains
the sample size 𝑛𝑖𝑗 of fish of age 𝑖 belonging to length bin 𝑗. Row sums, the total number
of samples in each age class, are denoted by 𝑛𝑖. . Column sums, the total number of
samples in each length bin, are denoted by 𝑛.𝑗 . The total size of the age-length sample is
denoted by 𝑛.

…

…

…

𝑱
𝑛1𝐽
𝑛2𝐽

…

…
…
…

…

Totals
by length

1
2

1
2
𝑛11 𝑛12
𝑛21 𝑛22

Totals
by age
𝑛1.
𝑛2.

…

AGE (𝒊)

LENGTH (𝒋)

𝑰

𝑛𝐼1

𝑛𝐼2

…

𝑛𝐼𝐽

𝑛𝐼.

𝑛.1

𝑛.2

…

𝑛.𝐽

𝒏
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Table 4.2b An illustration of the length frequency sample for any one year. The entries,
𝑦𝑗 , correspond to the sample sizes of fish belonging to each length bin 𝑗 for that year. The
total sample size of the length only sample is denoted by 𝑁.

1
𝑦1

LENGTH (𝒋)
…
2
…
𝑦2
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𝑱
𝑦𝐽

Total
𝑁

Table 4.2c An illustration of the age only sample, X, for any one year. The vector entries,
𝑥𝑖 , correspond to the sample sizes of fish belonging to each age class 𝑖 for that year. The
total sample size of the age only sample is denoted by M.

1
𝑥1

AGE (𝒊)
…
2
…
𝑥2
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𝑰
𝑥𝐼

Total
𝑀

Chapter 5. Estimating age composition for multiple years when there are
gaps in the aging data: the case of Atlantic bluefin tuna.

5.1 Abstract
Age-length key (ALK) methods generally perform well when length samples and
age samples are representative of the underlying population. It is unclear how well these
methods perform when lengths are representative but age samples are sparse (i.e. age
samples are small or missing in many years, and some length groups do not have any age
observations). With western Atlantic bluefin tuna, the available age data are sparse and
have been, for the most part, collected opportunistically. We evaluated two methods
capable of accommodating sparse age data: a novel hybrid ALK (combining forward ALKs
and cohort slicing) and the combined forward-inverse ALK. Our goal was to determine if
the methods performed better than cohort slicing, which has traditionally been used to
obtain catch-at-age for Atlantic bluefin tuna, given the data limitations outlined above.
Simulation results indicated that the combined forward-inverse ALK performed much
better than the other methods. When applied to western Atlantic bluefin tuna data, the
combined forward-inverse ALK approach was able to track cohorts and identified an
inconsistency in the aging of some samples.
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5.2 Introduction
Atlantic bluefin tuna are managed by member nations of the International
Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT). Two stocks are currently
recognized: the eastern stock with spawning grounds in the Mediterranean Sea and the
western stock with spawning grounds in and around the Gulf of Mexico (Carlsson et al.
2006, Rooker et al. 2007). Additional spawning grounds have recently been discovered in
the NW Atlantic, but the origin and extent of these recruits have not yet been
characterized fully (Richardson et al. 2017, Walter et al. 2017). Though the two stocks
mix throughout most of their foraging range (Block et al. 2005, Dickhut et al. 2009,
Rooker et al. 2008, Wilson et al. 2015), they are managed as two separate units
delineated by the 45°W meridian. The eastern stock is estimated to be approximately 10
times larger than the western stock (Fromentin and Powers 2005) and mixing rates have
been found to vary across ages, space and time (Siskey 2017). Atlantic bluefin tuna are
relatively long lived (up to 34 years of age; Ailloud et al. 2017) and carry out extensive
migrations across the Atlantic Ocean where they are targeted by a wide range of fisheries
that differentially harvest multiple age groups.
Age data derived from the reading of hard parts (spines and otoliths) are needed to
accurately characterize the age composition of each stock. However, the complex, highly
migratory nature of these fish, and the multinational nature of the fisheries, present
challenges for data collectors (Rodriguez-Marin et al. 2015). For Atlantic bluefin tuna,
the catch and length frequency distributions are well known but data on ages of
individual fish are sparse. We define sparse age data as being characterized by years with
no age data, or very small sample sizes, and years where some length bins have not been
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sampled. The stock assessment contains over forty years of length frequency data, yet
only 20 of these years contain age information, and, for many years, only some sizes
were aged. The earliest records of age data date to 1974 in the West Atlantic and 1984 in
the East Atlantic (Table 5.2). It was not until 2010 that age data started being collected on
a large scale and annual basis for western Atlantic bluefin tuna. ICCAT has now made it
a priority to collect age data to improve estimates of the population age structure; but
although efforts are in place to try to obtain larger and more representative samples of
hard parts, most samples available for western Atlantic bluefin tuna have been obtained
from opportunistic sampling programs instead of a formal sampling design.
Atlantic bluefin tuna stocks have traditionally been assessed using a Virtual
Population Analysis (VPA). This assessment model requires catch-at-age as an input, and
it projects numbers backwards in time from the oldest to the youngest ages to reconstruct
the population size by age. Cohort slicing has conventionally been used to produce these
catch-at-age estimates. A growth model is used to specify size bins corresponding to each
age class, and the catch-at-size data are assigned ages accordingly. The technique, which
proves useful when age data are sparse or unavailable, makes the strong assumption that
there is no overlap in size between adjacent age classes. Violations of this assumption
tend to (1) underestimate recruitment variability (Mohn 1994, Restrepo 1995), and (2)
underestimate the contribution of younger fish while overestimating the contribution of
older fish (Goodyear 1987, Kell and Kell 2011, Ailloud et al. 2015). As these errors
propagate through the assessment, they can translate into bias in parameter estimates
derived from cohort sliced catch-at-age data (Ailloud et al. 2015), potentially affecting
the evaluation of stock status and future projections.
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If data on ages of individual fish are available, age-length keys (ALK) offer a
better alternative for estimating catch-at-age (Chapter 4). ALKs describe the distribution
of age given size (forward ALK; Fridriksson 1934, Kimura 1977, Westrheim and Ricker
1978), size given age (inverse ALK; Hoenig and Heisey 1987, Kimura and Chikuni
1987) or both (combined forward-inverse ALK; Hoenig et al. 2002). The age
composition of a large sample of measured fish is estimated by summarizing the
relationship between age and length of a much smaller subsample of fish for which ages
have been determined, and then applying this relationship to the larger sample of fish for
which only lengths are available. These keys are ideally constructed using lengthstratified random sampling to achieve greater precision. A forward key from one year
cannot be applied to a different year for which age data are missing because forward keys
tend to preserve the age composition of the samples from which they were derived
(Kimura 1977, Westerheim and Ricker 1978). As such, forward keys require age data to
be collected every year and to cover the range of lengths observed, and, thus, cannot
alone be used to estimate age composition for western Atlantic bluefin tuna. We therefore
explored two alternative estimation methods that can accommodate sparse age data: a
novel hybrid ALK and the combined forward-inverse ALK. The hybrid key (described
below) forms a weighted average of cohort slicing and forward age-length keys, whereas
the combined forward-inverse key combines the forward and inverse approaches into one
likelihood function.
While ALKs should, in theory, offer improvements over cohort slicing, it is
unclear whether that holds true when age data are not collected following a statistically
robust sampling design. For western Atlantic bluefin tuna, most age samples were
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obtained opportunistically. Moreover, of the 20 years of age data available, only 4 of
those years have high sample sizes of aged fish (>500) and good coverage across size
classes. The rest are characterized by low sample sizes that do not span the range of sizes
observed in the catch (Table 5.2).
Our objective was therefore to determine whether the hybrid key or the combined
forward inverse-key can offer improvements over cohort slicing for estimating age
composition in western Atlantic bluefin tuna given the observed data limitations. In the
first stage, we generated simulated catch-at-age and catch-at-length data and annual
reference age-length samples patterned after the biology and sampling scheme of western
Atlantic bluefin tuna and compared the performance of each method for estimating catchat-age. We then tested the selected method against the dataset available for western
Atlantic bluefin tuna, and compared the resulting estimates of age composition with those
obtained from cohort slicing. Implications for the 2017 stock assessment results are
discussed.

5.3 Materials and methods
The following notation will be used:
𝑖 refers to age
𝑗 refers to length
𝑘 refers to year
𝑚 refers to month
When multiple subscripts are used, the appropriate ones are in the order 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑚.
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5.3.1 Catch-at-age estimation
Cohort Slicing (CS) – CS was performed on a monthly basis using the algorithm
AgeIT developed by ICCAT (Ortiz and Palma 2011). The algorithm defines length bins
for each age group and month using a growth curve and an assumed birth month. It then
compares the catch-at-size data against the lower and upper size limits associated with
each age class to assign ages to the catch. For this exercise, the observed monthly catchat-size data were given as an input and the growth curve from Ailloud et al. (2017) with a
May birth month was used as per the 2017 assessment.
The Hybrid Age-Length Key (HY) – This novel, yet simple, approach makes use of
the improved estimates produced by forward age-length keys while using the convenience
of cohort slicing to fill gaps where needed. With HY, if the sample size of otoliths in a
given length bin falls below the accepted threshold (here, T = 20), the probability of age
given size for that length bin in year 𝑘, 𝑃̂(𝑖|𝑗)𝐻𝑌
𝑘 , is estimated as the weighted sum of the
probability of age given size obtained by analyzing the data using forward age-length keys,
𝑃̂(𝑖|𝑗)𝑘𝐴𝐿𝐾 , and the probability of age given size obtained from the cohort-sliced catch-at𝐶𝑆
̂
age estimates, 𝑃̂(𝑖|𝑗)𝐶𝑆
𝑘 . If CS were conducted on an annual basis, 𝑃(𝑖|𝑗)𝑘 would simply

be a matrix of zeros and ones, but with CS being conducted on a monthly basis the 𝑃̂(𝑖|𝑗)𝐶𝑆
𝑘
cells can, in fact, fall between 0 and 1. The procedure can be expressed as follows:
𝑃̂(𝑖|𝑗)𝐻𝑌
𝑘 ={

𝑛𝑗𝑘
𝑇

𝑇−𝑛𝑗,𝑘
𝑃̂(𝑖|𝑗)𝑘𝐴𝐿𝐾 +
𝑃̂ (𝑖|𝑗)𝐶𝑆
𝑘

𝑃̂(𝑖|𝑗)𝑘𝐴𝐿𝐾

𝑇

, for 𝑛𝑗,𝑘 < 20
, otherwise

where 𝑛𝑗,𝑘 is the sample size of otoliths in the 𝑗th length bin in the 𝑘th year and T is the
acceptance threshold of 20 otolith samples per length bin.
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(1)

The Combined Forward-Inverse Age-Length Key (FI) – The method of Hoenig et
al. (2002) combines the concepts of forward and inverse keys. While the forward key
looks at the distribution of ages in a size bin to obtain estimates of 𝑃(𝑖|𝑗), the inverse key
looks at the distribution of sizes given age to obtain estimates of 𝑃(𝑗|𝑖). It is assumed that
the 𝑃(𝑗|𝑖) do not change over time such that an inverse key developed from data from
one (or more) year(s) can be applied to any year. One thinks of the logic of the inverse
method as finding the weighting factors for the separate length-at-age distributions that
cause the sum of the distributions to match the overall length-frequency distribution as
closely as possible, with the weighting factors being the age composition. Hoenig et al.
(2002) showed that the 𝑃(𝑗|𝑖) can be expressed in terms of 𝑃(𝑖|𝑗) and vice versa using
Bayes Rule. Consequently, the forward and inverse approaches can be combined into one
likelihood function and the catch-at-age can be estimated for both years with age data and
years without age data as well as for years where only sparse age data are available.
Let the number of fish sampled in year 𝑘 whose lengths 𝑗 and ages 𝑖 were both
recorded be represented by the array 𝑛𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 , the number of fish sampled in year 𝑘 for
which only lengths were recorded be represented by the matrix 𝑦𝑗,𝑘 , and the number of
fish sampled in year 𝑘 for which only ages were recorded be represented by the matrix
𝑥𝑖,𝑘 (the 𝑥𝑖,𝑘 are mainly of theoretical interest – we explain below why this can be useful).
And let 𝑃(𝑖)𝑘 represent the probability of age i in year k. The objective function (Λ) is
then defined as the product of three components, 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐:
Λ ∝ 𝑎𝑏𝑐

(2)

where
𝑛𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑎 = ∏𝐼𝑖=1 ∏𝐽𝑗=1 ∏𝐾
𝑘=1[𝑃(𝑗|𝑖)𝑃(𝑖)𝑘 ]
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(2a)

𝐽

𝐼
𝑦𝑗,𝑘
𝑏 = ∏𝑗=1 ∏𝐾
𝑘=1[∑𝑖=1 𝑃(𝑗|𝑖)𝑃(𝑖)𝑘 ]
𝑥

𝑖,𝑘
𝑐 = ∏𝐼𝑖=1 ∏𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑃(𝑖)𝑘

(2b)
(2c)

In the above listed equations, 𝑎 matches the model estimate of the joint probability of
ages and lengths with observations from the age-length sample available for each year
(𝑛𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 ), 𝑏 matches the model estimate of the marginal probability of lengths with
observations from the length frequency sample available for each year (𝑦𝑗,𝑘 ), and 𝑐
matches the model estimate of the marginal probability of age (𝑃(𝑖)) for each year with
counts of fish for which only ages are available each year (𝑥𝑖,𝑘 ). Ages (i) range from 0 to
16+ (where “16+” combines all fish ages 16 and above), j refers to 15cm length bins
(𝑗 ∈{(20,35), [35,50), …, [335,349)}) and k refers to years (k=1974, 1975,…, 2015).
The optimization was carried out in AD Model Builder (ADMB). To check for
proper convergence, the optimization was run with different starting values until three
consecutive iterations converged on the same log-likelihood value. All 𝑥𝑖,𝑘 were set to 1
fish to keep 𝑃(𝑖)𝑘 estimates off zero. This facilitated finding the global maximum of the
likelihood. To save memory space and avoid boundary problems, the 𝑃(𝑗|𝑖) matrix was
set up as a ragged array in ADMB. Only the elements of 𝑃(𝑗|𝑖) corresponding to nonzero elements in the matrix of age data collapsed over all years (∑𝑘 𝑛𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 ) were estimated.
In other words, it was assumed that if a fish of age i and length j had never been
observed in the overall age sample then the probability of being age i for a fish of length j
was zero.
The proportions-at-age estimates resulting from CS, HY and FI henceforth will be
referred to as 𝑝̂ 𝐶𝑆 , 𝑝̂ 𝐻𝑌 and 𝑝̂ 𝐹𝐼 , respectively.
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5.3.2 Simulation
We used a simulation analysis to reproduce population dynamics patterned after
western Atlantic bluefin tuna and test the relative performance of the three different
catch-at-age estimation methods. Recruitment (age 1), growth and mortality data from
1974 to 2015 were obtained from the 2017 western Atlantic bluefin tuna VPA base case
scenario (ICCAT 2017). These data were used to simulate true catch-at-age, and then
generate observed catch-at-size (subject to measurement error), and age-length samples
(subject to random ageing error and error in the subsampling of the catch; i.e., clustering
and unequal probability of selection between size classes). Different scenarios regarding
recruitment variability, changes in growth over time, magnitude of measurement error
and balance in the age samples were explored (Table 5.1). For each scenario, catch-atsize data and an age-length sample were generated 100 times (with error) and
performance measures (root mean square error in the estimated proportions-at-age) were
summarized over the 100 runs to evaluate the performance of each estimation method for
each of the seven scenarios.
5.3.2.1 Data generation
Annual recruitment values for age 0 fish in year k (N0,k) were back-calculated
using estimated numbers of age 1 fish (N1,k) assuming a natural mortality rate (M0) of
0.41 for age 0 fish and a fishing mortality rate (F0,k) equal to 25% of the fishing mortality
on age 1 fish for that year (F1,k):
𝑁0,𝑘 =

𝑁1,𝑘+1
⁄ −(𝑀0 +𝐹0,𝑘)
𝑒

(3a)

where
𝐹0,𝑘 = 0.25𝐹1,𝑘 ,
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(3b)

and where i stands for age and k stands for year. Since the most recent three years of
recruitment (2013-2015) are not well estimated in the VPA, they were replaced by the
geometric mean recruitment (age 1) for the period 2006-2012 (96,637 fish). Numbers-atage were projected forward to age 30 using a monthly (m) time step for total mortality
(𝑍), assuming a birth month of May:
𝑁𝑖,𝑘,𝑚+1 = 𝑁𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 𝑒 −𝑍𝑖,𝑘,𝑚

(4)

𝑍𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 = 𝑀𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 + 𝐹𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 .

(5)

where

Annual mortality rates were modified to accommodate a monthly time step (as used in
the actual Bluefin tuna assessment): natural mortality was assumed uniform over the
year, while fishing mortality was assumed to follow a symmetric triangular distribution
over the year with a mode at month 6 (i.e., highest F in the summer and lowest F in the
winter).
Catch-at-age (Ci,k,m) for each age, year and month was calculated as
𝐹

𝐶𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 = 𝑍𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 (1 − 𝑒 −𝑍𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 )𝑁𝑖,𝑘,𝑚 .
𝑖,𝑘,𝑚

(6)

Mean size-at-age and standard deviation in size-at-age were obtained from the Richards
growth equation in Ailloud et al. (2017) to calculate probabilities of size given age for
each year and month. Size-at-age was assumed to be normally distributed and no
seasonality in growth was incorporated into the growth equation. The resulting
probabilities were used to convert catch-at-age into catch-at-size, creating what we will
refer to as the “true” catch-at-age-and-size. A normally distributed error term,
𝜀𝐿,𝑥 ~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝐿2 = 25𝑐𝑚), was then added to the lengths of individual fish (𝑥) to simulate
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′
measurement error and produce the “observed” catch-at-size data (𝐶𝑗,𝑘,𝑚
) to be used in

our age composition estimation models. A variance of 25cm was chosen because it was
nearly double that reported in Ailloud et al. (2017). The larger variance was adopted to
reflect a situation where many of the measurements are taken shipboard by fishers or
untrained staff.
The following steps (represented graphically in Figure 5.1) were used to generate
sparse and non-independent age-length samples so as to closely resemble the data
availability of western Atlantic bluefin tuna:
1.

Annual sample sizes (𝑛𝑘 ) were set equal to the actual sample sizes of aged
fish available for western Atlantic bluefin tuna (last row of Table 5.2).

2.

For each year in which 𝑛𝑘 > 0, individual fish from the observed agelength data were split into 6 non-overlapping clusters (𝑐) of unequal sizes
using a K-means clustering algorithm (Hartigan and Wong 1979) based on
fish length. This algorithm partitions fish into k groups based on length
such that the sum of squares from points to the assigned cluster means is
minimized. The 3 clusters with the lowest cluster means were termed the
“small fish” (𝑆𝑀) group and the 3 clusters with the highest cluster means
were termed the “large fish” (𝐿𝐺) group.

3.

For each year, we calculated the number of fish aged as a percent of
annual catch (termed 𝜓𝑘 ) and, from that metric, created the following rule
for selecting clusters to be sampled:
a.

If 𝜓𝑘 <0.0001%: 1 cluster was randomly sampled from each of the
SM and LG groups.
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b.

If 0.0001%≤ 𝜓𝑘 <0.001%: 2 clusters were randomly sampled
from each of the SM and LG groups.

c.

If 𝜓𝑘 ≥.001%: all six clusters were sampled.

While leaving entire portions of the length spectrum unsampled may seem
extreme, it is fairly realistic for the case of western Atlantic bluefin tuna.
For example, in 1976, 68 fish were aged (0.0001%≤ 𝜓1976 <0.001%) with
no samples falling below 95cm FL or in the 165-212cm FL range.
4.

To create high intra-sample correlation, fish present within each cluster
sampled were ordered by size and, after selecting the first fish randomly,
all subsequent fish were sampled (without replacement) with probabilities
proportional to the inverse difference in lengths between observations and
the first fish sampled. Unequal sizes for each age-length sample were
devised as follows, where 𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑀 and 𝑛𝑘𝐿𝐺 represent the sample sizes of fish
aged from the small fish group and the large fish group, respectively, in
year k:
𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑀 = ∑3𝑐=1 𝑞𝑐 𝑛𝑘 𝑤

(7a)

𝑛𝑘𝐿𝐺 = ∑3𝑐=1 𝑞𝑐 𝑛𝑘 (1 − 𝑤)

(7b)

𝑛𝑘 = 𝑛𝑘𝑆𝑀 + 𝑛𝑘𝐿𝐺

(8)

with

where c is the cluster, 𝑤 is the proportion of small fish in the sample (for
the base case scenario, the sample is balanced between large and small
fish, thus 𝑤 = 0.5; this number is later changed in alternative scenarios 2
and 3, detailed in the next section, when samples are purposely skewed
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towards small and large fish, respectively) and 𝑞𝑐 is a randomly selected
(without replacement) fraction used to create uneven samples in each
cluster (𝑞𝑐 ∈ {0,0,1} in the case where 1 cluster from the LG and SM
1 2

groups are selected, 𝑞𝑐 ∈ {0, 3 , 3} in the case where 2 clusters from the LG
1 2 3

and SM groups are selected, and 𝑞𝑐 ∈ {6 , 6 , 6} in the case where 3 clusters
from the LG and SM groups are selected). The qc values for the small-fish
clusters are selected independently of the qc values for the large-fish
clusters.
5.

A normally distributed error term for each fish 𝑥, 𝜀𝐴,𝑥 ~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝐴2 ), was
added to the true age (Ax) of individual fish (𝑥) to simulate ageing error
where
𝜎𝐴2 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝐶𝑉,

(9)

where the coefficient of variation of ageing error (𝐶𝑉) was assumed
constant across ages and set to 10% to mimic the threshold error rate used
for accepting age readings in bluefin tuna (Busawon et al. 2015).
5.3.2.2 Base case and alternative scenarios
Eight scenarios were explored as simulations. For each scenario, a single true population
was simulated, from which 100 different observed populations (and associated age-length
samples) were generated.
Scenario 1: The base case scenario. All dynamics match those described in the above
section.
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Scenario 2: Age data sampling is skewed towards smaller fish. 𝑤, the proportion of small
fish found in the sample, defined above, is set to 0.7.
Scenario 3: Age data sampling is skewed towards larger fish. 𝑤 is set to 0.3.
Scenario 4: Recruitment variability is magnified by calculating the average recruitment
̅0) and inflating, by 50%, the
over the 42-year time series of observations (𝑁
size of the recruitment deviate in each year 𝑘:
′
̅0 )
𝑁0,𝑘
= 𝑁0,𝑘 + 1⁄2 ( 𝑁0,𝑘 − 𝑁

(10)

′
where 𝑁0,𝑘
is the new recruitment value for year k.

Scenario 5: Small changes in growth over time. Mean size-at-age (𝐿𝑖,𝑘 ) is assumed to
have been 10% higher at the beginning of the time series (𝑘 =1974)
compared to modern days (𝑘 =2015), thus the new mean size at age 𝑖 in year
𝑘 (𝐿′𝑖,𝑘 ) is calculated as:
1

𝐿′𝑖,𝑘 = 𝐿𝑖,𝑘 + 10 𝑘𝐿𝑖,𝑘

(11)

Scenario 6: Large changes in growth over time. Mean size-at-age (𝐿𝑖,𝑘 ) is assumed to
have been 20% higher at the beginning of the time series (𝑘 =1974)
compared to modern days (𝑘 =2015). The new mean size at age 𝑖 in year 𝑘
(𝐿′𝑖,𝑘 ) is calculated following Eq. 11 but with a factor of 1/20, replacing 1/10.
Scenario 7: A higher rate of measurement error in the observed catch-at-size data. 𝜎𝐿2 was
increased to 100 cm from the 25 cm used in the base case scenario.
Scenario 8: Ten additional years of age data were simulated to explore how each
method’s performance is expected to change as additional, more
representative data become available in the future. Recruitment values and
associated fishing mortality rate vectors were randomly sampled (with
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replacement) from the most recent 20 year period (1996-2015) to populate
the 10 year projection. One thousand age-length records were generated for
each year beyond 2015.
5.3.2.3 Performance metrics
Performance was measured using the root mean square error (RMSE). For each
age and year combination, the RMSE associated with the proportion-at-age estimates for
any given method and scenario was given by:
1

2
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑖,𝑘 = √100 ∑100
𝑙=1(𝑝̂ 𝑖,𝑘,𝑙 − 𝑝𝑖,𝑘 )

(12)

where 𝑝𝑖,𝑘 is the true proportion at age i in year k and 𝑝̂ 𝑖,𝑘,𝑙 is an estimate of it from the lth
run (l=1,2,…100) of a given scenario. The smaller the RMSE the more accurate our
estimate of pi,k.
2
RMSE values were then collapsed over years (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑎𝑔𝑒 = √∑𝑘 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑖,𝑘
) and

2
ages (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 = √∑𝑖 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑖,𝑘
), as well as both years and ages (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 =

2
) to produce summary performance metrics for each estimation method
√∑𝑘 ∑𝑖 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑖,𝑘

and scenario.
To quantify the overall performance of FI and HY relative to CS, we calculated
the percent gain in efficiency for each method, in each scenario. The calculation is
analogous to that defined by Cochran (1977) for variances:
%𝐸 = 100

𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 CS −𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 Ω
𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 Ω
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(13)

where 𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 CS is the mean squared error associated with CS and 𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 Ω is the mean
squared error associated with either one of the alternative estimation methods (Ω ∈
{𝐹𝐼, 𝐻𝑌}).
To formally test whether one method outperformed the other, an additional metric
was defined:
Ω
Ω 2
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑙Ω = √∑𝑘 ∑𝑖(𝑝̂𝑖,𝑘,𝑙
− 𝑝𝑖,𝑘
)

(14)

where 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑙Ω is the component of 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 associated with the 𝑙th run and method
Ω (Ω ∈ {𝐶𝑆, 𝐻𝑌, 𝐹𝐼}). For each scenario, a pairwise comparison of 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑙𝐶𝑆 and
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑙𝐻𝑌 , and a pairwise comparison of 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑙𝐶𝑆 and 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑙𝐹𝐼 , were made to
count the number of runs for which 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑙𝐻𝑌 and 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑙𝐹𝐼 were smaller than
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑙𝐶𝑆 , respectively. We determined significance (at the α = 0.05 level) using a
two-sided sign test.
5.3.3 Application to real data
A total of 4,283 age-length samples (99.9% otoliths, 0.1% spines) collected in the
western Atlantic was used for this analysis, with the earliest samples dating back to 1974
(Table 5.2). These samples comprised a mixture of eastern- and western-origin fish,
which was not an issue for this study since the objective was to characterize the age
composition of the catches from the western Atlantic rather than the age composition of
the western stock. All samples were aged following the standardized reading protocol and
ages were adjusted for proper year class assignment (Busawon et al. 2015, Luque et al.
2014, Rodriguez-Marin et al. 2016). In the samples, only 5% of the fish had sizes that
were directly measured as straight fork length (SFL); for the remaining fish,
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measurements were obtained from converted length (i.e., curved fork length and snout
length) or weight measurements. As in the 2017 ICCAT assessment, apparent outliers (39
records of fish with sizes falling beyond 3 standard deviations of the mean of the sample
for each age) were removed for the analysis as they were thought to be unrealistic and
could have a negative impact on the estimation process.
The actual catch-at-size data used in the 2017 assessment was used as an input for
the combined forward-inverse ALK analysis along with the age samples described above.
Because of the lack of samples of fish of age 0, 𝑃(𝑗|𝑖 = 0) was fixed to probabilities
calculated from the Ailloud et al. (2017) growth curve. The FI algorithm was run
multiple times with different starting values to check for convergence. Resulting catch-atage estimates were then inputted in the base VPA of western bluefin tuna and a
retrospective analysis (i.e., the VPA was run several times, each time removing one year
of data) was carried out to look for any systematic trends in the retrospective patterns of
estimates of spawning stock biomass (SSB) and recruitment (ICCAT 2017).

5.4 Results
5.4.1 Simulation
Overall, FI and HY outperformed CS across all 8 scenarios (Figure 5.2). FI
performed best, with the lowest RMSEtot, followed by HY and CS (Figure 5.2). Results
from the sign test confirm this: values for 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑙𝐹𝐼 and 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑙𝐻𝑌 were found to be
significantly smaller than 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑙𝐶𝑆 in all 8 scenarios (all p values <0.001). Depending
on the scenario, FI was 52-451% more efficient than CS, while HY was 11-21% more
efficient than CS (Table 5.3). The difference in performance between FI and CS was
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most pronounced in scenario 8, where additional years of age data brought considerable
improvements to the performance of FI, as well as in scenarios 3 and 4, the scenarios in
which the age sample is skewed towards larger individuals and recruitment variability is
inflated by 50%, respectively (Table 5.3). These three scenarios were where FI performed
best, both relative to the other methods and relative to other scenarios. The difference in
performance between FI and CS was least pronounced in scenarios 5, 6 and 7 (Table 5.3).
These were the scenarios where either growth was set to change through time (scenarios
5 and 6) or larger observation errors were added to the catch-at-length data (scenario 7).
FI outperformed CS and HY across all ages other than age 0 (Figure 5.3) The
greatest differences in performance between the methods were observed in the younger
age groups (ages 2 to 4, which contribute a large portion of the total catch) and in the plus
group (Figure 5.3). CS tended to put large amounts of error in the plus group while the
error in FI was split between the plus group and the age before the plus group (age 15;
Figure 5.3). For FI, errors were lower and more evenly distributed among age groups in
scenario 8, where additional years of age data were simulated.
RMSE values by year for each method and scenario are shown in Figures 4a and
supplementary figures B1a-g . RMSEyear values are, in most years, higher for CS than for
HY and FI and show a more erratic pattern with CS. As expected, HY performs better
than CS in years where age data are available. In scenarios 6 and 7, where large changes
in growth and large errors in the catch-at-size are simulated, all three methods perform
poorly. The difference in performance between CS and FI is most pronounced in the
earlier years, where the stock is experiencing very high levels of fishing mortality on very
young ages (Figures 4a, B1a-h). FI performs slightly better when age samples are skewed
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towards older fish compared to when age samples are skewed towards smaller fish
(Figures 4a and B1a). FI performs considerably better with additional years of age data
(Scenario 8, Figure B1g).
5.4.2 Application to real data
CS and FI were applied to the western Atlantic bluefin tuna catch-at-size data
from 1974 to 2015. With the FI analysis, different starting values for the parameters were
used for each run, and runs with reasonably low final maximum gradient component
(<0.1) were retained. The algorithm showed difficulty converging to a consistent global
minimum across trials (Supplementary Figure B.2). Estimates of 𝑃̂(𝑖)𝑘 from the top 5
runs showed nearly identical results, suggesting the best result is likely close to or at the
global minimum (Supplementary Figure B.3). Estimates of 𝑃̂(𝑗|𝑖) (i.e., the inverse key)
for the best run are shown in Supplementary Figure B.4. Mean sizes at age calculated
from the inverse key revealed a slight discrepancy among the mean-size-at-age of older
ages: mean size at age 15 was found to be slightly larger than the mean size at age 16+
(Supplementary Figure B.4).
There was evidence of both strong and weak cohorts moving through the catch in
the FI results (Table 5.4). Estimates of catch-at-age derived from the two methods were
plotted against one another and presented in Supplementary Figure B.4. CS and FI were
often found to be a year off from each other in characterizing the origin of strong year
classes. For example, in 1975 and 1976, a strong 1973 cohort was clearly apparent in the
CS results while that peak was attributed to a 1972 cohort in the FI results. Similarly, in
2007-2009 CS identified a strong 2003 cohort while FI interpreted it to be a strong 2002
cohort (Supplementary Figure B.5, Table 5.4).
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Inspection of the retrospective analyses of the VPA results showed a systematic
positive bias in SSB with CS and high variability in retrospective estimates of
recruitment for FI. There appears to be a clear variance-bias tradeoff where the FI results
were more variable but with little retrospective bias, while the CS exhibited strong
retrospective bias (Supplementary Figure B.6).

5.5 Discussion
Our simulation emulated several real world complexities encountered with ABFT
data collection and demonstrated how each age assignment method would perform in
realistic settings. With simulated data, the combined forward-inverse key performed
significantly better than the other two methods. Albeit with some difficulties in achieving
convergence, the method also provided useful results when applied to the bluefin tuna
dataset. The combined forward-inverse key was able to track cohorts and lead to the
discovery of a systematic aging error.
The fact that convergence was more difficult with the real dataset than the
simulated datasets provided some indication that the simulated data may not capture the
full degree of idiosyncrasies contained in the actual data, such as time-varying or
seasonal growth. Looking at length-at-age distributions in the real dataset revealed
evidence of bimodality in certain years, which could have biological relevance, or could
simply be a result of observation errors in the recorded ages or lengths. The observed
bimodalities are likely to exacerbate convergence problems as they blur the distinction
between the size distributions of adjacent age classes. Similarly, the inconsistency in the
mean sizes at age, where the mean size at age of age 15 was estimated to be slightly
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higher than the mean size at age of age 16+, is likely to cause convergence problems.
This issue could be resolved by sampling additional large fish, which are greatly needed
to adequately characterize probability of size at age over the largest age groups and which
can lead to greater accuracy overall (as was apparent in the simulation results for scenario
3). Testing alternative bin lengths or perhaps even exploring the use of unequal bin sizes
across lengths may also allow for increased accuracy and precision in the estimated
probabilities of size given age in older fish.
While it will be valuable to obtain annual, systematically collected age data, there
is a particular need for fish at age 0 and above age 15. For the application to the real data,
parameters associated with the probabilities at size for age 0 fish had to be fixed because
there were no age 0 fish in the sample. It is important that data be collected on age 0 fish
so that these parameters can be estimated.
Challenges in the assessment of Atlantic bluefin tuna (ABFT) – regarding
difficulties obtaining representative age samples and handling data gaps – are not unique
to ABFT. In fact, they are fairly typical of highly migratory fishes, where having
numerous fleets and countries fishing over extended spatial areas makes it is difficult to
follow a statistically robust sampling protocol when collecting age structure data. The
available age data are often composed of records from multiple laboratories sampling
independently from one another. Different records may contain different sources and
magnitudes of error and/or bias, and may have been collected and analyzed following
different protocols. Furthermore, in many cases, fisheries scientists have to find a way to
bridge the gap between years with no age data and years with age data as data slowly
become available. More sophisticated integrated models like stock synthesis (Methot and
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Wetzel 2013) are able to accommodate gaps in age data, but models with strict
assumptions about the aging data do not have such flexibility. That is where the
combined forward-inverse key may offer a pragmatic solution.
While the solution to sparse age data might be to move exclusively to integrated
statistical catch at length models such as Stock Synthesis (Methot and Wetzel 2013),
CASAL (Bull et al. 2012) or SCAL (Butterworth and Rademayer 2018) and others
(ASAP, Legault and Restrepo 1998; BAM, Williams and Shertzer 2015), each still has to
make some basic assumptions about size-at-age often similar to the FI key. As well, as
we observed with the ABFT age data, the idiosyncrasies of working with real data, such
as lower mean sizes at older ages and potential time-varying process error, present
challenges to both the simple age-length key approaches and more complicated integrated
catch at length approaches. Many statistical catch at age models also require
development of age composition input from length data (ASAP, Legault and Restrepo
1998) highlighting the need for improved methods of obtaining ages from size data.
Particularly in applications to ABFT, the extreme changes in selectivity over time made
application of these models challenging for Eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean bluefin
tuna (Butterworth and Rademeyer 2015, Sharma et al. 2017). Hence, as VPA inherently
allows infinite flexibility in selectivity, it continues to provide primary advice for some of
the most valuable fisheries including Eastern and Western ABFT (ICCAT 2017).
The larger concern that came out of this exercise was the confusion over the birth
year of the strong cohort seen moving through the fishery in recent years. Though
auxiliary evidence suggests that the signal can be attributed to a strong 2003 cohort
(Addis et al. 2012, Galuardi and Lutcavage 2012, Secor et al. 2015), disentangling the
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relative strengths of the 2002 and 2003 cohorts is not straightforward (Brown 2011,
Fraile et al. 2014). When we used the combined forward-inverse key analysis on data
from the eastern Atlantic, the model attributed the strong year class signal to the 2003
cohort. The main difference between the two datasets was that the age samples from the
western Atlantic were mainly composed of otoliths (99%) while samples from the eastern
Atlantic were mainly composed of spines (90%). Age estimates from spine readings are
thought to be more reliable than age readings from otolith samples in young ABFT (Dr.
Rodriguez-Marin, personal communication). That is because the otoliths of young ABFT
often contain visible false bands (i.e., bands that were not deposited on an annual basis)
that can easily be misinterpreted as being annual and thus result in overestimated ages.
Beyond age 7, spines are considered less precise than otoliths as the innermost rings
begin to resorb (Rooker et al. 2007). To verify that claim, we compared age estimates
from paired otolith-spine samples (i.e., samples taken from the same fish; available from
Rodriguez-Marin et al. 2016). We found that age readings from otoliths were, on average,
slightly higher than the corresponding age readings from spines, confirming our intuition.
Nonetheless, a more thorough evaluation of this problem is needed to settle this issue.
If growth is suspected to have changed through time, our simulation showed that
all three estimation methods would be negatively affected. Attempts to uncover and
characterize significant changes in growth in western ABFT have met with difficulty
(Siskey et al. 2016). With the fishery having shifted from historically targeting very small
fish to targeting medium to large fish in more recent years, it is difficult to conduct a
statistically robust comparison of growth between different time periods. That being said,
in the near future, as data collection improves, the assumption of constant growth could
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be relaxed by beginning to use forward keys in concert with the combined forwardinverse key. Forward keys do not make any assumptions about growth; thus, as
representative annual samples become available, forward keys could be used to estimate
age composition in the most recent years, whereas the combined forward-inverse key
could continue to be used to estimate age composition in historical years.
The magnitude of error reported in the simulated cohort-sliced catch-at-age
estimates is likely to under-represent the true process and observation error of the
fisheries sampling. That is because the catch-at-size information in our simulation was
generated using the very assumption that cohort slicing is based on: that size is normally
distributed with age about a pre-defined growth curve. In reality, size-based selection is
happening throughout the fishery; therefore, the observed catch-at-size data available for
ABFT is not likely to follow the assumption of normality. In addition, the “true” catch-atage data in the simulation were created using the recruitment values obtained from cohort
sliced catch-at-length. Cohort slicing’s tendency to dampen recruitment variability (Mohn
1994, Restrepo 1995) means that the true recruitment values for the stock will likely
show more variability, as in scenario 4. This is also the scenario for which the
improvement of the combined forward-inverse key over cohort slicing is relatively large.
As previously mentioned, statistical catch-at-age models can also provide a
solution for bridging the gap between years with no age data and years with age data. But
the downside of using integrated analyses is that it then becomes difficult to tease out the
sources of bias observed. Stock synthesis (SS) was used alongside the VPA in the
assessment of western ABFT (ICCAT 2017). With SS, the age data were input as age
frequency distributions by 5cm length bins for each year and fishery from which the data
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were collected, treating the data as analogous to a forward ALK but without having to
assume that the data were representative of ages across the full range of sizes. Catch-atage estimates from SS showed similar inconsistencies as had been observed with the
combined forward-inverse key analysis: a strong cohort was seen progressing through the
catch but the origin of this cohort was assigned to 2002 or 2003 depending on the
retrospective peel. Having previously diagnosed this issue using the combined forward
inverse key, we were able to provide a temporary fix to SS by adding an ageing bias
vector to the model, using data available from the paired otolith-spine samples. In this
case, having a simpler model available to compare age composition estimates was central
to being able to quickly diagnose issues with the more complicated model to develop a
solution.

5.6 Conclusion
The combined forward-inverse ALK outperformed the other aging methods with
the simulated data and improved age composition estimates of western ABFT. Two main
concerns have to be addressed for the model to be used operationally: 1) issues with age
assignment between hard part types must be resolved, and 2) young-of-the-year fish must
be sampled so that the probability of size at age 0 can be estimated. In addition, to reduce
age composition bias, scientists and fishers could make a concerted effort to improve the
representativeness of the sampling, and therefore the data available to assess the stock.
Annual data collection efforts must prioritize maximizing sampling coverage across sizes
(particularly very small and very large fish), space and time, and collection should strive
to follow a robust length stratified sampling design whenever possible. Efforts to
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characterize the stock origin of each sample is also underway and should be continued as
it will allow scientists to disentangle the origin of strong year class signals, which is
crucial to determining accurately the productivity potential of the stock.
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5.9 Tables
Table 5.1 Different scenarios explored.

Scenario
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Description
Same dynamics as the stock assessment.
Age data sampling is skewed towards smaller fish
Age data sampling is skewed towards larger fish
Recruitment variability magnified
10% decrease in mean size-at-age over time
20% decrease in mean size-at-age over time
Large measurement error in CAS
10 additional years of age data
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Table 5.2 Actual age-length samples available for the West (fish captured in the western Atlantic/Gulf of Mexico).

AGE/YEAR
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
Grand Total

1974

1975

2

26
53
9
4
3
1
1
3
1
4
2
1
1
2
3
8
8
9
3
3
2
4
2
1
2

1976

1977

11
5
4
5
1

1
3
6
3
1
1

1
2
1
1

3
3
3
6
3
1
2
4
7
2
1
1

1
2
1
1

1

1

2
2

1

1978

1
1
4
7
4
2
2
6
2
4
6
9
10
5
6
8
4
7
5
2

1996

1997

1998

1
4

1
12
5

8
6
6
9
8
3
2
1

1
3
12
15
15
16
2
2
1

4
3
2
3
2
1

1999

2000

10
3
6
1

1
3
2

1

2002

2
3
3
8
8
7
11
5
2
2
3

1

1
1

1
1

2009

1
5
7
9
10
5
8
9
8
11
9
16
1
4
6
3
1
1

2010

3
10
4
22
54
83
78
39
23
16
12
19
15
11
4
10
9
3
3
1

1

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

15
50
65
67
51
52
100
184
111
63
32
27
20
23
27
38
16
10
16
20
15
4
1

8
63
90
58
30
49
57
55
65
44
32
17
12
11
24
15
20
12
4
9
11
3
2

1
13
37
34
16
11
47
51
51
62
45
33
26
6
13
27
32
18
14
15
7
11
9
3
2

16
38
30
35
14
22
24
29
54
59
41
32
19
16
12
5
13
11
12
7
3
3
7
3
1

4
21
90
24
10
6
1
11
17
37
51
39
26
20
7
7
7
8
9
4
6
2

1

1
3

1

1

2

2

156

68

26

1
98

Grand Total
35
128
229
347
253
148
190
315
447
410
329
247
191
140
112
125
121
114
93
78
70
59
42
33
18
15
9
7
9
3
2

75

34

43

21

6

138

55

115

420

1
1009

1
692

585

506

411

3
4322

Table 5.3 Percent relative efficiency (%E) of HY and FI compared to CS.

Scenario
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

%𝑬𝑯𝒀
13
13
14
21
15
14
11
20

%𝑬𝑭𝑰
114
114
219
234
133
70
52
451
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Table 5.4 Catch-at-age estimates (in numbers) resulting from the FI analysis applied to western
Atlantic bluefin tuna data. Lighter/yellow colors indicate lower catches and darker/greener colors
indicate higher catches. A strong 2002 cohort is clearly apparent (outlined in black).

Year/Age
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
38 12232 57133 72101
87 1296
290
2 2938 44858 170357
337 1250
227
0
855 10362 37339 75381
246
449
29
266 1912 29912 8350 18986 25525
55
108 7507 11009 17694 12309 7931
5
85 3945 12437 14909 4840 21531
320
0 4164 14468 13397 9674 5452
0 1024 6924 12545 14208 9765 5457
0 1952 2745 3838 1510
745
4
0 2918 1160 2668 2762
794 1091
28
197 1260 6933 2642 1664 3347
5
872
57 6918 13761
431 4009
565
0 2073 5686 8725 1659 8221
65 1584 1442 14720 7196 7722 7806
69 3131 3659 10329 12676 3805 3351
93
592
533 14494 1631
117 5365
129
935 1909 3835 22397 1626 3776
111
310 4597 4259 21763 2337 1937
98
0
640 3887 5129
218 1484
133
7
443 1061 1569 7048 1804
77
607 2198
213 1056 3017 2717
281
349
924
484 2672 4539 4357
205
238
548 11655 1209 3196 5280
75
0
322
689 7400
999 1458
54
18
475
789 3601 4133 1301
64
0
136
486 1484 1751 2275
49
0
135
276
962
395 2308
13
0 1814
3 1323 5214 2712
0
0 1119 6024 4636 2651 8096
0
0
214 2309 3465 4952 2674
0
0
856 2636 5255 5082 3975
0
652
242 5718 3100 2687
574
0
0
253
401 1347 1298 3006
0
0
87
118 3613 15759
168
0
0
96
825 1539
803 7776
0
0
79
94 1376 2162
767
0
0
72 1269
573 1515 1738
0
0
7
490
762 3189 1230
0
35
81
175 1793 1604
979
0
13
36
128
339 1484
383
0
10
90 1245
110
963
582
0
0
1
31 1390
252
225

7
5
115
246
1512
9425
111
1679
4795
628
1821
2004
5722
1550
3188
5136
1353
1367
1675
1726
2392
2155
4141
2408
1811
785
3640
3654
695
2833
1675
1782
854
2299
2296
3507
5155
608
2490
265
581
487
427
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8
189
37
342
77
137
3061
3077
3191
969
1308
2341
2166
1866
1839
4851
2705
3142
3270
2410
2755
1889
1816
836
2164
2605
1696
3076
2753
908
517
3004
1175
650
1556
309
4682
1070
790
1494
370
224
602

9
399
106
22
29
26
2170
8858
1680
236
1639
80
28
1735
1284
1811
3627
1441
2397
2280
1804
3312
1176
3383
2590
2645
2786
1467
4171
4400
1623
1084
627
1665
558
2875
169
2837
4870
951
1537
388
974

10
1491
1634
647
231
64
10
1482
4196
796
1828
622
24
709
1261
990
1788
3254
3348
1747
4643
2411
3200
576
2819
5445
2575
2609
562
4207
4330
1552
1087
1358
497
1251
1389
1653
1628
3461
932
1801
536

11
3635
1383
82
225
208
38
31
1646
1584
751
1202
247
57
235
626
1362
699
1800
1731
212
1515
1174
2325
143
703
3905
1527
1748
514
438
1344
2083
1076
544
567
695
1553
700
1121
2084
1533
2115

12
104
1135
3976
343
575
87
38
43
145
1216
1525
1705
672
402
572
619
534
523
1236
332
225
411
563
1259
707
807
2105
2104
1340
206
494
991
626
471
430
388
399
553
520
819
1980
1727

13
3488
3562
3570
2755
324
4582
421
76
10
117
1118
2021
1684
1352
1191
1227
899
1091
707
307
414
171
1045
932
881
114
34
1080
1689
1138
110
115
686
175
151
550
563
404
361
350
552
1235

14
6946
3471
5676
9026
7327
4525
5743
148
10
127
27
1039
930
729
884
751
1050
499
625
641
292
531
365
597
195
19
9
188
294
545
739
542
116
86
43
483
634
422
502
360
285
508

15
833
457
773
1823
3081
3214
2952
1862
1695
1135
649
13
113
101
261
674
249
455
444
739
587
866
599
683
641
26
18
35
142
117
369
507
698
200
392
275
241
141
68
41
119
241

16+
695
712
898
1113
1547
1654
945
7256
1182
2697
1496
1223
769
675
732
475
531
201
341
227
201
658
592
328
525
1668
2410
1470
1083
989
588
560
712
1040
1313
811
574
778
734
759
617
657

5.10 Figures

Figure 5.1 Illustration of a realization of the simulation sampling scheme. Light grey boxes represent clusters belonging to the
small fish group (SM), dark grey boxes represent clusters belonging to the large fish group (LG). 𝜓𝑘 is the number of fish aged
as a percent of total catch in year 𝑘. The number inside each box represents the sample size of fish to be extracted from each
cluster. 𝑛𝑘 is the total sample size of aged fish available in year k. 𝑤 is the proportion of small fish in the sample (for the base
case scenario, the sample is balanced between large and small fish, thus 𝑤 = 0.5; this number is later changed in alternative
scenarios 2 and 3, when samples are purposely skewed towards small and large fish, respectively). 𝑞𝑐 (for 𝑐=1,2 or 3) is a
1 2
randomly selected (without replacement) fraction used to create uneven samples in each cluster ( 𝑞𝑐 ∈ {0, 3 , 3} in the case
1 2 3

where 2 clusters from the LG and SM groups are selected, and 𝑞𝑐 ∈ {6 , 6 , 6} in the case where 3 clusters from the LG and SM
groups are selected). The choice of which clusters get zero samples taken out of them would, of course, change from run to
run.
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Figure 5.2 RMSEtot results across methods (CS, HY, FI) and scenarios (1 through 8).
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Figure 5.3 RMSEage results across methods (CS, HY, FI) and scenarios (1 through 8).
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Figure 5.4 RMSE values by year and estimation method (colored lines) resulting from scenario 1 (base case) plotted against
otolith sample sizes (n) available for that year (grey histogram).
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Appendix B

Figure B.1a RMSE values by year and estimation method (colored lines) resulting from scenario 2 (age data sampling is
skewed towards smaller fish) plotted against otolith sample sizes (n) available for that year (grey histogram).
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Figure B.1b RMSE values by year and estimation method (colored lines) resulting from scenario 3 (age data sampling is
skewed towards larger fish) plotted against otolith sample sizes (n) available for that year (grey histogram).
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Figure B.1c RMSE values by year and estimation method (colored lines) resulting from scenario (recruitment variability is
magnified) plotted against otolith sample sizes (n) available for that year (grey histogram).
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Figure B.1d RMSE values by year and estimation method (colored lines) resulting from scenario 5 (10% decrease in meansize-at-age over time) plotted against otolith sample sizes (n) available for that year (grey histogram).
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Figure B.1e RMSE values by year and estimation method (colored lines) resulting from scenario 6 (20% decrease in meansize-at-age over time) plotted against otolith sample sizes (n) available for that year (grey histogram).
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Figure B.1f RMSE values by year and estimation method (colored lines) resulting from scenario 7 (higher rate of
measurement error in the observed catch-at-size) plotted against otolith sample sizes (n) available for that year (grey
histogram).
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Figure B.1g RMSE values by year and estimation method (colored lines) resulting from scenario 8 (10 additional years of
data) plotted against otolith sample sizes (n) available for that year (grey histogram).
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Figure B.2 Negative log likelihoods (NLL) of the different runs (i.e., different starting values) of the FI analysis applied to the
western Atlantic bluefin tuna data. Red line highlights the runs with the lowest NLL.
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Figure B.3 𝑃̂(𝑖)𝑘 estimates plotted against year for the top 5 runs of the FI analysis applied to the western Atlantic bluefin tuna
data. Corresponding estimates from the cohort slicing analysis are show in the grey solid line.
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Figure B.3 Continued 𝑃̂ (𝑖)𝑘 estimates plotted against year for the top 5 runs of the FI analysis applied to the western Atlantic
bluefin tuna data. Corresponding estimates from the cohort slicing analysis are show in the grey solid line.
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AGE/SIZE
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16+

20
0.740
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

37
0.260
0.303
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

54
0
0.697
0.830
0.001
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

71
0
0
0.165
0.857
0.014
0.003
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

88
0
0
0.005
0.020
0.891
0.043
0.018
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

105
0
0
0
0.092
0.057
0.739
0.083
0.015
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

122
0
0
0
0.030
0.027
0.159
0.683
0.042
0.014
0.007
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

139
0
0
0
0.000
0.010
0.051
0.121
0.726
0.049
0.013
0.001
0
0
0
0
0
0

156
0
0
0
0
0
0.005
0.083
0.126
0.552
0.017
0.010
0.001
0.003
0
0
0
0

173
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.010
0.037
0.201
0.677
0.088
0.061
0.009
0.004
0
0
0

190
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.002
0.036
0.107
0.170
0.553
0.100
0.087
0.007
0.003
0.004
0.004

207
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.016
0.057
0.060
0.217
0.607
0.197
0.085
0.017
0.012
0.057

224
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.002
0.016
0.037
0.091
0.177
0.597
0.395
0.108
0.122
0.160

241
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.005
0.018
0.039
0.047
0.087
0.463
0.491
0.103
0.310

258
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.001
0.002
0.007
0.018
0.043
0.375
0.459
0.259

275
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.007
0.300
0.143

292
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.066

MEAN SIZE AT AGE
33
57
65
84
99
117
134
153
175
189
206
217
228
240
254
265
260

Figure B.4 𝑃̂(𝑗|𝑖) estimates for the best run of the FI analysis applied to the western Atlantic bluefin tuna data. Red and blue
colors indicate high and low values for 𝑃̂(𝑗|𝑖) , respectively. The last column of the matrix shows the mean size-at-age
estimates obtained by taking a weighted average of the probabilities and means of the size bins.
For example, mean size at age 0 is calculated as:

(37−20)⁄
(54−37)⁄
0.740∗(20+(
2)+0.260∗(37+(
2)
2
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= 32.9).

Figure B.5 Estimates of probabilities of age given year for the top 5 runs of the FI
analysis applied to the western Atlantic bluefin tuna data plotted against the cohort sliced
estimates (solid grey line). Sample sizes of age data available each year are shown above
each plot.
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Figure B.5 Continued Estimates of probabilities of age given year for the top 5 runs of
the FI analysis applied to the western Atlantic bluefin tuna data plotted against the cohort
sliced estimates (solid grey line). Sample sizes of age data available each year are shown
above each plot.
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Figure B.5 Continued Estimates of probabilities of age given year for the top 5 runs of
the FI analysis applied to the western Atlantic bluefin tuna data plotted against the cohort
sliced estimates (solid grey line). Sample sizes of age data available each year are shown
above each plot.
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Figure B.5 Continued Estimates of probabilities of age given year for the top 5 runs of
the FI analysis applied to the western Atlantic bluefin tuna data plotted against the cohort
sliced estimates (solid grey line). Sample sizes of age data available each year are shown
above each plot.
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SSB, mt

Recruits (x1000)

CS – SSB estimates

Year
FI – recruitment estimates

SSB, mt

Recruits (x1000)

Year
FI – SSB estimates

CS – recruitment estimates

Year

Year

Figure B.6 Retrospective analysis of the VPA results over 10 years. The top two panels
correspond to the VPA using cohort sliced catch-at-age estimates. The bottom two panels
correspond to the VPA results from the forward-inverse ALK analysis. Estimates of
spawning stock biomass are shown in the left panel and estimates of recruitment are
shown in the right panel.
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Chapter 6. Short-term pain and long-term gain: using phased-in minimum
size limits to rebuild stocks – the Pacific Bluefin tuna example

6.1 Abstract
Like many stocks, Pacific Bluefin tuna has been highly depleted. High
exploitation rates on very young fish have reduced the spawning biomass to 2.6% of the
unexploited level. We provide a framework for exploring potential benefits of minimum
size regulations as a mechanism for rebuilding stocks and illustrate the approach using
simulations patterned after Pacific Bluefin tuna dynamics. We attempt to mitigate shortterm losses in yield by considering a phased-in management strategy. With this approach,
the minimum size is gradually increased as biomass rebuilds, giving fishing communities
time to adjust to new restrictions. We estimated short- and long-term effects on yield and
biomass of different minimum size restrictions, using data from the 2016 assessment. A
variety of scenarios were considered for growth compensation, discard mortality and
interest rates. The long-term value of the fishery was maximized by setting a size limit of
92 cm FL, which resulted in a 70% loss in yield in the first year. By implementing the
minimum size in two phases (64 cm in year 1, 92 cm in subsequent years) the long-term
value of the fishery was maintained and the short-term pain was reduced to a maximum
46% loss in yield in any one year. Under a three-phase implementation (55 cm, 77 cm,
and 92 cm), the short-term pain was further reduced to a maximum loss of 30% in any
one year. With no discard mortality, long-term yield increased 165 % and spawning
biomass increased 13-fold (to 33% of virgin biomass) regardless of the number of phases
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used. Long-term benefits were quickly diminished with increasing discard mortality.
This simulation approach is widely applicable to cases where minimum size changes are
contemplated; for Pacific Bluefin, our simulations demonstrate size limits should be
considered. The approach can be generalized to consider harvest or harvest exclusion slot
limits.

6.2 Introduction
Minimum size limits (MSL) have been widely used as a management tool to limit
fishing pressure, increase yield per recruit and prevent recruitment overfishing by allowing
a larger number of fish to reach sexual maturity (Woodward and Griffin 2003; Froese et
al. 2016). MSL have also, yet less often, been used in a rebuilding context, to aid in the
recovery of overfished stocks, e.g., Hogfish (NOAA 2017a), Gray Triggerfish (NOAA
2017b), Swordfish (NOAA 1999), and Atlantic Bluefin Tuna (Fromentin 2013). Size limits
have been shown to be particularly effective for relatively long-lived, slow-growing, late
maturing species with short spawning durations, since these species require a large
spawning stock reserve and a protracted age structure to persist (Fromentin and Fonteneau
2001; Secor 2007). They are also particularly attractive for managing highly migratory
species (Venizelos et al. 2003; Neilson et al. 2013; Trzcinski and Bowen 2016) as they
require no spatial or temporal control of catch and effort. However, size limits work under
the assumption that undersized fish can be avoided or, if caught and released, will survive
upon release, and violating this assumption can substantially influence the success of the
regulation (Coggins et al. 2007; Pine et al. 2008). In this paper we develop an analytical
framework for examining trade-offs between conservation and yield following the
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implementation of a minimum size regulation, and demonstrate its application to Pacific
Bluefin tuna, a stock whose sustainability has been compromised by high levels of fishing
effort on very young fish (ISC 2016a). This example is presented in enough detail to
demonstrate the versatility of the approach. We explore, through simulation, how various
assumptions about growth compensation, discard mortality, tolerance for undersized fish,
and interest rates might affect the success of such a regulation and discuss the implications
of our results in the context of the Pacific Bluefin tuna fishery. This approach can be
extended to allow for harvest slot limits or harvest exclusion slot limits; these are minimum
and maximum size limits between which harvest is either contained (all harvest is in the
slot) or excluded (no harvest in the slot).
Prized for its high quality meat, Pacific Bluefin tuna (Thunnus orientalis) is one of
the most sought after fish in the world, with wholesale prices routinely fetching upwards
of $50/lb (Deere 2000; Bayliff et al. 2004). This species, which consists of a single Pacificwide stock, is harvested throughout its range with the highest effort occurring in the north
western (WPO) and north eastern Pacific Ocean (EPO) (ISC 2016a). Historically, the stock
has experienced considerable fluctuations in catches, ranging from a high of 40,383 mt in
1965 to a low of 8,653 mt in 1990. In recent years (2005-2014), landings have averaged
19,863 mt (Sakai et al. 2016). Five principal flags target the stock: Japan (50-80% of the
annual catch), Taiwan and Korea in the WPO, and Mexico and USA in the EPO, with
catches in the EPO ranging from just over 40% of Pacific-wide catches in the mid-1970's,
to under 15% in the early 2000s and close to 20% in recent years (Maunder and Aires-daSilva 2014). The U.S. purse seine fishery was responsible for a large portion of catches
prior to 1980 (ISC 2016a). However, its involvement rapidly declined following the
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implementation of the Mexican exclusive economic zone in 1976, after which Mexican
purse seine catches increased (Aires-da-Silva et al. 2007). Purse seines are responsible for
the majority of the catch annually (≈70%) which, in contrast to longlines (<10% of the
annual catch), predominantly target juveniles (ISC 2016b).
Adult Bluefin tuna spawn in areas between the Ryukyu Islands and the Philippines
in late spring, and the Sea of Japan in mid- to late-summer (Suzuki et al. 2014). At age 0,
juveniles stay close to their spawned location, and by the end of their first year begin to
expand their range into neighbouring waters. At 1 or 2 years of age, a portion of the
population migrates to the western coast of the U.S. and Mexico (Itoh et al. 2003) where
they generally reside for 1 to 2 years, and up to 7 years, before returning to the WPO to
spawn (age at 50% maturity = 4; Bayliff et al. 1991; Boustany et al. 2010; ISC 2016a;
Madigan et al. 2017). Within the EPO, Bluefin tuna are a target of both commercial and
recreational fishers and a portion of the catch is brought back to Mexican grow-out pens
where fish are kept for periods of a few weeks to a few months (but not longer than 6
months) before being sold when market conditions are favourable (Volpe 2005; Robadue
and del Moral Simanek 2007).
Historical data indicate that juveniles have always dominated the catch of Bluefin
tuna but, since 1990, the fishery has experienced a sharp increase in the catch of age 0
fish. The year 1990 coincided with an unusually high recruitment event that sparked the
development of purse seine fisheries in the WPO specifically targeting age 0 and 1 fish
(Maunder and Aires-da-Silva 2014; Maunder et al. 2014). In 1994, the stock experienced
a second peak in recruitment, maintaining high catches for a few more years. However,
since 1994, the stock has not been able to produce such high levels of recruitment and, in
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the past 10 years, recruitment has reached near historical lows. Another major
development in the Bluefin tuna fishery came in the early 2000’s, when large Japanese
purse seiners, which had historically targeted mackerels and sardines in the Sea of Japan,
shifted their effort towards Pacific Bluefin tuna following the depletion of these stocks
(Sanada 2015). Today, high levels of effort persist with more than 90% of the catch (in
numbers) comprising age 0 and 1 fish (ISC 2016a) and results from the latest stock
assessment indicate that Pacific Bluefin tuna SSB is presently at 2.6% of unexploited
levels (ISC 2016a) and composed almost entirely of one strong cohort (Maunder et al.
2014).
The historical increase in effort following the expansion of purse seine fisheries
and consequential shift towards targeting smaller/younger fish, is not particular to the
Pacific Bluefin tuna fishery. Other closely related species, including yellowfin tuna and
bigeye tuna, have experienced a similar harvest pattern (Polacheck 2006; Wang et al.
2009). Recent increases in the use of Fish Aggregating Devices has brought about an
increase in the catchability of juvenile Bigeye and Yellowfin tuna, caught as bycatch in
the purse seine fishery primarily targeting Skipjack and adult Yellowfin (Bailey et al.
2013). Other species with very different life history traits, such as the Pacific Jack
Mackerel stock and historical Anchovy fishery off southern California (Mais 1981;
Mason 1991), have also experienced a similar shift in harvest pattern.
Concerns over initial losses in yield resulting from more conservative
management measures can create strong resistance from the fisheries sector and prevent
solutions from being implemented (Rosenberg 2003; Rosenberg et al. 2006; Beddington
et al. 2007). Using a gradual approach in which the management measure is implemented
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in steps can make the solution more attractive and more likely to be implemented
(Hannesson 1993). This concept has been studied in the past with ideas of dynamic
adaptive quotas (Ussif and Sumaila 2005) and gradual implementation of marine reserves
through incremental increases in reserve size, number of species being protected, or
length of time an area is being closed to fishing (Brown et al 2015). Shertzer and Prager
(2007) have shown, however, that delaying management can also be risky as it may
increase the probability of stock collapse; especially for stocks exhibiting depensation
and those whose catchability (unknown to the assessment) is density-dependent and for
which fishing is concentrated on juveniles. In this paper, we explore ways to lessen shortterm pain elicited by the introduction of a minimum size regulation. We examined the
trade-offs between the short-term losses and long-term gains, and investigated whether a
gradual phasing in of MSL over several years might help reduce short-term losses in
yield while still meeting long-term conservation goals.

6.3 Methods
6.3.1 General approach
An age-structured model with annual time steps and stochastic recruitment was
constructed to simulate the impact of various MSL (0-130cm FL) on the stock status and
fisheries returns over 20 years and determine the optimal MSL to be imposed on the
fishery. Alternative scenarios with differing assumptions on tolerance for undersized fish,
discard mortality, growth compensation and interest rates were used to evaluate the
sensitivity of the results to these assumptions (Figure 6.1). In each scenario, the shortand long-term management performance of the regulation was evaluated by assessing
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model results for SSB, yield and economic value of the fishery (Figure 6.1). The benefits
of introducing the MSL in phases was also explored, that is, gradually increasing the
MSL over 2 (2-phase approach) or 3 (3-phase approach) years to reach the optimal longterm MSL. One hundred simulation runs were carried out for each scenario being
considered to observe the range of plausible outcomes given different recruitment
histories. The analysis was written in the R software.
6.3.2 Input parameters
Input parameters and results from the 2016 assessment’s base case scenario were
used to parameterize the model (ISC 2016a; detailed in Table 6.1). To adequately account
for changes in the age structure of the population as SSB rebuilds, a plus group of 20
(grouping of all fish age 20 and beyond) was used instead of the plus group of 10 used in
the assessment. Numbers at age and fishing mortality rates at age estimates were
averaged (geometric mean) over a five-year reference period (2010-2014) to provide
some stability to the estimates, and used as a starting point for the simulations.
6.3.3. Base case scenario
At the start of each year, numbers-at-age (𝑁𝑎 ) were divided between undersized
(𝑁𝑎 {< 𝑀𝑆𝐿}) and legal sized (𝑁𝑎 {≥ 𝑀𝑆𝐿}) fish so the two groups could be projected
forward separately. A cumulative normal distribution function was used to calculate the
fraction of fish that fell below the MSL in each age class (see Figure 6.2 for size
distributions of cohorts and relationship to MSL). These fractions (𝑅𝑎 ) and their
complement (1 − 𝑅𝑎 ) were then multiplied by numbers-at-age to obtain the number of
fish corresponding to each group:
𝑁𝑎 {< 𝑀𝑆𝐿} = 𝑁𝑎 𝑅𝑎
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(1a)

𝑁𝑎 {≥ 𝑀𝑆𝐿} = 𝑁𝑎 (1 − 𝑅𝑎 )

(1b)

Numbers-at-age were projected forward by a year (y) (before considering growth)
using an exponential survival model:
𝑁𝑎,𝑦+1 {< 𝑀𝑆𝐿} = 𝑁𝑎,𝑦 {< 𝑀𝑆𝐿} 𝑒 −(𝐹𝑎 {<𝑀𝑆𝐿}+𝑀𝑎)

(2a)

𝑁𝑎,𝑦+1 {≥ 𝑀𝑆𝐿} = 𝑁𝑎,𝑦 {≥ 𝑀𝑆𝐿} 𝑒 −(𝐹𝑎 +𝑀𝑎)

(2b)

where 𝑀𝑎 is the natural mortality rate at age a, 𝐹𝑎 is the fishing mortality rate at age a
assuming no MSL in place, and 𝐹𝑎 {< 𝑀𝑆𝐿} is the fishing mortality rate affecting fish of
age a that are below the MSL. In the base case scenario, it is assumed that the MSL is
being strictly enforced and there is zero tolerance for catching undersized fish, thus
𝐹𝑎 {< 𝑀𝑆𝐿} = 0. Any fish of age 20 in year y still alive in year y+1 was added to the
number of fish of age 20 in year y+1.We also assumed perfect growth compensation,
meaning that the undersized fish within a specific cohort are advanced to the following
year assuming they will have the same mean length as the size distribution for the next
age group. This assumption is later relaxed (see Alternative scenarios: compensatory
growth).
Recruitment (𝑅) was modelled as an AR(1) stochastic process about a Beverton
and Holt stock recruitment relationship:
𝑅𝑦 = 0.2𝑆𝑆𝐵

0.8 𝑅0 ℎ𝑆𝑆𝐵𝑦−1

0 (1−ℎ)+(ℎ−0.2)𝑆𝑆𝐵𝑦−1

2

𝑒 𝜀𝑦 −0.5𝜎𝑅

(3)

where 𝑅𝑦 is recruitment of Age 0 fish (in numbers) at the beginning of year y, 𝑅0 and
𝑆𝑆𝐵0 are the mean recruitment and spawning stock biomass under unfished conditions,
𝑆𝑆𝐵𝑦−1 is the spawning stock biomass remaining at the end of the previous year and h is
the steepness parameter. The recruitment deviation term, 𝜀𝑦 , is expressed as:
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{

𝜀𝑦 = 𝜌𝜀𝑦−1 + 𝜑𝑦 √1 − 𝜌2
𝜀𝑦 = 𝜑𝑦

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑦 > 1
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑦 = 1

(4)

where 𝜌 controls the level of autocorrelation in recruitment deviations and 𝜑𝑦 ~𝑁(0, 𝜎𝑅2 )
represents process error (Wiedenmann et al. 2015; Johnson et al. 2016). Steepness (ℎ)
was set to 0.999, the standard deviation of stochastic errors in recruitment, 𝜎𝑅 , was set to
0.6 and the unexploited recruitment (𝑅0 ) and spawning biomass corresponding to
𝑅0 (𝑆𝑆𝐵0 ) were set to 13,739,000 fish and 644,466 MT, respectively, to match the
values in the stock assessment (ISC 2016a). The autocorrelation coefficient 𝜌 was set to
0.466, the mean of the predictive distribution for Perciformes obtained from a recent
meta-analysis of recruitment by Thorson et al. (2014).
At the end of each year, numbers-at-age of fish above and below the MSL were
added together, multiplied by the weight-at-age (assuming perfect growth compensation)
and maturity-at-age for the next older age and then summed over all ages to obtain
spawning biomass. To put our results in the context of rebuilding the stock, SSB was also
expressed as a percentage of unexploited condition (%SSB0), with SSB0 obtained from
the assessment.
Annual yield (𝑌𝑙𝑑𝑦 ) was computed as for a type II (continuous) fishery with
weights-at-age assumed to be those at mid-year as follows:

20

𝑌𝑙𝑑𝑦 = ∑ ( 𝑁𝑎,𝑦 {< 𝑀𝑆𝐿} 𝑊𝑎,𝑦 𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑦𝑟 {< 𝑀𝑆𝐿} 𝑈𝑎 {< 𝑀𝑆𝐿}
𝑎=0

+ 𝑁𝑎,𝑦 {≥ 𝑀𝑆𝐿} 𝑊𝑎,𝑦 𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑦𝑟 {≥ 𝑀𝑆𝐿} 𝑈𝑎 {≥ 𝑀𝑆𝐿} )
(5)
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where 𝑊𝑎,𝑦 𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑦𝑟 {< 𝑀𝑆𝐿} and 𝑊𝑎,𝑦 𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑦𝑟 {≥ 𝑀𝑆𝐿} are the average weights of
fish of age a midway through year y that are below and above the minimum size,
respectively (calculated by converting lengths to weights and taking the means of the
truncated distributions of weight-at-age created by the size limit); and 𝑈𝑎 {< 𝑀𝑆𝐿} and
𝑈𝑎 {≥ 𝑀𝑆𝐿} are the exploitation rates affecting fish of age a that are below and above the
MSL, calculated from the Baranov catch equation as
𝐹𝑎 {<𝑀𝑆𝐿}
(1
𝑎 {<𝑀𝑆𝐿}+𝑀𝑎

𝑈𝑎 {< 𝑀𝑆𝐿} = 𝐹

𝑈𝑎 {≥ 𝑀𝑆𝐿} = 𝐹

𝐹𝑎

𝑎 +𝑀𝑎

− 𝑒 −(𝐹𝑎 {<𝑀𝑆𝐿}+𝑀𝑎) )

(1 − 𝑒 −(𝐹𝑎 +𝑀𝑎) )

(6a)
(6b)

Net overall economic gain was defined as the discounted future revenues of the
fishery n years post-implementation (𝐷𝐹𝑅𝑛 ). It was calculated by summing annual fishery
values over the years and discounting future values according to an interest rate (I) using
the conventional equation,
𝑉𝑦

𝐷𝐹𝑅𝑛 = ∑𝑛𝑦=1 (1+𝐼)𝑦−1

(7)

where 𝑉𝑦 is the value of the fishery in year y, calculated by multiplying the yield in year y
by the price per kg (round weight) of fish caught. An interest rate of 2.5% was chosen for
the base case scenario, an appropriate rate for discounting near future gains such as those
measured here (Weitzman 2001), and the price per kg of fish was set to $12, reflecting
the whole weight price of US exports of Pacific Bluefin tuna averaged over the time
period 2003 to 2013 (NOAA 2014). The economics of the Pacific Bluefin tuna fishery
are undoubtedly more complicated than is suggested by equation 7; a variety of factors
influence Bluefin Tuna economics from meat quality (i.e., gear type; Sanada 2015) and
fat content (i.e. age; Carroll et al. 2001; Goñi and Arrizabalaga 2010), to fishing costs and
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availability. However, our intention was not to provide a detailed economic assessment of
the regulation; rather, it was to provide a number that could be looked at in relative terms
when comparing the performance of the regulation under various scenarios. To that end,
economic gains are presented in the results as a percent change in 𝐷𝐹𝑅, 20 years postimplementation of the MSL, compared to having no size regulations in place
(%∆𝐷𝐹𝑅20 ).
Once the range of possible minimum size regulations was explored, optimal MSL
was determined as that which produces the highest 𝐷𝐹𝑅 over 20 years. The 20 year time
period was chosen to afford the population enough time to reach equilibrium. Other factors,
such as SSB achieved and loss in yield and value immediately after implementation of the
regulation, were also examined.
6.3.4 Alternative scenarios: compensatory growth
Compensatory growth, the process by which individual growth rates increase as a
response to more favourable conditions (in this case, the removal of the largest fish in a
cohort), is believed to occur in a variety of fishes (Rose 2001; Ali et al. 2003; Hazlerigg et
al. 2012). In southern Bluefin tuna (Thunnus maccoyii), Polacheck et al. (2004) linked
changes in growth rates to changes in juvenile abundance over time, suggesting that
density-dependence could be one of the mechanisms behind observed changes in growth
over time. This mechanism has also been shown to increase SSB growth rates in depleted
groundfish populations, helping accelerate the speed of recovery of the stocks (Morgan et
al. 2016). It is likely that some level of compensation occurs in the growth rate of Pacific
Bluefin tuna, but the degree to which this mechanism takes place remains unknown. In the
base case scenario, full compensation was assumed: the undersized fish within a specific
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cohort had the normal size distribution about the von Bertalanffy curve when they reached
the next age. However, full compensation in growth is likely to be overly optimistic, so
for the alternative scenarios, the average lengths of fish (beginning of the year for biomass
calculations and middle of the year for yield calculations) were adjusted on a yearly basis
to account for both lack of compensation and partial compensation in growth.
Lack of compensation was modelled using the growth function described in the
Technical Memorandum of the stock synthesis assessment program (Methot 2000), a
modification to the von Bertalanffy growth equation (as parameterized by Schnute (1981))
made to account for size specific survivorship caused by fishery size-selectivity:
𝐿𝑦+1,𝑎+1 = 𝜋𝑦,𝑎 [𝐿𝑦,𝑎 + [𝐿𝑦,𝑎 − 𝐿∞ (∏𝑎𝛽=0 𝜋𝑦−𝑎+𝛽,𝛽 )](𝑒 −𝐾 − 1)]

(8a)

where 𝐿𝑦,𝑎 is the mean length of fish of age a in year y; 𝜋𝑦,𝑎 is the ratio of the mean size
of fish of age a that have survived to the end of year y (i.e. [numbers-at-age of undersized
sized fish x mean length-at-age of undersized sized fish + numbers-at-age of legal sized
fish x mean length-at-age of legal sized fish]/total numbers-at-age) to the mean size of
fish of age a present at the beginning of year y; and K is the growth coefficient that
describes the rate of approach to the asymptotic length, 𝐿∞ , towards which the cohort is
growing. This function includes an adjustment (𝜋) to both the mean size-at-age in any
one year (𝜋𝑦,𝑎 ) as well as an adjustment to 𝐿∞ through the cumulative effect of the
different 𝜋’s experienced by a specific cohort over the years (∏𝑎𝛽=0 𝜋𝑦−𝑎+𝛽,𝛽 , the 𝛽 index
is used here to loop over all the ages through which each cohort has gone).
The equation was modified here to allow for partial compensation by raising 𝜋 to
the power of 𝛾, 0 < 𝛾 < 1:
𝐿𝑦+1,𝑎+1 = 𝜋 𝛾 𝑦,𝑎 [𝐿𝑦,𝑎 + [𝐿𝑦,𝑎 − 𝐿∞ (∏𝑎𝛽=0 𝜋 𝛾 𝑦−𝑎+𝛽,𝛽 )](𝑒 −𝐾 − 1)]
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(8b)

An intermediate value of 𝛾 = 0.5 was chosen to represent partial compensation in
growth. At the extremes, a value of 𝛾 = 1 leaves the equation unchanged, thus
representing lack of compensation in growth and a value of 𝛾 = 0 makes the equation
revert back to a simple von Bertalanffy growth equation, thus representing full
compensation as in the base case scenario.
6.3.5 Alternative scenarios: Tolerance for undersized fish and discard mortality
Fishing mortality rates affecting fish below the MSL were modified to account for
(1) situations where the regulation would allow a certain level of fishing mortality on
undersized fish (expressed as a tolerated fraction, t, of F for each age, where 0 ≤ t ≤ 1),
and (2) discard mortality (d, 0 ≤ d ≤ 1, the proportion of discards not surviving capture or
release, assumed constant across ages and years). Fishing mortality rates at age affecting
𝐻
fish below the MSL, 𝐹𝑎,𝑡,𝑑 {< 𝑀𝑆𝐿}, was expressed in two parts: 𝐹𝑎,𝑡
{< 𝑀𝑆𝐿}, the
𝐷 {<
fishing mortality rate at age resulting from harvest and 𝐹𝑎,𝑡,𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐿}, the fishing

mortality rate at age resulting from discards,
𝐷
𝐻
𝐹𝑎,𝑡,𝑑 {< 𝑀𝑆𝐿} = 𝐹𝑎,𝑡
{< 𝑀𝑆𝐿} + 𝐹𝑎,𝑡,𝑑
{< 𝑀𝑆𝐿}

(9)

with
𝐻 {<
𝐹𝑎,𝑡
𝑀𝑆𝐿} = 𝐹𝑎 𝑡

(10a)

𝐷 {<
𝐹𝑎,𝑡,𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐿} = 𝐹𝑎 (1 − 𝑡) 𝑑

(10b)

We approached the issue of discard mortality in two ways: 1. assuming a certain
level of discard mortality is occurring in the fishery and accounting for it when calculating
the optimal MSL and 2. assuming a certain level of discard mortality is occurring in the
fishery but not accounting for it when establishing the regulation (i.e. setting the MSL equal
to the optimal MSL determined under the assumption of 0% discard mortality).
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6.3.6 Alternative scenarios: Interest rates.— Interest rates are inherently variable and
difficult to predict. We therefore tested the sensitivity of the results to both higher (5%)
and lower (0%) interest rates to cover the range of plausible values (Weitzman 2001).
6.3.7 Alternative scenarios: Phases of implementation.— We explored the short- and longterm impacts of introducing the MSL in phases; that is, gradually increasing the minimum
size over 2 (2-phase approach) or 3 (3-phase approach) years to reach the optimal longterm MSL. Short-term pain was defined as the maximum loss in yield incurred in any one
year compared with the status quo (no MSL) and long-term economic gain was defined as
the discounted future revenues during the 20 year period post implementation (𝐷𝐹𝑅20 ).
We first determined the optimal MSL for all years (single-phase approach). For the 2-phase
approach, the optimal MSL in year 1 was chosen as the size that minimizes short-term pain
given that the MSL in all subsequent years is the optimal MSL established in the singlephase approach. For the 3-phase approach, the minimum sizes in years 1 and 2 were
searched over a grid given the constraint that MSL in year 1 ≤ MSL in year 2 ≤ optimal
MSL established in the single-phase approach, and chosen as the combination of sizes that
minimizes maximum short-term pain to the fishery.

6.4 Results
6.4.1 Base case scenario
Simulation results showed there are great potential gains to be realized in the long
run, both in terms of yield and SSB across a wide range of MSL (Figure 6.3). The values
are presented as median of 100 runs unless otherwise stated, 5th to 95th interquartile
ranges are listed in the supplementary material (Supplementary Table C.1 available in the
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online version of this article). For the single-phase approach, the optimal MSL was found
to be 92 cm FL. This resulted in an immediate 70% loss in yield in the first year and
losses turned into gains 4 years into the regulation (Table 6.2; Figure 6.3). In the long
run, the optimal minimum size resulted in an average 165% increase in yield and 13-fold
increase in SSB over 20 years, rebuilding SSB back to 33% of SSB0 (Table 6.2; Figure
6.3).
6.4.2 Alternative scenarios
The optimal MSL for the single-phase approach (assuming a 0% tolerance level
and no discard mortality) was almost identical across runs, ranging from 86 to 108 cm
depending on the assumption made regarding growth compensation and the annual
interest rate (Table 6.3). This equated to releasing almost all age 0 and 1 fish, and a
portion of age 2 (Figure 6.2). Higher compensation and interest rates generally resulted in
slightly lower MSL.
The magnitude of economic gains (𝐷𝐹𝑅20 ) did not vary much across assumptions
on interest rate and level of compensation (Table 6.3). Gains were highest under a 0%
interest rate and full compensation; and lowest under a high interest rate and no
compensation in growth (Table 6.3; Figure 6.4). Full compensation led to higher
economic gains, but the difference in DFR20 between lack of compensation and full
compensation was just 2%-8% depending of the assumption placed on interest rates
(Table 6.3; Figure 6.4). The choice of interest rate had the largest impact on long-term
gains. The DFR20 increased by 10-15% for every 2.5% decrease in the annual interest rate
(Table 6.3).
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The level of tolerance for undersized fish was shown to substantially affect yield
and SSB projections (Figure 6.5). For a MSL of 92 cm FL, allowing undersized fish to be
subjected to 20% of the fishing mortality rates at age cut potential long-term gains in
yield and SSB by a third (long-term yield reached 43,000 mt rather than the 55,000 mt
achieved under the zero tolerance scenario and %SSB0 dropped from 33% to 23%; Figure
6.5).
Accounting for discard mortality also substantially affected the results (Figure
6.6). If discard mortality was occurring in the fishery but not accounted for when
selecting the optimal MSL (i.e. choosing a minimum size of 92 cm for the base case
scenario) the result was a decrease in long-term gains (Figure 6.6). Under a MSL of 92
cm, a discard mortality of 20% resulted in a decrease in long-term economic gains from
82% to 31% and a drop in SSB from 33% SSB0 to 23% SSB0 (Table 6.2). It also delayed
the time it took the fishery to recover and exceed the status quo yield from a range of 2 to
5 years (5th and 95th percentiles) to a range of 3 to 7 years (Table 6.2). If discard mortality
was occurring and considered when selecting the optimal MSL, the result was a decrease
in the optimal MSL (i.e. 78 cm for a 10% discard mortality rate, 74 cm for a 20% discard
mortality rate and 41 cm for a 40% discard mortality rate. Above a 50% discard mortality
rate, there was little benefit to a MSL both in terms of increasing value of the landings
and rebuilding SSB (Figure 6.6). Accounting for discard mortality in calculating the
optimal size limit resulted in lower MSL. For a discard mortality rate of 20%, the optimal
MSL dropped down to 74 cm (Table 6.2) and %∆𝑫𝑭𝑹𝟐𝟎 rose from 31% to 37% with SSB
dropping even further down to 17% SSB0 (Table 6.2). Thus, accounting for discard
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mortality when calculating the optimal MSL did help recover some of the increased
value, but these measures came at the cost of reduced conservation benefits.
6.4.3 Two- and Three-phase Approaches
The median optimal MSL for the 2-phase approach (using assumptions from the
base case scenario) were found to be 64 cm in year 1 and 92 cm in subsequent years (see
Figure 7 for a visual example of the trade-off between short-term pain and long-term gain
when selecting the optimal MSL in year 1). This maintained the long-term net present
value of the fishery to within 1% of the value observed in the single-phase approach and
reduced the short-term pain from 70% to a 46% maximum loss in yield in any one year
(Figure 6.8; Supplementary Table C.1). For the 3-phase approach, median optimal MSL
were 55 cm in year 1, 77 cm in year 2, and 92 cm in year 3 and subsequent years (see
Figure 6.9 for individual realizations of the simulation runs). Following this approach, the
short-term pain was further reduced to a maximum loss in yield of 30% compared to the
status quo and long-term gains were again maintained within 1% of the value observed in
the single-phase approach (Figure 6.8; Supplementary Table C.1 available in the online
version of this article). Across all assumptions made on growth, interest rate and discard
mortality, gradually increasing the MSL over the years consistently reduced short-term
pain while maintaining long term gains in yield, biomass and profits (Figure 6.8). The
amount by which short-term losses in yield were lessened as a result of phasing in the
regulation was also fairly consistent across assumptions.

6.5 Discussion
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The question of how much time should be taken to rebuild SSB is an important
one. Rapid reductions in F are associated with high costs in short term yield while slow
reductions in F are associated with high risks of recruitment failure (Rosenberg and
Brault 1991). Intermediate strategies that dampen short-term pain while still allowing
SSB to rebuild within an acceptable time frame are ideal (Rosenberg and Brault 1991).
Phasing-in the MSL over a three year period achieved marked reductions in short term
losses, while still allowing the stock to rebuild. If the fishing communities were to require
more time to adjust to the new regulation, additional phases could be added. However,
the number of phases used should be given careful consideration given that any delay in
implementing the optimal MSL will increase the recovery time frame of the stock and
make it more susceptible to collapse (Caddy and Agnew 2004; Shertzer and Prager
2007). For Pacific Bluefin tuna, in recent years, historically low levels of spawning
biomass have been associated with some of the lowest recruitment events ever observed
so there is concern that the stock may be, or soon be, experiencing recruitment
overfishing (Maunder et al. 2014).
The risk of recruitment failure is, by nature, tightly linked to the stock-recruitment
relationship, which is an important factor in predicting long-term gains. The lack of
contrast in the estimates of historical SSB and recruitment coupled with the fact that
Pacific Bluefin tuna is a highly productive species have led scientists to assume that
recruitment is largely independent of stock size, thus the extremely high point value
chosen for steepness in the assessment (h=0.999) (ISC 2016a). In an actual application of
this simulation approach to Pacific Bluefin tuna one would want to evaluate alternative
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values for steepness and, possibly, alternative stock recruitment models to cover the
range of possible outcomes.
Our simulations suggest that an MSL protecting fish ages 0-2 can be beneficial if
fishers avoid catching undersized fish. Since Bluefin tunas tend to remain in schools of
similar-sized individuals and since purse seines are a highly selective fishing gear, it
should be possible to target fish of roughly a certain size and, correspondingly, avoid fish
of a certain size (Dreyfus and Aires-da-Silva 2014), making an MSL a viable option for
the fishery. Certain fleets seldom catch fish less than 92 cm (age 2 and below) such as the
Taiwanese longline vessels (ages 5+) and Japanese longline vessels (ages 3+) operating
in the spawning grounds off Okinawa and Taiwan during summer months (ISC 2002),
and for these fisheries, Pacific Bluefin is only a minor fraction of the catch (Dr. Ziro
Suzuki, pers. comm.). Others principally catch fish less than 92 cm, such as the Japanese
troll, pole and line and set net fisheries (ages 0-2) and the Korean purse seiners operating
in Korean waters (ages 0-1) (ISC 2002). The small pelagic purse seines (Japanese and
Korean), which catch the majority of young Pacific Bluefin tuna, specifically target
individuals <10kg/80cm FL (Fukuda et al. 2014). The Mexican purse seines primarily
target fish ages 3-8 and the U.S. purse seines mainly target age 2 (ISC 2002).
One concern that has been raised about implementing a Pacific-wide MSL is the
unequal distribution of losses and gains. Since fleets target different age groups, not all
countries exploiting the stock will be equally affected by a change in policy. Surface
fleets that operate close to shore and target young fish will see their catches affected the
most. Assuming no shift in targeting, fleets or countries that solely target very young fish
would bear most of the hardship without reaping the benefits of a more healthy stock.
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Conversely, long line fleets targeting larger individuals will feel none of the pain and
reap all the gain. A more detailed analysis of the impacts of various fleets defining the
pains and gains of individual fleets falls beyond the scope of this paper but would be
needed to define a workable management strategy and measure the risk associated with
choosing a particular MSL and phased-in strategy. Alternatively, economic incentives
such as credit systems (Van Riel et al. 2013), taxes and subsidies (Gjertsen et al. 2010),
or allowing for fishing nations that will see the benefits of improved stock sizes to
compensate other countries for reduced catches through side payments, might be options.
These strategies could be successfully used to ensure that conservation measures are
implemented with the burden being distributed among fishing communities.
Introducing a MSL would likely cause vessels that solely target small Bluefin to
leave the fishery, but those that only incidentally catch small Bluefin (a minor fraction of
the fleets) may not see a benefit in shifting their operation. If that is the case, undersized
fish may continue to be caught as bycatch and, if the discard mortality is substantial, this
will reduce potential gains in yield and impede efforts aimed at rebuilding the spawning
stock biomass. In fact, our results indicate little to no benefit to a MSL if discard
mortality rates exceed 50%. However, this result is conservative since the model assumes
that all fleets would remain active in the fishery.
This paper is not intended to describe how a management scheme should be
implemented; rather, it aims to understand the biological and economic implications of
different management schemes, and provide a useful tool for investigating optimal
minimum size policies for stocks threatened with overfishing. The case of Pacific Bluefin
tuna is not an isolated one. Regulations aimed at curbing fishing of young fish were once
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a major source of contention in the closely related species of Atlantic Bluefin tuna where
extremely high catches of juveniles in the Mediterranean were causing considerable stock
declines. Today, they are fully endorsed by ICCAT member nations and have been
successful at helping rebuild SSB (Webster 2011; Fromentin et al. 2014). In a fishery as
important and complex as Pacific bluefin tuna, it is especially helpful to be able to
determine a priori if a regulation is likely to be beneficial to the rebuilding of the stock so
that the contracting parties are not negotiating in vain. Based upon our analysis, it is
evident that the Pacific Bluefin tuna fishery has the potential to be a more profitable and
sustainable enterprise, and, though rebuilding will come at a high cost in the short run, a
phased-in management approach could be used to mitigate the pain.
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6.8 Tables

Table 6.1 Description of parameters used in the analysis (ISC 2016a). Parameter values
for alternative scenarios are shows in bold.

Growth

Length-weight
relationship

Mortality

Maturity &
Recruitment

Undersized fish
Economic factors

Parameter
description
Age
Mean asymptotic length
Brody’s growth
coefficient
Theoretical age at
length 0
Coefficient of variation
of
length at age
Level of growth
compensation
Regression coefficient
Exponent
Natural mortality rates
at age

Parameter
symbol
a
𝐿∞

Parameter
value(s)
0-20+
249.917

𝐾

0.188

𝑡0

-0.4217

𝑐𝑣𝑎

𝑐𝑣0 =.26, 𝑐𝑣1 =.18,
𝑐𝑣2 =.10, 𝑐𝑣3−20 =0.04

𝛾

0 (0.5, 1)

α
β

1.7117E-5
3.0382

𝑀𝑎

𝑀0 =1.6, 𝑀1 =0.39, 𝑀2+ =0.25

𝑆𝑆𝐵0
𝑅0
ℎ
𝜌

𝐹0 =0.65, 𝐹1 =0.82,
𝐹2 =0.60, 𝐹3 =0.20,
𝐹4 =0.22, 𝐹5 =0.18,
𝐹6 =0.15, 𝐹7 =0.15,
𝐹8 =0.12, 𝐹9 =0.17, 𝐹10−20 =0.15
𝑚
𝑃0−2
=0, 𝑃3𝑚 =0.2, 𝑃4𝑚 =0.5,
𝑚
𝑃5−20
=1.0
644,466 mt
13,739,000 fish
0.999
0.466

𝜎𝑅

0.6

t

0% (1-50%)

𝑑
𝐼

0% (1-100%)
2.5% (0% 5%)

Fishing mortality rates
are age

𝐹𝑎

Proportion mature at
age a
Unexploited SSB
Unexploited recruitment
Steepness
Autocorrelation
Variability in
recruitment
Tolerance for
undersized fish
Discard mortality
Interest rate

𝑃𝑎𝑚
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Table 6.2 Comparative outcomes of a single phase approach to establishing minimum
size regulations given different discard mortality rates. Three cases are considered:
1
discard mortality is absent from the fishery, 2a 20% discard is affecting the fishery but is
not accounted for when determining the optimal MSL and 3 a 20% discard mortality rate
is affecting the fishery and being accounted for when determining the optimal MSL.
“Rebuilding years” refers to the delay in the time it takes the fishery to produce yield that
exceeds the status quo (i.e. no MSL in place). Median values (top number) and 5th and
95th percentiles (numbers in brackets) from the 100 simulations are presented. All other
assumptions from the base case scenario were maintained.

SHORT-TERM LOSSES
Discard
Mortality

MSL
(cm)

Max loss in yield
in any one year (%)

Rebuilding
years

0%1

92
[79, 101]
92
[79, 101]
74
[72, 77]

-70
[-75, -60]
-70
[-75, -60]
-56
[-58, -54]

4
[2, 5]
4
[3, 7]
4
[2, 5]

20% (not
accounted for2)
20% (accounted
for3)
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LONG-TERM GAINS (20
YRS)
%
%SSB0
increase
%∆𝑫𝑭𝑹𝟐𝟎
achieved
in yield
33
[22, 51]
23
[16, 35]
17
[11, 28]

165
[64, 281]
88
[12, 163]
76
[24, 143]

82
[71, 91]
31
[26, 34]
37
[31, 42]

Table 6.3 Optimal minimum sizes and discounted present values of the fishery 20 years
post-implementation in million USD across scenarios (assuming 0% tolerance for
undersized fish and 0% discard mortality). Median values (first number) and 5th and 95th
percentiles (numbers in brackets) from the 100 simulations are presented. Results from
the base case scenario are highlighted in grey.

Interest Compensatory Optimal MSL
%∆𝑫𝑭𝑹𝟐𝟎
Rate (%)
Growth
(cm FL)
5
None
108 [72, 108] 68 [58, 77]
5
Partial
103 [75, 106] 70 [62, 78]
5
Full
86 [77, 95]
74 [66, 81]
2.5
None
108 [72, 108] 78 [63, 88]
2.5
Partial
104 [75, 106] 79 [67, 89]
2.5
Full
92 [79, 101]
82 [71, 91]
0
None
108 [72, 108] 88 [68, 100]
0
Partial
106 [75, 106] 89 [72, 101]
0
Full
101 [79, 104] 90 [76, 102]
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6.9 Figures

Figure 6.1 Simulation outline. Dashed lines represent input parameters, circles indicate
assumptions and grey boxes indicate outputs. Black-filled boxes represent the regulation
scenario simulated in the run. TB = total biomass, SSB = spawning stock biomass, DFR
= discounted future revenues (see equation 7).
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Figure 6.2 Relationship between length-at-age (mid-year) for three illustrative cohorts
and five MSL. Dashed line overlaid on top of the length-at-age curves represents the
length-weight relationship. The horizontal and vertical lines show how MSL relate to
weight, e.g., a minimum size of 90 cm FL corresponds to a minimum weight of around
15 kg and affects nearly all of ages 0 and 1, and a small portion of age 2 fish.
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Figure 6.3 Effect of minimum size regulation on SSB and yield over the 20-year
projection. Results from the base case scenario. Points and whiskers show the median and
95% tails over the 100 runs, respectively.
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Figure 6.4 Effects of growth compensation on the net present value of the fishery 20
years post-implementation (DFR20) as a function of the minimum size regulation. Results
from the 100 runs a presented. All other assumptions from the base case scenario were
maintained.
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Figure 6.5 Isopleths of equilibrium SSB and yield under different minimum size
regulations and tolerance levels. Median values from the 100 simulations are presented.
All other assumptions from the base case scenario were maintained.
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Figure 6.6 Isopleths of equilibrium SSB and yield under different minimum size
regulations and discard mortality levels. Median values from the 100 simulations are
presented. All other assumptions from the base case scenario were maintained.
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Figure 6.7 Trade-off between short-term pain and long-term gain given different
combinations of minimum size regulations in a 2-phase approach. Results are shown for a
single realization of the simulation where the optimal MSLs in year 1 and subsequent
years were found to be 54 and 81 cm, respectively. Cell colors correspond to the
discounted future revenues of the fishery over a 20 year period post-implementation
(DFR20). Negative numbers in cells indicate maximum % loss in yield in any one year.
All other assumptions from the base case scenario were maintained.
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Figure 6.8 Comparing the short-term pain and long-term gains of different phased in
approaches across the 100 simulation runs (using assumptions from the base case
scenario). “Rebuilding years” refers to the delay in the time it takes the fishery to produce
yield that exceeds the status quo (i.e. no MSL in place).
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Figure 6.9 Optimal MSL for the 3-phase approach across 20 of the 100 runs, each line
represents a different run (using assumptions from the base case scenario).
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6.10 Appendix C

Table C.1 Comparative outcomes of the single, two and three phase approach to
establishing minimum size regulations using assumptions from the base case scenario.
Median values (top number) and 5th and 95th percentiles (numbers in brackets) from the
100 simulations are presented. “Rebuilding years” refers to the delay in the time it takes
the fishery to produce yield that exceeds the status quo (i.e. no MSL in place).
MSL (cm FL)
Number
of
phases
1
2
3

SHORT-TERM LOSSES

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Max loss in
yield in any
one year (%)

Rebuilding
years

92
[79, 101]
64
[53, 86]
55
[26, 77]

92
[79, 101]
92
[79, 101]
77
[56, 93]

92
[79, 101]
92
[79, 101]
92
[79, 101]

-70
[-75, -60]
-46
[-67, -27]
-30
[-59, -13]

4
[2, 5]
4
[3, 5]
5
[4, 6]
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LONG-TERM GAINS (20 YRS)
%
%SSB0
increase
%∆𝑫𝑭𝑹𝟐𝟎
achieved
in yield
33
[22, 51]
33
[22, 51]
33
[22, 51]

165
[64, 281]
165
[64, 281]
165
[64, 281]

82
[71, 91]
81
[69, 91]
79
[66, 91]

Chapter 7. Conclusion
Uncertainties inherent in any scientific advice are often used by stakeholders and
managers to argue for or against different management options. To the extent possible, it
is therefore our responsibility as fisheries scientists to reduce uncertainty and provide
managers with the tools necessary to make informed decisions on how best to manage
each stock. This requires a better understanding of stock dynamics, an awareness of the
limitations of the models we use to assess these stocks, and an ability to package the
information in such a way that managers can better understand the implications that their
actions will have on the stock.
For western Atlantic bluefin tuna, uncertainty in growth estimates and the age
composition of the catch impede scientists’ ability to make reliable assessments of the
state of the stocks. Using more advanced modeling techniques on both historical and
newly available age and growth data, I was able to show that the asymptotic size
characterizing the stock of western Atlantic bluefin tuna is actually lower than previously
thought (Chapter 3). This improved estimate of growth was adopted by ICCAT, in 2017,
as the basis for defining growth of western Atlantic bluefin tuna for modeling and
management purposes. Its impact on the assessment were many since the growth curve
was used for calculating natural mortality, maturity schedules, mean weights-at-age and
for estimating catch-at-age. Catch-at-age estimates were changed substantially and
resulted in a downward revision of the 1970 SSB levels from approximately 50,000 mt
down to 30,000 mt (ICCAT 2017). Hence, although results indicated that the stock is
less depleted than previously thought, they also indicated that historical stock sizes are
smaller than previously estimated.
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Results from Chapter 5 suggest that shifting away from cohort slicing to a more
sophisticated method for estimating age composition, the combined forward-inverse ALK
(Chapter 4), is also likely to affect our perception of the rebuilding capacity of the stock.
Not only was the method shown to reduce uncertainty in catch-at-age estimates but it also
removed issues of systematic underestimation of recruitment strength and overestimation
of abundance of the oldest age group associated with cohort sliced catch-at-age. As
programs for aging the catch evolve and issues in aging (exposed by this study) are
resolved, estimates of age composition will further improve. Lastly, once ICCAT decides
to permanently transition away from cohort slicing, it will become important to know
how the procedure has affected the historical estimates of age composition so that the
practitioner can distinguish between model, population, and input data influences on
results. To that end, Chapter 2 brings valuable insight into the factors that affect the
performance of cohort slicing.
For Pacific bluefin tuna, there is an urgent need for management strategy
evaluations to be carried out. A recent study (Maunder et al. 2014) suggests that the
spawning population is being supported by a single cohort nearing the end of its life,
placing the fishery at high risk of collapse, and that the recently adopted management
measures may not be sufficient to cause the increase in biomass needed to steer the stock
away from its current course. By demonstrating the evident benefits a minimum weight
regulation will have on the fishery and offering ways in which to reduce immediate pain
to the industry, I hope to prompt stakeholders to take the necessary actions to conserve
Pacific bluefin tuna.
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7.1 Moving forward
The notion of “best estimate” or “best model” is a moving target for fisheries
scientists. As new data are generated and previously unseen historical records come
uncovered, knowledge constantly needs to be reviewed and reevaluated. In that process,
research priorities may shift and more sophisticated models can be tried. The updated
growth estimates for western Atlantic bluefin tuna will undoubtedly change in years to
come, perhaps to allow for sex-specific trajectories or time-varying growth. Still, lessons
learned from this exercise – that is, not to restrict the analysis to only one type of data or
one type of growth curve – should be used as guidance for other stocks for which the
asymptotic length is poorly defined, given its implications for determining stock status.
As more data become available, certain models may become obsolete. Cohort
slicing is a classic example of a model that can be extremely useful in a data-poor
situation but that should be abandoned for more sophisticated models once age data
become available. Taking this idea one step further, while the combined forward-inverse
ALK is crucial for bridging the gap between years with no age data and years with age
data, the model is not necessary in years where complete and representative data are
available. Combined forward-inverse ALK makes the strong assumption that growth is
invariant over time while forward ALKs make no such assumption, so using forward
keys to analyze the most recent years of data is, in that case, warranted.
While my work has been focused mainly on two specific species of tunas, results
are applicable to a wide range of other highly migratory species that share similar data
gaps and model deficiencies. Difficulty gathering adequate data to estimate basic life
history parameters is characteristic of all highly migratory fishes, as is being the target of
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a wide variety of fishing vessels, gears and countries in a system that lacks centralized
management. Though Regional Fisheries Management Organizations have come a long
way, there are still major hurdles which must be addressed in order to end overfishing in
the high seas and allow stocks to recover to sustainable levels. In the Atlantic alone, out
of the 14 highly migratory species assessed internationally, as of 2017, half were branded
overfished, three were still undergoing overfishing (with an additional four for which the
overfishing status remained unclear) and five were undergoing a rebuilding plan (NOAA
2018). Any improvements brought to the data and methods available to assess these
stocks will lead to greater accuracy of estimates of stock status and allow resources to be
managed in a more effective and efficient way.
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